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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
At 109 Exchange St., Portland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
To
mall subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

WANTS
..

Wanted.
GOOD canvasser, lady or gentleman, on a local
enterprise of merit, either upon salary or com-

A
mission.

Address

je!3d3tH. C.,

vance.

IMMEDIATELY.

le

published

every Thursday Morning at
a year.

$2.50

a

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$150 per square, daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square,three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special notices, one third additional.
Under head ot “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisement? inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the Sta:e), for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 ce ts per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
FOR LAND PUBLISHING CO.

__jelldlw*

Wanted.
respectable wfdow lady, who

is an excellent
lauudress. lately arrived in this city, wishes
inlants’
and
ladies
dresses, laces
washing,
gents
and French fluting, done up in the best of manner
at low prices and shortest notice. For reference apply
at No. 30 Brown street.jelldlw*1

A

WASTED.
sell Teas for us on
unemployed
salary or liberal commitsion. A fine double
with
case
thirty.six
(36)
superior
samples for
sample
fire dollars ($5) to agents.

'“EXTRA IIDUcHSsT

SATUBDAY MORNING, JUNE 15.

A Great and Unusual Cut Down

SAME

DAY
Class-$50

WANTED.
SITUATION as Clerk or Bookkeeper (both
Single and Double Entry) or Traveling SalesHad several years’ experience in the Grocery
man.
business. Being well acquainted could command a
good trade. Can furnish the best of references. Address P. O. Box 216, Batb, Me.
d2w
je7

A

PURSE $100 lor 2.45
Firct

•a

In

Third, §10

The

races

trotted according to National rules.
Admission 25 cents; Carriages aud Giand Stand
free.
Season tickets, $5, admitting to all races and
privileges of the park.
A. 0. SCRIBNER, Proprietor,
jul3d3t
will be

FANNY

THEATRE.

MARSHES
Sacred

Concert !

THE ORIGINAL VIRGINIA

JUBILEE

East

Southern Home* ot the Old Plantation !
which for melody and harmony are unsurpassed.
They are genuine Colored people, emancipated by
President Lincoln’s great Proclamation of Freedom.
Formerly slaves, they give the best and truest pictures of Slave Life on the Plantations of the South.
A rich, rare treat for music-loving people.
Admission 25 cents.
Reserved seats 35 cents.
Tickets for sale at Box office. Doors open at 7, to
cmmenco at 8 o’clock.
jeI3d3t

and Summer boarders will find
here a quiet and pleasant retreat, at reasonExcellent fishing facilities.
able prices.
Only

TRANSIENT

three hours ride from
connection at Gorham,

jetd3w&eodtf

and

15,

Street.m>7eodtt

unfurnished House

Apply

lor rent.

to

P. O. BOX 618

jell

eod.'it*

Rooms and House to Let.
on corner of Brown and Congress St Also

KOOMS

rooms

Preble St.
jel3dtf

The Soldier’s Trust.
LAST APPEARIN'EOF

—

518

Congress St. Also small house on
to
ELBRIDGE GERRV.
59 High St.

Apply

PLEASANT ROOMS TO LET.
of rooms

ot

,

Only,
isii,.

—

IX

colored

COMBlNlTId,

—

on

Congress

Apply

to L

comedian,

Admission, 35 cents; Reserved Seats, 50 cents;
Gallery, 25 cents. Scats can be secured one day in

jeSdtf

opcocdJnne I5*b, 1878.

This new and commodious house offers
advantages for transient and summer
well-known
sea side
retreat.
boarders at this
Splendid sea aud shore view s. Superior fishing and
sailing. Still and surf bathing free from undertow.
Post office address, Oak Hill.
MRS. T. B. FOSS.
my8d3m

uuTquaTed

BEACH, SACO, ME.
House!

the

of

best offices

ONE Enquire of

on

To Let.
liDe of Horse Railroad in Woodfords
seven rooms all in good reJ. H. REED,
pair. Enquire
Woodford’s Corner.
my4dtf

HALL

House,

This favorite and popular Seaside resort
will be reopened June 7th, for the reception

To Let
Tenements on Clark Street, No. 17. Inquire of JOHN SWEETS1R, 5 Neal Street,
dtf
marll

TWO

To be Rented.
Bath
AVERY

jan7dtf

desirable front room, with large alcove.
upon same floor. Apply at
606 CONGRESS ST.

room

REAL ESTATE.

property, situated

Buzzeli

ol
Pine
and
Brackett
streets, lot 35 feet on Brackett and
120 on Pine street. Apply to
JOHN C. PROCTER.
dlw
jel3
j

SEASIDE EESOKT.
OTTAWA HOUSE,
Me*

popular resort

will reopen July I hi.
GEORGE ALLEN, Proprietor.

the

Deering,

Ocean

on

SEASON OF 187S.
and aner bujxuai, dune sun, mo ucean
House Coach will run as follows:
Leave Ocean House for Portland at 7.30 a. m. and
3.20 p. m.
Leave Falmouth Hotel for Ocean House at 9 a. in,
and 5 p in., Preble House at 9.05 a. in. and 5.05 p. m.
Fare 75 cents. Baggage extra.
je7dlm

ON

HOTEL,

GOODS

€. D. B. FISK & €0.,
CLOTHIERS

Inder Preble House,
jelO

\

I

j

dtt

Street.

One and one-half story house, with
stable, large lot of laud, with fruit
House contains 9
trees, good garden.
rooms, all finished, and In good repair,
fine cellar, with cemented floor, and
large cistern. Buildings bnilt within 12
years. Will be sold at a bargain.
For particulars inquire of CEO. A.

I

Plimpton, Fisk & Co., \
|

RIBBONS, SILKS

10 lbs. daily
“
15 “
«
20 “

•

$6,00
8.00

10.00

Ice will be delivered earlier than June 1, and later
than Oct. 1, at the same rates.
Any customer leaving town will be entitled to a
proper reduction.
Customers not needing Ice the full season can be
supplied by the month or week at the following

10 lbs. daily, per month,
“
«
«
15 “
“
“
«
20 “
“
10 “
per week,

AND

26 Simmer & 92 Hawley Sts,
BOSTON.
^*Wo would call the attention of MILLINERS
an inspection of our stock, at being the largest
and most complete to be found in New England. All
orders will receive careful and prompt attention.
to

Rocky Point, Warwick, H. L

COAL!
WHOLESALE H RETAIL.
All first Coals for Summer

We vronld call particular attention to our weekly
rate.
NORRIS G. CURTIS,
ARTHUR H. SOULE.
myldtf

•*-

few-

over

Portland

v.

L. J.
489

my25dti

PERKINS,

Congress Street, Portland.

If You Want to Save
call and

see

I
EMM DIM

ROOMS,

This popular saloon having been
refitted and painted, is again open
to the public.
The prt sent propi fetors will endeavor to merit the
liberal pturonagc heretofore bestowed and propose to increase its

IN

House tor Sale,
Western part of city, a New House containinf
all tlie modern improvements. Inquire at thii

popularity by generally reducing
the cost of food, while lully maintaining the quality and quantity.
49 EXCHANGE STREETmarB

dtf

on first class Real Estati
X Security, in Portland, or vi
cinitv. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Com
mission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer ii
nolSdtf
Real Estate, 3794 Congress Street.

Hi

New Modern Style House on Con
gress Street for Sale or to Eel.
story house No. 816 Congress 6treet, belweei
Vaughan and Ellsworth, # rooms, modem improve
meuts, suit of parlors with marble mantels, opei
grate, bath room finished in ash and black walnut
wash bowls, hot and cold water in bath room, chamPrice onl;
bers and kitchen, cemented cellar* <&c.
$4G00, and liberal terms of payment. Rent $459 pe
year including water. Apply to
F. G. PATTERSON, 379J Congress Street,
dtf
jut
Two

The most convenient place in the
city to purchase your Coal is at
K SNDALL
*
flc4I.LIS» EB’«
new office.
No 78 Exchange St.,
opposite the Post Office.
ocl9dtf

DDRESS

M

I

piril

Ion

.

your

winter

Green, Son & Lynch,
172

COMMERCIAL,

FOOT CROSS STREET.
eodtf

my 30

Improved

Dry air Refrigerators give universal sat-

isfaction and warranted to be as recommended. The be>t and cheapest.
Do
not pay freights, Cartings and Commis
but
of
the
a
Manufacturer,
sions,
buy
nice hard wood Refrigerator for less
money than tbe Pine staiued ones are
selling for. The largest and best assort,
ment in Maine to select from, in three
styles aud eleven sizes. Call and see be*
fore buying.

J. F.

MERRILL,

Mo 60 Cross St.,

Portland, Me.
d5w

my27

Martin &

We would respectfully inform the public of our
completed arrangements at the Kerosene Works for
the use of a vat of Naptha, into which we can put
all kinds of Furniture, Carpets, Clothing, &c., infested with Moths, which is undoubtedly the least
expensive and most effective means of exterminating this troublesome insect.
The process will not injure the finest silk fabric,
but cleanse the soiled and uusty parts.
A competeut man irom our establishment will superintend the treatment, and all orders left at our
office,

£28

Free

street,

will be promptly attended to.

WALTER COREY & CO.
dtf

=

f KMJKfiK,
Corner. Oeerinr
dtt

Cor sale.
Pennell side spring wagon.
one jump and cariole.
marUidtf
Enquire at This

ONE

Money

my7

AsIiob ETauled.
V

pnrchaaiDg

_au2dtf

office.

*

before

Merrill’s Latest

Tlie new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part ol the city. The best bargain
J. SI. AVEItILL.
dtf

use.

REFRIGERATORS.

(FORMERLY JOHNSON’S.)

july3!

us

lots of Coal aud Wood.

For Sale 2

in (he market this season.
Apply on flic premises.

Winter

W 0 0 D

lutubivui

from tlie first fioor.

or

OF ADD KINDS.

!»/I /"V VT f \7 to lean

eodtf

TS&TtJj6

mh21

ONE

Can look all

i

STRAW GOODS

2.00
2.60
35

HOUSE

BORDERING
FOR

Flower Beds.
AN

J. W. STUCK WELL.
decii

eodiy

I

I

$1.50

and a half miles from Portland, the residence of Mr. A. W. Longfellow, consisting of
6 4-10 acres of land, in grass, fruit and woods. Cottage house containing 14 rooms, including bath room.
Also barn, caniage house and woodshed. Fine view
aud the location unsurpassed either lor a residence,
public institute or for house lots. Apply to
JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange street
d3w
je6

|

's

|

MILLI¥ER¥,

For Sale in Deering.

nicu,

|

|

□

with this unadvised measure,

P. 0. BOX 1757.

a

—

Congress St., Portland.

1878.

chargeable

very important source of strength
security, cherish public credit. One
method of preserving it is to use it as
IH«) avoiding occasions
spnrino'v
of expense by cultivating peace, but re
membering also that timely disbursements
to prepare for danger frequently prevent
much greater diabnraement* to repel It;
a-roidiug likewise the accumulation of
debt, not only by shunning occasions of
expense, but by vigorous exertions in time
of peace to discharge the debt, which nnavoidable wars may have occasioned, not
ungenerously throwing upon posterity the
burden which we ourselves ought to bear.
GEORGE WASHINGTON.
As

I

PEOPLE,

THE

TO

Deeriu^.

This well known summer resort will be open for
the reception of guests ou MONDAY, June 10 1*78.
Situated on the wes’ern snore of the far-famed Narragaosett Bay. equidistant from Providence and
Newport, Rocky Point otters unequalled attractions
In consideration of the
for a summer residence.
times the managers have determined to make a large
reduction in pi ices, and now otter Die advantages of
Cuisine
a first class hotel at very reasonable rates.
always first class.
Terms lor permanent guests, $8 to §12 per week.
Transient guests, $2.50 per day.
The fa ilities for boating, bathing and fishing are
tackle
unsurpassed while pleasure boats fishing
The daily
and bathing suifs are aiwa>s t hand
and
butter
fruit
poulof
milk,
supply vegetables,
try are Irom the Hotel Farm.
The spleodid steamers of the Continental Steamboat Company will make frequent trips daily, between Providence and Newport, touching at Rocky
Point eacb way.
Address E. H. KENT, Manager,

the character of republican govan enormous debt against the

and

COME THEN 4ND WE WILL DO YOU GOOD !

contains Parlor and Sitting-room, (with
mat hie mantel each,) Dining-room and Kitchen, and five sleeping-rooms, ail finished in good style;

ISLAND.

on

which must remain unsatisfied, or rather it is an
accumulation of guilt which can be expiated no
otherwise than by a voluntary sacrifice on the alar of justice of the power which has been the instrument cf it.—James Madison.

AND PRICES INJURE YOU !

New House and Stable for Sale in

NABIUGANSETT BAY,

people and

States

CENT

PER

!

SMALL. No i« Plum street, or F. 0.
BAILET & CO., Exchange street.
je3dtf

OCEAN HOUSE COACH,

apr2

"The loss which America has sustained, since
the peace, from the pestilential effects of irredeemable paper money, on the necessary confidence between men, on the necessary confidence in
the public councils, on the industry and morals of

nearly all of tlie above goods.

prices:

FOR SALE
In

JtfllV

on

corner

dim

RHODE

.

Jnae lat to October lat.

FOR SALE.

guests for the season of 1878. Thoroughly
repaired aud refurnished throughout.
01IS KALEK, Prop’r.
P. O. address, Oak Hill.

POINT

Pants)

MISSION

of

ROCKY

2.00
2.50
2.50
3.00

■

years)

to 10

PRICES FOR THE SEASON.

SCAR BO BO BEACH.

nis

10 years)

-

NOR THE KNOWLEDGE GAINED BY EXAMINING OUR

1878.

LLT.

IU

HALL, Williams’ Block, (formerly
known as‘’Arcana Hall.) haviug been leased
by the undersigned, will be let on roost reasonable
terms for Lectures, concerts. Sociables, Meetings,
Suppers, Fairs, &c. Apply at the Hall, opposite
Casco Engine House.
aplfieodtfR. M, BARTON.

The

Island, Portland,

1*00
-

YOUR EVES CANNOT DECEIVE YOU

Exchange Street.

Corner containing
HOUSE
of

Clerk.
BARNES, Jr
Mr. L for the past 5 years proprietor t the
J
Fahian House, White Mountains.
House
thoroughly renovated. Low rates for season boarders
Will open June 15th.
jel2TTh&S3m

U uniting;'*

lias been made

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.,
No. 46 Exchange Street.

myl4dtt

It.

je6

$1.75.

from 50 cents to

REOUt TfOX OF 2$

A

TO LET.

JOHN' LINDSEY, Proprietor.

Kirkwood

“A return to specie payments at the earlipossible period compatible with due regard to all inleiests concerned, should ever
be kept in view Fluctuations in the Talue
of currency are always injurious, and to
reduce these fluctuations to the lowest possible point will always be a leading purpose in wise legislation.
Convertibility,
prompt and certain convertibility into
to
be
the best and
coin is acknowledged
surest safeguard against them.
ABRAHAH LINCOLN,
est

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OP

EIIECKI.Ef HU18E aiLibbUi
Neck.
l*roul’«
Neck
formerly
Will be
Ncarboro Beaeli, lHaiuc.

Ocean

THE

jel06t

SUMMER RKSORiS.

OLD ORCHARD

climb

slide down cellar doors and

to

picket fences.

Also a large assortment
Children’s Sailor Blouses
Sailor Suits
Excelsior Suits (age 3 to
Excelsior Blonse Suits (3
Suits (age 8 to 12, Long

St,

on

advance at the Box Office.

10, made expressly

TAY-

Let
house No. 16 High St., between Dantorth and
York.
JONAS W. CLARK,
558 Congress Street.
.ie5dtf

assisted by the popular

KERSANDS.

BILLY

to

shall.

CONVENIENT

OUT OF BONDAGE !
Enlarged and improved,

changes, often great and suddeD, expose Individuals to great loss, are the source of ruinous speculations, and destroy all confidence
between man and man.”—Chief Justice Mar-

SHIRT WAISTS 25 CENTS !

Small Tenements to Let.
for small families; Sebago water
and good sewerage.
Apply to E. J. WHITNEY at this offiee, or W. H. OONANT at P & R. R.
near
Grand
Trunk
Station.
my22dtt
office,

Kenowned

OVER SISTERS’

Our stock

FIGURES SPEAK PLAINER THAN WORDS !

LOR, High

joOJflt

ifiivu

Age 3

sun-

Let.

of the most desirable rents

Return of tho Favorites for ,0ne Night

the

Irredeemable paper money “converts the
business oi society into a mere lottery; and
when the collapse comes, as come it mast,
it easts laborers out of employment, crushnod merchants and
es
manufacturers
ruins thousands of honest,
indnstrions
citizens,”
JAMES BUCHANAN.

ernment, constitute

To

Tiirsmv.

$7.00

IRON CLAD SUITS $1.50.

Situated in the western central part [of city. Address L. E. T., Daily Press Office.
dtf
je12

oi

C_H .A. L L

as

exchanged.

To

n. Benton.

$5.00

DON’T FORGET OUR CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT

Stable To Let.

the park, No. 335.
ONE positstret
Wharf.

Don’t forget the Matinee.
PRICES AS USUAL

second

one room on

COMBINATION.

TRUST

on

are

I may say

a medium (irredeemable paper monbeen liable to fluctuation. Its
has
always
ey,)
value is constantly changing; and these

floor; plenty
SUITE
light, air and water. Heat and gas furnished.
third floor. References

Also

Mr. Geo. €. Boniface

MUSI

or

abase,

“Such

For two sm ill families, without young
children, over Jewett Bros’ store, corner of Middle and India street
Sebago
water; $12 per month. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS.
Jel3dlw*

Furnished

by the government

It (paper money) tends to aggravate the
inequality of fortunes; to make the rich richer
and the poor-poorer^ to multiply nabobs and
paupers, and to deepen and widen' 'the gulf
which separated Dives from Lazarus.—Thom-

$10.00

Don’t imagine that we show nothing but cheap goods.
is extensive, and embraces the very best to be lounil.

emissions

nature so liable to
certain to be abused,

that the wisdom of
will be shown by never
trusting it-clf w th so seducing and dangerous a power.”
ALEXANDER HAMILTON.

SUITS 2
■

depreciation always

tbe government

Fancy Worsted Pants.
Pantaloons
(33 kinds.)
Men’s All Wool

-

its

laborer.—Andrew Jackson.

a

so

3 shades Dabol’s

Sack and Frock Suits, Strong and Neat
Be sure and examine our Suits for
Fancy Worsted Suits, very handsome,

Two Tenements.

—

A.ND THE

of

TO LET.

gress

THE WONDERFUL SUCCESS

Je8dtf

$2,30

HOUSE

AFTERNOON AND EVENING,

—

Stage

team.

fliWO single gentlemen can obtain board in a priJL vate family, five minutes from City Hall, large
airy front room. Address Box 717.
dtf
ap3

ONLY MATINEE J

SOLDIERS’

$1„£30

No. 6 Free Street Block. (14) fourteen
rooms.
Desirable tor a Lodging or Boarding
Bent
House
reasonable. Apply at No. 286 Con-

Positively Last Night
—

Portland, by

Mo., and Sebago Lake.
GEO. M SMALL.

“Paper

.OS Men’s Double and Twist Working Pants.
.OO Men’s Termont Grey Working Pants.
$1.00 Men’s Traveling Drab Linen Dusters.

For Rent.

MARSH’S THEATRE.

June

—

of any country, for

falls upon the

.05 Men’s Nobby White Tests.

SUITS 2

Limington Me.

SINGERS,

Saturday,

AT

—

A paper currency is a great curse to any
and a particular curse to the laborer

people

PRICES !

OCR

NOTE

SUMMER BOARD

FROM NORFOLK, VA.
A GENUINE SLAVE BAND !

FANNY

with paper.”—Thomas Jefferson.

pur>

Board.

SUNDAY EVENING, JUNE 16.

Grand

to call and

Out oi town customers will find it to their interest
chase of us.

to Fonrth.

called promptly at 2.30 P. M. and

will be

BOARD

In

Owner names .b. m. Cobossee Bell0
Geo. Smilb names.b. g Bay Stranger
li. StinchUeM names.b. g. Doubtful
K. Rani names.br. g. Kia«tus
Chas 8ranwood names.. bk. m. Viola
A. C. Scribner names.br. s. Joewllgo

“Capital may bs produced by industry and
accumulated by economy, but only jugglers
will propose to create it by legerdemain tricks

je7d3m

Saturday, June 15,1878.
W. B. Nutter names.,..b. m. Kitty Morris
W. M. Alien names.g. g Fagan
A- C. Scribner names.cb. g. Little Pete

ournal.

AND BE HAPPY!

READ, DWELL UPON IT

New England Sample Tea Company,
No, 103 milk street, Boston, mass.

PURSE SlOO lor 2.34 Class-$50
lo First. $25 lo Second, $15 lo
Third, $10 to Fourth.

EVEBY regular attache of the Pbbjs is turn ished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley t.
Pullen, Editor, All railway, steamboat andi hotel
managers will confer a favor npon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent onr

reduce our

At this early day, in the best ol the business season, to
immense stock.

P.TIESS,

We do not read anonymous letters and conunnni
cations The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
bnt as a guaranty of good faltb.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not need.

persons to

ALL

ENTERTAINMENTS.

THE

hundred

of good
useful domestic article. An invention which has long been wanted in every family, but has not hitherto been supplied to the market. No family can afford to be
without it. Quick «ales and large profits to the vender, and perfect satisfaction to the buyer, are the
inducements ottered to agents. For further information inquire (in peison if possible), of A F.
MEAD, No. 5 Free St., Portland, Me. Office hours
from 1 to 4.

address,

year, U paid iu advance at $2.00

One

ladies,

men and
a new and very

to canvass

_MISCELLANEOUS__
Press Office.

—

WANTED
enterprising young
tor

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

MORNING. JUNE 15. 1878.

SATURDAY

15._PORTLAND,

ESTABLISHED JUNE 23, 1862.—VOL.

PRESS.

“The very man ot all others who has the
deepest interest in a sound currency, and
who suffers most by mischievous legislation in
money matters, is the man who earns his daily bread by his daily toil. A depreciated currency, siidden changes of prices, paper money
falling between morning and noon, and faU
ling still lower between noon and night, these
things constitute the very harvest time of speculators, and of the whole race of those who are
at once idle and crafty. * * * A disordered currency is one of the greatest political
evils. It undermines the virtues necessary for
the support of the social system, and encourages propensities destructive to its hnppiress.
It wars against industry, frugality and economy, and it fosters the evil spirits of extravagance and speculation. Of all the contrivances for cheating the laboring classes of
mankind, none has been more effectual than
that which deludes them with paper money.
This is the most effectual of inventions to fertilize the rich man’s fields by the sweat of the
poor man’s brow. Ordinary tyranny, oppression, excessive taxation, these bear lightly upon the mass ot the community, compared with
fraudulent currencies and the robberies committed
by depreciated paper.”—Daniel
Webster.
The Treasury-Note.
The communication elsewhere published
over the familiar initials “G. F. T.” gives a
concise and interesting sketch of the history
of the United States treasury note. Its readers will see, what doubtless many of them
knew before, that the treasury note is not a
novelty in our financial legislation, but had
been issued previous to the rebellion both in
times of peace and war. It is a legitimate
and recognized instrument of credit, with all
nations. Our earlier issues of treasury notes
indeed differed little from an English exchequer bill.
But in conferring upon the treasury note a
leeal-tender function as we did we disregarded oar former practice aDd the teachings
Our Government
of all wise financiers.
while refusing to accept its own notes for
debts due it compelled the people to accept
those notes in discharge of money contracts
between man and man. That is, it repudiated its obligations but insisted that others
over whom it had jurisdiction should accept
them. That was the objectionable feature of
the treasury note or greenback. Perhaps its
adoption was necessary considering the
plight we were in, though there are grave
doubts as to its wisdom or expediency. But
it was justified by the highest judicial authority of the land as a proper exercise of the
war power though the Supreme Couit did
not attempt to conceal its opinion that further issues of treasury notes should not be
legal tender for private debts.
This Beems to be the position of Mr. Talbot. He favors a paper currency convertible on
demand into coin, issued by government and
receivable by it for all dues, a currency which
shall not be a legal-tender and which no man
shall be compelled to accept. Of course if we
believe that the Treasury will pay these notes
on presentation we shall have no hesitation
about a'ecepting them, but we should not be
forced to take any note, either of government
or individual, in return for value given. If
this doctrine were greenbackism there would
be more declared greenbackers in the State
than there are to-day. But Mr. Talbot believes that the Treasury note must have a
swift and certain convertibility into coin, and
in that all resumptionists are at one with
him. The Nationals on the other hand oppose all attempts to pay the de-rand notes,
and demand an absolutely irredeemable paper currency. Were their quarrel with the
national banking system alone they could
command the support of men whose sent!-

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

ments find

expression In the communication
Mr. Henry James’ novel, Watch and Ward
The third instalment of The Political Adunder consideration. But as It is all advocates I (Boston: Houghton, Osgood
& Co.; Portland:
ventures of Lord IS,‘aeonsfield,” in the Fortof a soumi currency, whether friends or foes Loring, Short & Harmon) which
appeared
nightly, relates to the “heavy” period of that
of the National banks, are united in the con- originally in current numbers of the Atlantic
erratic statesman’s life—from 1837 to 1832—
demnation of the pestilent heresy of irredeem- Monthly in 1871, and is now revised and when he was
busy In Parliament. The Presomewhat altered by the author, is a
able p'sper money.
very
mier is described as westing at the outset “the
Obviously their aim
bright aodcompact story, the promise of which
should be to give to the greenback as
livery of Peel;’’ then, “with ribbons in his hat
great a has not
been wholly fulfilled by the author’s
and tabor in bis
purchasing power as gold has and to make it
mouth, bo masqueraded as a
later works. Construction, for instance, is a
rural swain, dancing with bis
exchangeable without loss for coin. When trait that is
Young England
usually developed by practice; but companions rouud a
that is done it will be time to consider the
Mav-pole; and finally, in
in this early work of Mr. James one finds a
the breeches and topbaots of a
stage squire, he
question whether the currency shall be di- plot that has continuity and a fair
degree of smacked his hunting whip against his thigh,
rectly issued by government or through bank- progressiveness and point, and characters that
denouncing the villany of the traitor Peel, who
ing corporations. When that question comes belong to the action, and have not
apparently had deceived him and other simple-minded
there
will
doubtless be differences of opin- straggled into the book for the purpose of presup
gentlemen into a belief that he was a Protecion among hard-money men. But until Gov- ently taking leave, as one assists at a kettletionist, and a friend of the land and of the
drum. Watch and Ward evidences in Mr.
ernment is prepared to redeem its demand
corn laws, when he was nothing but a manuJames a share of the genuine gift of the novenotes the question of the future use of the
facturer and free-trader.” His rapid tthanges
a
which
he
has recently
diluted, be- of costume and character are said to resemble
greenback is not a pressing one. Resump- list; gift
fogged and set a wool-gathering in devious
tionists of all classes and shades of opinion
those “ol the elder and younger Mathews in
ways according to the Brahmioical school of
some of their startling transformations.”
are agreed that treasury notes should be made
The
Boston fiction, in wbicb nothingness is
satirist is deicer in tone when, speaking again
payable in coin. That desirable end achieved the end of all
things, and blessed are of Mr. Disraeli’s relations with Sir Robert Peei,
we can go on with light hearts to the considthe
the
nihilist is
biases, and
the he says: “For a time he was the umbra of the
eration of the question whether the bank note novelist. Because
the dime novel has a plot, Prime Minister. Soon the
fervent blessings of
or the treasury note is the most desirable and
is it necessary that the test of
refinement in the mendicant are exchanged for doubtful and
economical form of paper currency.
fiction mast be that the curtain shall iau
upon
angry looks, and afterwards for threats and imTwo matters touched upon by Mr. Talbot,
the just and the unjust alike without
any special
precations.”
the reissuing of the greenback and its
accept- denouement for anybody? When a m»n takes
his pea in hand for the
ance by the government for all dues, have reBooks Received.
telling of a ta|6i the
Five Thousand in (Solil. Cloth, 264 pp.
ceived the favorable consideration of Con- reader has a right to look for somsGohesioa and
Boseven point to the story—.* l3a
ton : Oliver Ellsworth & Co.
j3 j00 mao|i )iga
gress, aDd will in all probability soon be acthe half-recalled auecd ata that we alt know too
Footprints in the Slow. A Novel. By Dora
complished facts. The first indeed is already
when the fa'.mre of
Ru-foll. Paper, 310 pp., 50 cents.
Boston: Lormemory must be
settled. With these questions out of the well,
made good by lac.ghter which should have been
ing. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon,
there
are
no
way
present differences of opinion
called forth if the point of the
Dio Inheritance. By Adeline Traftou, author ol
jest had not been
that can interfere with the hearty union of
“Katherine Earle.” &c. Cloth, 428 pp. Boston:
missing. Watch and Ward is a story with a
hard-money men in opposition to the pur- distinct
Leo & Shepard. Portland: Loring. Short & Har
beginning, and a definite ending, aud
ot
the
Nationals.
mon.
pases
fairly carried from the one point to the other*
Gre.it X,itcrature.
By Proferaor R. C. Jebb.
The Paris correspondent of the Baltimore The style is good with a distinct liavor that bel iterature Primers. Clolb, Hit; pp., ascents. Now
Sun says that the American silk stuffs at the longs to Mr. James’s manner; sometimes a
York: D. Appleton & Co,
Portland; Dresser
phrase or a thought is too palpably conveyel
Exhibition are much admired.
McLellan & Co.
“I have
from tbo Frencb,giving the effect of rather
crude
been shown silks to-day—the product of
Political Ecoaomr. By Prot.W. Stanley Jevons
translation, instead of genuine Gallic grace—
Science Primers.
America—that challenge the abilities of but
Cloth, 131 pp., 45 cents. New
usually there is much liveliness and sparkle
York: D. Appleton Ss Co.
Portland: Dresser,
Lyons. The Hudson City silk works sub- together with maDy fortunate and
telling
McLellan & Co.
mit ribbons in silk that a French manufactouches. Mr. James is not a great novelist as
The Gotl.ouof n marquis. From the French
turer pronounces ‘perfect.’
a certain
And they are
clique claim—but he is a skillful,clevof Andrfi Thnriet. No. IX Collection of
Foreign
er
American
and
in
legitimate
products
very interesting writer, who, when he
every reAuthors. Paper, 264 pp., 50 cents.
New York:
spect. When I find American silk produced concentrates hispoweis upon light,brilliant and
u. Aiipieiuu iv vo.
xoruanu: rnrsser, aicLclun
even subtle work, is effective and
in America, by Americans, I am prond to
& Co.
happy in bis
bnt who must beware of
note it. It is on this ground that
affectation, of Johnson’s Slew .Vlrilioil for Thorough
America, efforts;
the (falling of his analytic gift
Base; an Introduction Book in the Art of Playas a whole, will present an
by the persistent
unexceptionab'y nse of
the faculty of non-admiration, of disreing Church or Glee Music, and all other Kinds
supeuur nuui iu rue universal nxQlDMon of
that are Printed in Four or more Parts upon the
gard of1 certain forms and conventional itics
all nations, and compare most favorably with
Organ and Piano-Forte. By A. N. .Johnson.
that exist in the art of the
novelist, as in all
other competitors.”
Boards, 128 pp., 81. Boston; Oliver Ditson &
Notwithstanding the other arts; and he should, above
cultivate
all,
Co. Portland: Ira Stockbiidge.
prejudice in favor of foreign fabrics, Ameri- fresh, healthful and natural
sympathies, the
can silks are coming largely into use.
Their only key to success in
fictioD; discard amateurThe Treasnry Note in History.
firm colors, substantial texture and durabili- ishnesses of
every kind and know “Paris and
render
them
to
most
The impression quite generally prevails that
of
ty,
the im- the rest of the world” by actual contact with
preferable
the issniog of promissory notes by tbe governported silks.
men and affairs instead of at
secondhand
through romances and the evolutions of fancy. ment and their use as currency is a financial
An inspection of the diplomatic and connovelty ventured upon as nn extremely dangersular bill shows that there is no appropriaous experiment in the peril of oar great civil
The Russians of to-day is another volume of strife, but to be abandoned as soon as
tion for the mission to Greece, now held
peace is
by the Franklin Square
Library series (New York: assured. The truth is the United States govJ. Meredith Heed. The bill also omits a
Harper Brothers; Portland; Loring, Short & ernment has issued its promissory notes, which
provision for any second secretaries of legaHarmon.) It is written by the author of The
have been used for money repeatedly in time of
tion at the principal courts of Europe. Some
Member from Paris, and is a vivid and minute
peace, as well as in time of war, and tbe pracof these officers were recently appointed and
picture of the present social condition of Rns
tice has been sanctioned by all our most conhave but just arrived at their stations. To sia. The first
chapter is devoted to a brief
servative statesmen.
Greece there is not even a consul, and our
and able recapitulation of Russian
June 30.1812, just upon the commencement
history
communications with that kingdom will since the days of the Haas to the present date.
of the last war with Great Britain, Congress
To this introductory passage, succeeds a dehave to be through the minister to Turkey.
authorized the issue of §5,030,000 treasury
scription of Russia ia its maay phases, told in notes to be redeemed in one year, to bear interNo doubt is entertained in Washington
a way that Gradgriud would have
despised, but est at live and two-fiftbs per cent, and to be
that Congress will adjonrn Monday, and cerwhich to the general reader is full of the inter*
receivable for taxes and duties and in payment
tainly no regret is felt elsewhere.
est.the reality aud the charm that bare statistics for the public lands.
are powerless to convey.
Feb. 25,1813, the war stiii continuing, $5,Recent Publications.
000,000 more treasury notes were authorized
The Annual Record of Science and
Industry under the same conditions, and the Secretary
Charlotte Cash man; Her Letters and Memoirs of her Life. Edited by her friend, EmStebbins. (Boston: Houghton, Osgood &
Portland: T.oring, Shurt & Harmon).
Among notable and noble lives of women of
oar time, none osn afford richer material for
biography than that of Charlotte Cnshman,
artist and woman. “In the fierce light which
beats upon a throne”—whether the empire be
of lands and seas, or the regions, nnlimited but
not less real, of art—the figure of Charlotte
Cnshman stands, powerful, qaeenly and spotless as carved of the whitest stone from tne
ma

Co.;

quarries of Carrara; the life of the great
lately dead—its own fittest monument.

woman

early childhood

From

Miss Cnshman gave
of rare strength and originality of
nature. Her mimetic gift was soon developed
together with a contralto voice of great power.
How this taste for the drama and music would

evidence

have been regarded by the long line of worthy
Puritan ancestors from whom Miss Cnshman
was

descended need not be imagined; bat the

suuuest

ui

su mese

goaiy ioreratners might
have seen, in the rich artist nature of tbe actress, the principle and the religious faith that
were the mainspring of his own life.
Miss
Cushman began her theatrical career as a

singer; but her voice failing, from overstrain of
jts young powers, she turned her attention to
the spoken drama, making her first appearance
in the arduous part of Lady Macbttb, one
wbiob seemed nnsuited to her yonth and little
experience, but in which there is no doubt she
made a genuine success, however different her

early rendering of the part might be from her
great reading of it in later years. So early she
touched tbe heights of tragic aspiration—hav-

ing soared thus high she was fibntent to drop
from the regions of her strong young flight, and
ntxt we find her employed as “walking lady”
and “general utility lady,” conscientious, full
of dramatic instinct, and making minor parts
brilliant by her life-like and beautiful personations.

Miss Cushman was a

charming

Rosa

find, full of the dewy sparkle of that freshest of
Shakspere’s heroines, the princess whose royalty was real enough to bear the test of lack of
court and courtiers. As Romeo she was the
very golden youth of Verona; as Queen Katherine she seemed tbe embodied pathos of passing majesty; and as Lady Macbeth grandeur
and terror struggled for tbe mastery in a personation which is become one of the traditions
of tragic art. Perhaps it is as Meg Merrilies
that Miss Cushman seized most powerfully
upon the imagination of her audiences; and
tbere is no need to recall to those who were
fortunate enough to see her in this part the
fitful splendor, the sudden tenderness, tbe grotesque force that rose to wild sublimity, of this

strange character.
met

with inetant

Everywhere
recognition;

Miss Cnshman
in London es-

pecially her

success was great; and everywhere
tbe fine and lovable traits of the woman filled
the measure of admiration for tbe actress.
Her life in Rome was exceedingly pleasant and
interesting. There too she had honors and

troops of friends; and, surrounded by the
wealth of the past, drew constant inspiration
of her tragio art. Among the many lovable
traits of Miss Cushman was the power which
she possessed in a marked degree of winning
and bolding the affection of young girls and
women, who constantly re 'eived good counsel
and kindly remembrance from her, and who iu
return addressed to her letters filled with

tenderest and most genuine devotion.
While tbe impression Miss Cushman produced
upon tbe public was that of extreme power and

the

f.raain

dirmifr_i n

simple, cordial

nrinato

1 fa has

twu

nnavj

uraru

the dignity
which never forsook her, on or off the stage,
was graced by the most admirable courtesy aod
sweetness. She was unaffectedly and fervently
religions, and attached to her family by bonds
and

gentle;

and

stronger than common—traits which she owed
in a large measure to her Paritan fathers. In
contradiction of false proverbial philosophy,
Miss Cushman was most the heroine and most

fondly worshipped by her faithful maid. Sallie
Mercer, a woman of rare good sensa and strong
qualities, who was Miss Gushuian’s attendant
and friend for many years, and who had thus
the good fortune to be the daily witness of this
nobly complete life. Miss Emma Stebbios, the
antbor of the biography of Miss Cushman, enfor many years a close friendship with
her, and this volume and a fine bast of the
great actress are the memorials of their loog
and happy acquaintance. A photograph of the

joyed

bust, and one taken from life are ontaiued in
the work, and give excellent likenesses of the
strong, expressive, though not beautiful face of
Miss Cushman. As a biographer, Miss Stebbins has doue her task with skill and loving
minuteness; her style is exceedingly good in
its clearness and unfailing quality of enthusiasm for its subject. She wisely spares overmuch of eulogy, leaving Miss Cushman’s life tu
be its own praise; aod her selections from the
large material for her work, are ma le with
much skill aud good taste. What batter eao be
said indeed than that the volume is a worthy
Charlotte Cush men—a woman
whose high example sheds a steady light upon
the possibilities of art and of womanhood.
memorial of

for 1877 is the seventh of the excellent series
now familiar to students, began in 1871.
Heretofore the Record has for the most part been
ftrat
o{
a
compound
summary ot scientific progress daring the year, and second of a series of
abstracts of the more important articles contained in the proceedings of learned societies
and in the scientific and industrial
jonrnals of
the day. The abstracts are now
much

to the

omitted,

advantage

of the book as a work of reference, foi room is thereby given to an extension
of the summary. A minute index is another
advantage which this volume has over the pre-

ceding

ones.

Messrs. Harper publish ia their popular
Franklin Square Library series, in
newspaper
form, the History of a Crime, by Victor Hugo,
a recital which
begins with the events of the
coup d’etat of the first Napoleon and closes with
the victory of the Prussians at Sedan
The
picture of the valley of Sedan, a peaceful scene
haunted by the horror of war is in Victor

Hugo’s

most magnificent manner.
In view of
the communist theories, sac forth by men who
have everything to gain and nothing to lose
by
the madness of revolution, this History of a
Crime has terrible significance in its potent

warning. (Portland, Loring, Short

&

Har-

Harmon.)
Messr?. Harper Brothers of New York publish another volume of Mr. William J. Rolfe’s
edition of Shakspere’s plays—containing the

comedy

“As Yon Like It,” with full and interesting notes, and a long selection of passages
from Lodge’s novel to which Shakspere owed
the plot of his play, and of which the preface
probably suggested the pleasant title. It is im.

possible to praise too highly Mr. Rolfe’s edition,
which presents the great dramas in convenient
form, in every way suited for the student or for
library purposes. (Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.)

Messrs. Harper also publish in their Half
Hour Series, Mr. James Rowley’s History of
the Settlement of the British Constitution; and
a lively and characteristic tract by Charles
Reade entitled the Coming Man, and which is
an ingenious and qnerulons plea for the
equal
rights of the left hand. It contains very much
good sense, and its extravagances of words are
rather agreeable at times and will serve to impress the fact that he who is two-handed is

forehe- ded.
Note* and Announcements.
Mrs. Marion Lewe (GeorgeEliot) has written
a new poem with the title of A College Break
fast party. It will appeal in July.
The latest about William Tell is a labored
historical book by K. L. Muller to prove the
reality of the entire tradition of Tell and the
liberation of the three forest cantons of Switz.
erland.
Of the corresponding members of the Frenoh
Aoademy, Germany has nineteen, Great Britain sixteen, Russia six, Italy two, Austria one,
Denmark and Sweden four, Switzerland four,
Belgium two, the Uuited States three, Brazil
one, and there are eleven vacancies to be filled.
Tbe copartnership of Scribner, Armstrong &

Co., the well known book-publishing firm, has
been dissolved by the death of Edward Seymour and the withdrawal of Andrew C. Armstrong. The new firm, consisting of Johc
Blair Scribner and Charles Scribner, will be
known as Charles Scribner’s Sons.
A new edition of Wheaton’s International
Law ia published in England, rearranged and
furnished with notes and cases to date, and an
index.
erature

Another tribute to sol.d American litis fonnd in an English compressed

adaptation of Mr. Motley’s Dutch Bepublic
under the title of Holland and her Heroes to
the year 1585.
Ernest logersoll will contribute totheJnly
number ot Scribner’s Monthly an article on
The Police of New York, in which he will follow the history of the force from the time of
the old Battle Boxes and “Leather Heads” to
the present. Professor Boyesen’s new story
will begin the number, and John Burroughs,

Luigi Monti, Frank B. Stockton and Dr.
Brown will be among the contributors. Mr.
George Parsous Latbrop will have a story of a
unique sort in the number, a story founded
upon the agreement of two college friends that
whichever of them shall first own a specified
amount of money shall divide it with the other.
The Atlantic Monthly for July will have four
papers that promise to be of special interest:
T. W. Higginson' who has lately been through
of the Southern States, in an article entitled Some War Scenes Bevisited, describes
the changes in the paopio, white and black
some

since

utes

the war; Mr. Horace E. Scudder
a
clear
and
full
account

cont'foof St.

George’s Company, the co-operative sobeme on
which Mr. Buskin has for the past few years
lavished so much money, labor and enthusiasm; Mr. Moncure D. Conway writes The
Romance of a Family, the family of which
Hon. Peter Alfred Taylor, M. P., is the most

ol

the

Treasury

was

directed to use them in

payment of supplies or debts due by the United
States to such public creditors or other person*
may choose to receive them in payment at
par.
March 14,

1814, $5,000,000 more treasury
authorized under the conditions in
the preceding act.
Dec. 26,1814 Congress authorized under siminotes were

lar conditions an issue of §10,500,000 additional
treasury notes. It was in reference to treasury
notes of the e successive issues that Daniel
Webster made the second speech he made ia
Congress in supporting resolutions introduced
by himself April 26,1816, declaring that after
the 20th of February next after nothing should
be received in payment of debts dne the United
States bat legal currency, or treasury notes, or
notes of tbe Bank of the United States, or of
banks paying their bills on demand in legal
cnrrency of the United States.
n-t

10

1887

in

llm.

__n_

passed au act for the issue of $10,000,000 in
treasury notes payable in one ysar with interest not to exceed 6 per cent., to bs used in payment of all public creditors, who would receive
th«m at pir, aud to bs receivable for all duties
and caxe3 aud in payment for the public lauds.
March 31,1810 many of these notes
still in circulatioa, Congress enacted

$5,000,000

more notes

being
that

might be issued iu lieu of

that amount of the notes previously
that should be redeemed.

redeemed,

or

Feb. 15, 1811, au emission of $3,000,000 treasury notes was authorized under the provisions
set forth in the preceding acts. January 31,
1812, a further emission of $5,000,000 was authorized ; and April 15,1812, the treasury notes
of 1837,1811 aDd 1842 bring still outstanding,
Congress enacted that interest on them should
cease after 60 days notice by the Secretary of
the Treasury.
Aug 31. 1812, Congress authorized an amount
of treasury notes not exceeding $6,000,000 to be
issued in exchange for public stock, author'zed
by act of July 21, 1841, provided it could
not be sold at par.
March 3,1843, Congress authorized the Secretary to re-issue any of tbs outstanding treasury notes that should be redeemed tbereafterward, should the wants of the public service require it—au unconstitutional act if the opinion
of the New York Nation has anv validity.
Dec. 23 1857, an issue of $20,000,000 of treasury notes was authorized, to be used in payment of warrant 8 in favor of public creditors,
and receivable for duties, tixes, sales of public
lands, and all debts to the United States: they
were to be reissued when redeemed up tj Jan.
1,
1859. March 3,1859, the power to reissue was
extended to July 1, 1860.
Deo. 17, 1860, $10,000,000 treasury notes were
authorized uuder the same regulations as prescribed in the previons acts.
March 2, 1861, Congress authorizsd a loan of
$10,000,000 to pay outstanding treasury notes,
aud, in case proposals for it were not satisfactory, to issue treasury notes for that sum, in
sums not less than $50, with interest payable
semi-annnally, aud under that discre'iou treasury notes to that amount were in fact issued.
Thus it will bo seen that prior to the war of
the rebellion the government had authorized
the issue of $25,000,000 treasury notes to be
used in payment of public debts in lime of war,
and of $61,000 000 in time of peace.
July 17tb, 1861, the Secretary of the Treasury was authorized to borrow $250,000,000, aud
also to issne treasury notes of a less denomination than $50 not bearing interest, and also
others bearing interest at 3 63 per aonnm, the
whole not to exceed $50,000,000. These treasury notes were receivaole in sums of $30 and
multiples of $50 as sabscriDtious to 'he loan authorized by the act, and all under $50 were reissuable until Dec. 1st. 1862.
Feb. 12tb, 1862, an additional issue of $10,000,000 was authorized.
Feb. 25tb, 1862, $150,000,000 of treasury notes
were authorized payable to bearer, without interest, convertible into Uoited States stock in
Sams of $50 or multiples of $50, and receivable
for all dues to the United States except duties
on
imports, and to be a legal tender for all
debts public and private.
,1 uly lOtb, 1862, an issue of $150,000,000 more
notes was autborz-d under similar conditions.
March 31,1863, $150,000,000 of treasury notes
were authorized to be issued m notes ol denominations not less than $1, to be legal tender for
public and private debts, and the right of rxcbaogiog treasury notes of a previous issue for
bonds was to bo terminated after July 1st,
1863.
It will thus be seen that up to Feb. 25th 1862
none of the Treasury notes issued
by tbe government had been made legal tender for private
debts bat they had all been receivable for all
debts due the government including customs, and
tbeir currency bad thus been maiutaiued at
par. At the time mentioned the government
adopted a new policy It ceas d to honor its
own notes by accepting them in paymeut of all
dues to itself and it no longer trusted them to a
voluntary circulation among creditors, who
would receive them, but used the power of its
to receive
sovereignty to compel its creditors was
necesthem as money, which undoubtedly
of the situation, and also to
sary in the exigency
creditors
of
debtors
to reprivate
compel private
ceive them, which certainly was not neceesary.
>s’ow that the danger of national dissolution
has long since gone by, now that tbe credit of
tbe government, as iudicattd by the high premium on its securities, aud tbe geueral favor in
which its oon-iuterest-beariug uotes is held, is
o«tso thoroughly established, would it uoi be
ter to return to the early gaol faith aud safe
practices of tbe earlier admiuiairaueus, and
make the Treasury note receivable for customs
dues, aud exchaugable far any bonds authorized to be issued, but leaving bo h public and
private creditors to accept them or not in payment of tbeir debts as they shall choose.
F T.

_id.

eousp cuous living
many readers will most value, Henry James
Jr supplies the opening of a new serial story,

Tbe Pres dent y-sterduv sent tue nomina■ i ms ot
It. B Feu inn, Wiliam S Ur e-b ck
• nd Francis A
W..liter to be Uuited S'a es
Commissioners at the international monetary

The Europeans.

couterence.

representative; and,

wbat

SATURDAY MORNING, JUNE 15.
Jolin Wingate Thornton and his Ancestors.

MAINE.

As Mr. Thornton was a native of Maine and
the descendent of a distinguished family, it
seems fitting that a genealogical notice should
appear in seme jiaper of his native state. His

Treasurer—William G. Saltonstall.
Directors—James Ellison, Thomas Higglesworth, Samuel G. Snelliug, Seth Bemis, Walter
Hastings, James Longley, William G. Salton-

tall.

7,250,000 yards of cloth were manufactured
the past year by this company, the largest
amount for any year sinoe the organization of
the company.

Ontts" Island.

Dr. Thornton became an influential merchant
and politician. At that time, Isaac Parker,
afterwards Chief Justice of Massachusetts held
*be office of TJ. S. Marshal for the Maine district, residing in Portland. He was a Federalist, and in 1803 he was removed by President
Jefferson and Dr. Thornton was appointed in
his place, and held the office until his death in

NEW YORK.
William Cullen Rryant.
New York, June 14.—The funeral of William Cullen Bryant today was attended by a
great gathering of literary, newspaper and
other distinguished people. The address by
the Rev. Dr. Bellows was an eloquent tribute
After the services the reto the dead poet.
maius were taken to Roslio, L. I., for interFuneral of

in 1824.
of 1812-15 the office of U. S.
Marshal was very lucrative, immense quantities of prize and smuggled goods and vessels
passed through his hands—his advertisements
war

ment.
No Railroad Strike

Contemplated.
Chief Arthnr of the Locomotive Brotherhood again denies any projected strike among

are
frequent in the papers of the time. His
official business required him to spend most of
his time in Portland although his family residence was at Saco. The officers of the govern-

the railroad men. He says there never was
more harmony between
railroad officials and
employes than at present.

then invested by the people with
much more d'gnity and importance than now,
the relics of the British Colonial notions. The
badges of office were retained with tenacity by
the incumbents. An intelligent lady who was
then a resident of Scarborough described to me
the equipage and dress of the Marshal when he
ment were

WASHINGTON.
Ei-decrelsrr Robeson’s

commended.

Washington, June 14.—Chairman Whittborue of the House Committee on Naval
Affairs today presented his report to the Naval
Committee, recommending that measures be
taken by the Department of Justice for the
indictment of ex-Secretary Robeson. ex-Constructor Hanscom and ex-Engineer Wood for

passed by her father’s and rested at the neighboring tavern, on bis frequent journeys beHe wore

a s

:arlet

Cloak, beneath which were t La aeou Lid loug
buff vest, frilled shirt-bosom and sword. This
•tjle of official dress, iacludiaa; the cocked hat,
VAnf nnf

nrith Marshal Thnrntnn

ami <’.n!

after the Marshal’s death. The late Judge
Shepley, then U. S. District Attorney, residing
at Saco, made the welcoming address at the
entrance. Marshal Thornton was a genial, although eccentric mao; a tinge of this peculiarity yet remains in the family. There were in
the towns of Saco and Biddeford, a circle of
gentlemen of intelligence and refinement, who
had periodical evening parties at their several

homes—prominent among them was Marshal
Tnornton, who gave them elegant suppers.
Daring his last illness, when he had given up

all hopes of recovery, he arranged all his worldly affairs, even to his burial. He requested his
friends to meet at his house at the proper time
for his obsequies, at the hour for their social

meetings—that a sapper should be prepared as
nsual, and that after partaking, that they
should carry his remains on a bier, by torch-

light, to the grave
large garden, all

the farthest end of his
of which was sttictly per-

at

formed.
We can imagine the scene at that supper. It
must have been eaten as the Israelites ate the
passover in Egypt, ‘‘with bitter herbs.” I saw
the grave and headstone nearly forty years ago,
at the same time a gentleman who tvas present

described to

me the burial.
I think the remains have since been removed to the cem-

etery.
Marshal Thornton had at least four sons and
three daughters, oue of whom became the wife
of Gov. Fairfield, and is now living at Saco.
James Brown was the eldest son of the Marshal, and the father of John Wingate. He
was a merchant at Saco until about
twenty
years ago. He had inherited and achieved a
fortune, and retired to the fine seat at Oak Hill,
died
about
and
five
His
years
ago.
wife was Miss Gookin of North Hampton,
N. H. They had eleven children, the eldest of
whom was
John Wingate.
Three of the
younger sons were at one time in Bowdoin College, members of different classes. Oue son,
Albert, is in England. James BrowD, (Bowdoin Col., class of 40,) at one time a clergyman,
llveBatthe homestead at Oak Hill. Charles,
one of the younger sons, raised a company at
Scarborough and went into the army in 18G2,
and became Colonel of a regiment. He is now a
resident of Wisconsin. The most distinguished
of Oapt. J. B. Thornto'n’s sods was John Wingate, who was born at Saco August 12th, 1818
He was a student at Thornton Academy, which
had its name socbanged from "Saco Academy”
in henor of Marshal Thornton, who donated
one

thousand dollars to its funds.
niwi
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He studied
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wua

was

his aunt. Mr.
Thornton practiced law in
Boston for thirty years, but his life work has
been searching out and perfecting the history
of New England and its early inhabitants. In
this favorite pursuit he has bees a frequent

oontribntorj to the historical literature
native and adopted states. He was an

of bis
indus-

trious member of the several historical organizations of Massachusetts, and a corresponding
member of the Maine Historical Society, always looking after its interests and often contributing to its publications. At the commencement of his last illness Mr. Thornton was
engaged in editing and publishing the Trelawney papers, at the request of the Maine Historical Society, to which they had been conditionally donated by the representative of the Tre-

lawney family

in England. They contain the
business and ecclesiastical history of the Trelawney colony under the agency of John Winter and Rev. Robert Jordan. This plantation
bad its headquarters ou Richmond’s Island. The
settlement commenced in about 1G36. The publication is nearly finished and its completion
will now devolve on Gan. John M. Brown
who was by the society associated with Mr.
Thornton in the preparation and publication.
The completion of the work is looked for
by
historians with much interest
The standing committee of the Maine Historical Society have a meeting to-day at Brunswick to take action for the early completion of
the work. Mr. Thornton died at Oak Hill on
the 6th inst. in his 60th year. He leaves an
invalid wife, (who was Miss Bowles a native of

Maine) and

one

Windham,

daughter.

W. G.

June 11th.
‘[Hartford Courant.)

A Very Wise Man.
The Chicago Tribune has a department
which it calls “Home,” in which aomestio
matters of all sorts are discussed by correspondents. A “Mr. Shattuck” has dropped a
letter into the box that is so plain and dirset as
to deserve consideration.
The gentleman is thirty years old and earns
thirty dollars a week. There is at present a

singular relation between the two thirties, but
probably next year the age will have gained a
point on the salary. Mr Shattuck is single
and lonesome. He says he knows a number of
ffirls and one of them, at least., wnnl.l inmn a.
tbe chance to marrv him. She is now at work
earning twelve dollars a week. Take twelve
and thirty dollars, pool tbe earnings of the

pair, and the two Shuttuchs, he says, would
have a

happy home and a comfortable income.
Cat, and this troubles him, he knows women
and he knows if he kindly took this girl “she
would throw up both hands, resign her place,
let go her $12 per week and demand from 315
$25 of my $30.” This action he says, would
not be her fault but would be obedience to
the
aotion that a woman must “potter around

to

home.

“A more foolish,
disgraceful and
but immovable—idea than this was
never batched in idiocy, bred in
prejudice and
fed on fools.” So there is to be no Mrs. Sbat-

damnable

is she the only lonesome
lady.
His figures have it that there are in
Chicago
ten thousand young men situated as he is.
They all want to marry, but the fact that
their wives would adopt the “damnable idea”
of making a home for them if they married,
the union. And Mr. Sbattack thinks
e has solved the problem, by advising women
to marry and to work too! This is a bright
idea but pleonastic. Some day he will be a wiser maa.
If he ever condescends to oblige the
at least one woman who pines for him, he will
find
out that “pottering round home”
perhaps
is a part of 'he domestic relation that
occupies
at least all the time of one woman.
Tbe printhe
bead ol the house, probacipal Sbattncb,
bly wears darned stockings and renewed buttons, and very likely cate three meals a day.
It would be worth quite a part of the 312 to
keep him in order; and. if the world should see
any more Sbattucks, the tritimg task of caring
for, clothing, feeding, dressing and washing
these and whipping out from them sume of the
inherited conceit of ibeir father would add
enough more money value to ihe'ady’s services to convince any court of arbitration tba„
in givieg up her own twelve dollars, aud claiming part of bis thirty, tbe lady was asking very
cheap wages. How he could get the work done
for less money he had better
explain in his next

tuck,

nor

Srevests

fetter.1
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Fraud

in

Ihe

Treasury

New York, Jane 14
A. Washington special
that Mr. Glover's committee on oT-nanriiturns in the Treasury Department believe
thev have unearthed
a Becret issue of
19
millions in compound interest notes taken out
of the revenues and not accounted for anywhere in the baoks of the Treasury, in June.
1865.
Congress and the Revenue.
Commissioner Raum says that owing to interference in business affairs by Congress, the
revenue this year will be 81,000,000 short of
estimates.
A Probable Veto.
The Graphic’s Washington special says it Is
considered probable thBt the President will
veto the bill providing that greenbacks be
immediately reoeived in payment for the 4 per
cent. U S. bonds and for customs duties on
and after October 1st.

THE SOCIALISTS.
Executive Committee of the Socialistic Labor Party Disc Dale nance military Organization.
Cincinoati, June 14.—The following circnlor
was i ssued
today by the National Executive
committee of the Socialistic labor partp:
To all sectious and members of the Socialistic
Labor Party:
The National Executive Committee has been
informed that a few of onr hasty members
have associated
themselves
into
military
organizations in several cocalities instigated
thereto chiefly by a mistaken apprehension
a
that such
course
is necessary to the
their
protection of
rights as Socialists.
The party authorities would not deem it any of
their duty to interfere with suoh action were it
not attempted by these military organizations
to secure recognition at the hands of the Socialistic Labor Party aod that it is possible in
some
instasces
that
such
organizations
have
the
countenance
may
or
enof
tne
couragement
local
sections.
Inasmuch as no warraot for such organizations
can be found in the platform or constitution of
the party, the proceedings of either of the
patty congresses or in the acts of the executive
committee or hoard of supervision, said organizations are regarded by the executive committee as occnpying a position of hostility to
the principles of the Socialistic Labor
party,
whether intended so or not.
We, therefore, request all party members to
withdraw from said military connections and
particularly urge all sections to avoid any official connection with snch bodies and to require
that no arms be carried in their processions.
If parties thus banded with arm3 insist upon
joining onr processions against the wishes of
the sections, such sections are advised to compel compliance with their orders.”
The National Executive Committee.
Phillip Van Patten, Corresponding SecreThe

tary.
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Correspondence.

about 2 or 3 in the afternoon when he was
chosen to supply a vacancy arising from his
own nonattendance in the morning.
Q.- Did yon proceed to vote for President
and V'ce President that same afternoon?
A.—Yes sir.
Q.—And then the College adjourned?
A.—Yes sir.
Q.—Did you then sign any certificate for
the votes?
A —I have no recollection of the time when
I signed them, I think either that afternoon or
the next morning. Two or three weeks afterwards I heard a defect existed in the certificate)
for the State of Louisiana,
Q.—Prom whom did you first learn that
fact?
A.—Prom H. Conquest Clark, secretary of
Gov. Kellogg, and acting as clerk of the
Electoral College.
Q.—Did he state what the defeot was?
A.—As nearly as L can remember he stated
it was a clerical defect
Some of our friends
thought perhaps that it was of no importance,
sot
bat to be sare I thoaebt a
ehoaia bo

Q—What cext

TWENTZ-FOUB

did he say?
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Wab Dbp’t, Offiob Cbixf Signal )

>
Offices, Washington, D.O.,
Juns 15, il A. M.j)

For New

England
lower Dressure, variable winds mostly from
south to west and generally warmer, clear or
partly cloudy weatner.

THE PEACE

CONGRESS.

The Agreement Between

Bassia

England.

conversation

oq

the subject.
My impression is that he said
th»t
it
should
read
lists
the
(in
plural) where it then said list. It is very indistinct in my memory.
Immediately after that
conversation he presented the papers and I
I don’t remember who were
signed them.
present but I think there were men in the
office a’, the time.
That is all the conversation I had with him.
Q—Did you examine the certificates yon

signed?

A—I did not.
Q—So yon would not be aware of the defect
between that second paper and the first one?
A—No sir.
Q—Would you recollect the certificate you
first signed?
A—No sir.
Q—At the time you signed the second paper
about two or three weeks afterwards can you
now say whether any persons had signed this
before you?
A—I cannot.
Q—Were any other of the electors present?
A—l think not.
Q—Was Gov. Kellogg there?
A—No sir, he had a great deal to do and
Clark seemed to attend to it.
Witness identified the returns which were
shown him and his signatnre on them including his signatnre on the envelope.
He testified he did not know how many times he signed
his name on the first occasion or the second
It seemed to him that it was more
either.
than a half dozen times.
He had nothing to
do with drawing them up.
He merely signed
as he was obliged to, supposing it was all correct. He did not know whether anybody else
signed or not.
In answer to Butler he said he held the office
of suiveyor general up to the time of election.
He sent in his resignation three or fonr days
after the election, but asked that it should be
held back to the 4th of November.
Q—Why did you stay away in the morning
from the meeting of the college?
A—I had my doubts about my being a legal
Presidential elector, and I wanted to remedy
that defect by staying away.
Q—I suppose yonr colleague knew what you
remained away for?
A—Yee, sir.
By Mr. Cox—Did you undertake to make a
comparison yourself between the first and
second set of papers to Ste what the difference
was?

A—No, sir.
Witness said the affair was conducted with
some privacy but he bad no
suspicions of any
wrong.
A good many questions were asked for the
purpose apparently of showing that witness
knew that some sort of a job was being put np,
bat nothing of consequence was elicited,
letter From Secretary Evans.
Washington, June 12.
To the Hon. Clarkson N. Potter, chairman of Investigation, etc.. House of Representatives:
Sir,—I have had the honor to receive fiom the
clerk of the committee of which you are chairman

following resolution:
Resolved That the Secretary of State be requested
to furnish this committee all original communications, whether written, printed or telegraphic, now
in or which may have been in the office of the Secretary of State, and which may be under his control,
the

vvuvi

and

Cominis*

Washington, June 14.-The Potter investigating committee met this morning at 11
o’clock, bnt after a short session with closed
doors took a recess till 2 o’clock this attern-ion
At that hoar there were present the
Chairman
Messrs. Cox. Blackbnrn.Batler,
Itsed.Hiscock,,’
Hanton and McMahon.
Testimony of Orlando H. Brewster.
Orlando H Brewster, one of the
members'of
the Electoral College in Louisiana, during the
election of 1876. was
examined briefly
in
regard to his cinnection with the signing
certificates of the election.
He testified he
resided in Wachita parish, and held a
position
of surveyor general, to whioh oflfice he was
appointed in 1874. He attended the meeting of
the Electoral
in
College
New Orleans,
December 6th. On the morning of the meeting he remained in the office of the surveyor
general, and did not go to the College until
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partment, purporting to come from either or all the
members of a commission of which Hon. Wavne
McVeago and the Hon James A. Harlan were members, which commission was sent by the President to
New Orleans. La., in April 1877, and also ceriified
copies of all communications, whether written,printed or telegraphic, delivered to or sent to said com

■

either of the members of said
mission,
commission, from the State Department, or from the
President which passed through said department.
Upon laying this request before the President X
or to

all

or

ructea by him to say that while he considers
it not at all incompatible with the public interests
that all the decuments sought for by this resolution
should be made public, yet he is unable to perceive
that the subject embraced in said resolution is within the authority for the enquiry instructed to you by
the commission of the House of Representatives. The
President has upon this view of the matter directed
me to communicate to the House of Representatives
the information sought in the resolution of your
committee for snch disposition oy that honorable
body as shall seem to it meet.
am ms

Your obedient.Eervant,

Wm. M. Evarts.
The committee then adjourned till Saturday.

Fears of Irreconcilable Differences
at (lie Conlerence.

MINOR

TELEGRAMS.

852,000 worth of slock and bonds,

The
Globe to-day
London, June 14.
publishes the fall text of an agreement between England and Russia, which it asserts
was signed at the foreign office in Loudon,
May 30, ami which will serve as a mutual
engagement for the Russian and English plenipotentiaries at the CoDgress. The conditions
of this agreement provide for the division of
Bulgaria into two provinces, one north and the
other south of the Balkans.
Provision it
made for the government of the provinces, and
for the departure permanently therelrom of the
Turkish troops.
England stipulates not to
—

oppos- the retrocession of Bessarabia or the
annexation of Batoum, but reserves the right
of diBcnssiog in the Berlin CoDgress any prospective changes relative to the Danube. Russia
agrees on her part not to take any indemnity
in land from Turkey, nor to advance farther
on her Asian frontier nor to interfere with the
claims of English creditors.
It is agreed that
the reorganization of Thessaly, Epiras and
other Greek provinces shall be left to the Congress. The provinca of Eetanr is to be ceded
by Turkey to Persia, and Bayazid is to be
ceded to
The questions
Turkey.
of the
reorganization of Bulgaria by Enrope, the
passage of the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus,
and
of
Russian
military occupation of
Ronmania are also to be submitted to the Congress.
Sir Stafford Northcote today said that he had
not examined the
above publication in the
Globe, and declined saying whether it was
authentic or no*. He stated however that it
was not furnished by the
government.
Vienna, Jane 14.—The English, French,
German and Eastern branches of the Israelite
alliance have sent a delegate here to reDresent
to memoers or the congress the deplorable condition of the Jew in Conmania and Bulgaria.
It is reported that Beaconsfield will move for
the admission of Greece into the congress. The
Roumanian delegates are much terrified at the
cool reception everywhere. There can be no
donbt of Prince Bismarck’s desire for peace.
The leanings of entire Germany are as accurately known as those of the Chancellor. There
are three distinct currents of
opinion: The
court party are decidedly Russian, and it will
not be for the want of their
good wishes if
Russia does not obtain all the satisfaction she
aspires to. The political world, which follows
the direct or indirect impulse of tbe Chancellor is very impartial and pacific. The mass
of tbe German nation is anti-RnBStan.
Beaconsfield is tbe centre of attraction and
tbe Kaiserhof hotel, at which the British
Premier alighted, attrrcts hundreds of carious
visitors all day.
Gortschakoff’s reception is in a significant
contrast. His arrival made no stir and did not
disturb the nsual solitude prevailing around the
Russian embassy.
There is a danger which justly engages the
attention of prominent members of the congress. The simultaneous presence of Beaconsfield and Gortschakoff is one, perhaps the
principal, cause which may derange all Oalcnlations.
The latter’s health makes him nervons.
He feels he is nearing tbe end, and would not
lie to end with defeat. Beaconsfield is younger
and in better preservation, is at the pinnacle of
his career and aspires to a crowning trinmpb.
Between the two men any question may become
a personal one and reason then will no
longer
suffice to solve it. On the other hand, there
are those who think it
may prove of advantage,
°£ *
first importance, that men like Gortfchakoil, Beaconsfield and Andrassy represent
the powers, as their
eminent positions enable
'hem to enter into
agreements UDd give exaud
planations
assurances without referring
home tor instructions.
MINOR

Quebec is quiet.
Tbe Empress of

TELEGRAMS.

Russia is
improving.
Emperor William slept well Thursday night.
His condition is satisfactory.
There is a panic in Gua'emala, owing to business failures amounting to $2,000.000
As workmen were lowering one of the large
cables of the Brooklyn btidge yesterday the
tackle gave way and three men were instantly
killed. The huge iron shoe fell and knocked
down several chimneys.

Pacific Mail.
18}
New York Central & Hudson R R........ —.110}
Erie.
15|
Erie prelerred....
.21
...... 68}
Michigan Centra)..
......122
Panama.-..
Union Pacific Stock,..*..69}
Lake Shore.....
—...
61J
Illinois Central.
85}
PittBburg R..801
Chicago # Northwestern.....«... 5if
Chicago & Northwestern prelerred ... • 75}
...*
30}
New Jersey Central......
Rock island. .*.«...117}
St. Paul.... 51
78a
8t. Pam preferred...
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HOUSE.

Debate sprung up on a motion to take up the post
purpose of non-concuriing in the
Senate amendments.
Alter debate resolution to non- concur was adopted
and bill sent back to the Senate.
Messrs. Reagan, Kenna and Dunnell were appointed conferees on the river and harbor bill.
Conferees on the Legislative appropriation bill reported failure to agreo, disagreement being on the
claim of the Senate to fix compensation of its own
employes, the rates being considerably higher than
those of the House,
House lns’sted on its non-concurrence in Legislative appropriation bill and reappointed Messrs. Atkins, Dunham and Foster as conferees.
The Senate amendments to the bill making appropriation for the payment of awards of the South-

route bill for the

De-

—

]

Regarding the

made out.

uuiou.

partment.

TTnn.

oewell, then Sheriff of Cumberland county. The
Marshal's residence was a large, square three•tory wooden house, with hipped roof, on the
wrest side of Main street, Saco.
At this ho ise
Gen. Lafayette was entertained the next year

Indictment Re-

The Senate resumed the consideration of the bilh
appoint railroad commissioners.
Mr. Hill submitted an amendment to reduce the
compensation of the Commissioners to $625 each per
month. Accepted by Thurman and agreed to. Bill
passed.
Senate went Into executive session and later ad*

to

Louisiana Returns.

Arooatook,

officers were chosen:
Clerk—Ira H. Foss.

Sarah, daughter of Co!. Thomas Cutts of Saco.
The spacious Cntts manBioD, bnilt in 1782, from
which the Doctor took his wife, is, I think, yet

tween Saco and Portland.

Farther Testimony

Fort Fairfii ld, June 14.—The Greenbackers of this vii'lage held a large and enthusiastic meeting last night. About one hundred
Greenbackers wert' in attendance.
Work manufacturing Co.
Saco, Jnne 14.—At the annual meetiug of
the York Manufacturing Co. the following

recent death at Oak Hill calls for this notice.
Dr. Thornton relinquished the practice of medicine before the close of the century and went
into mercantile business. In 1793 he married

During the

rkcn in

(■'recnbi

most remote ancestor now known was the Rev.
Samuel Thornton of Yarmouth Mass, who
closed his pastorate of thirty-five years is 1G98
and died in Boston two years after,aged 92. The
first ot the family who came to Maine was Dr.
Thomas G. Thornton who settled at Saco in
1791. He was the grandfather of him whose

standing on Factory, formeily

THE INVESTIGATION.

8Y TELEGRAPH.

from the Lechmere National
briege, has been recovered.

stolen
Bank of Cam-

Two Americans are reported to have been
arrested in Munich, with large quantities of
counterfeit bills on Americak national banks.
A large meeting of weavers at Blackburn
unanimously resolved to resume work at 10 per
cent, reduction.
They also arranged to hold
meetiogs of the employes at various mills
throughout East Lancashire Monday, to ascertain the general feeling on the subject.
Jesse R. Grant says his father will visit
Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Russia this
summer, spend the winter in the south of
Europe, and return home next spring. He
says his father regards Hayes as duly elected,
and thinks this congressional investigation
business is arrant nonsense.

XLYtk Congress-Regular Session.
SENATE.

Washington, June. 14.
Mr. Wadleigh, from the committee on elections,
reported adversely on the joint resolution proposing
an amendment to the constitution, prohibiting tbe

several states from disfranchising persons on account
ot sex.
A minority report in favor of the proposed amendment was submitted by Mr. Hoar,which was ordered
printed and the joint resolution was placed on the
calendar with an adverse report.
Mr. Dawes, from the committee on public buildings, reported the House bill appropriating $2i0,0Q0
for the construction of a public barge house in New
York, 'lhe bill was passed and goes to the President

for signature.
A bill was passed to settle
claims.

Admiral Dahlgren’s

'I'l.a hill larval I-vinrv thn nnllnnfln.,

claims commission

was

concurred in.

Belcher..3}
Best# Belcher....13|

Bullion.5|

Goula &

Justice.3}

power ill any

me
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FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland Wholesale Market.
Friday, June 14.—The markets quite firm to-day
Com is offering fairly at 51 @ 54c. Flour is
steady
at the last quotations.
Sugars are rather easier and
we quote granulated at
and
9|e
Extra C. at 9Jc,
which is Jc lower than the quotations of
yesterday.
Pork and Lard are steady and
unchanged.

Clwring Douse Transactions.

Portland,

■

lands lie.

of

do

Monday.

Tho committee on buildings have been instructed
improve the ventilation of the Senate chamber if
possible.
The sundry civil appropriation bill was received
from the House and referred to the appropriation
to

committee.

Mr. Kelfogg, from the committee on pensions, reported with amendments the House bill to increase
the pension of certain pensioned soldiers and sailors

who have lost both hands, both ieet or the sight of
both eyes in the service of the country, from $50 to

$72 a mcnth.
After debate the bill passed as it came from the
House.
The river and harbor bill as received from the
House was non-concurred.
After a debate the motion of Spencer to insist on
the Senate amendments was passed and Spencer,
McMullan and Rauson were appointed the conferees.

A message was received from the House
returning
the post route bill as part of the Senate amendmenls thereto was in the nature of a revenue bill. A
committee of conference was appointed to confer
with a like committee on the part of the House
touching tho matters of difterence between the

Houses.

The Senate then took up the Senate bill creating a
board do be known as the Pacific Railroad commission. It provides for the appointment of Chas. Fran
cis Adams, Jr., of Massachusetts, Albert Fink of
Kentucky, and an officer of engineers to be detailed
by the President to constitute such commission to
ascerrain various facts in regard to Pacific railroads.
It provides they shall repoct to the Secrttrry of the
luterior all tbeir proceedings on or before the first
day of January 1879, together with such suggestions
and recommendations as they may deem appropriate.
Lt aiso provides for t*»e employment of two clerks by
said commission and fixes the salaries of the commissioners at $800 per month each.
Mr. Thurmau submitted an amendment to provide
that the commis-ione's shall make their report to tbe
Secretary ot tbe luterior on or before the first day of
December, 1878, instead of the first day of January,
L879
Agreed to.
Pendiug d‘scussion a message was received irom
the House announcing that that body still insisted
upon its disagreement to the S nate amendments to
be legislative, judicial and executive ai propriation
sill and asked further conference.
The Senate inflated on the amendments and agreed to a further

^COWBAY.CB.

Bark Lotliair-675 tons coal to G

Doily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1060 bush corn meal to G
W lrue
GOs

lands at

Boston Stock Market.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Jane 14 ]
$1,000 Eastern Railroad 34s,1906.
cti
Boston & Maine Railroad.
1024® ma
Eastern Railroad.'
Vfl
oi
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth
Railroad..85J
Second Call.
$2000 Eastern Railroad 3’4s, 1906.
Boi

New York Stock and Money Market.
V°kk, Jane
abundant
at 2 @ 2J per cent, 14—Evening.—Money
on call.
Sterling Exchange is
at
steady
484J @ 484J for long and 4S64 @ 486J for
Bhort sight.
Goid more and
declining at 1002 to 100}: borrowing
rates 4 @ 2£ pe cent, and 1-32
percent, per diem.
Clearings $16,532,000. The customs receipts to-day
The Treasury disbursements were
$170,000 for interest and $13,000 for bonds.
Imports of dry goods at the port of New York for
t0'day W“e ?769’205: aW0Unt

m»kmeedk$?3n5d,i
,4f.
transactions
The

Stock Exchange to-dav agshares, including 35,800shares Lake
gregated1152,400
Shore, 18,700 shares Erie, 19,900 shares North Wesonlio2i,’3,UOJi*lare\S1' *>au'> 18,000 shares Lackawanna, 19,700 shares YVestern Union, 8000 shares Rock
Island, 3690 shares Ohios. 2250 shares New Jersey
Centra 1070 shares New York
Central, 1000 shares
Wabash.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg..
...1C51
United States 6s, 1881, coup...1084
United States 5-20*15, 1865, new, reg.loift
united States 5-20s, 1865, coup...1046
United States 18G7, reg. 1014
United States 1867, coupon...1074
United States 1868, reg...107
United States, 1868, coup,....
United States 10-40’s, reg......1071
Jnited Slates llMOs. coup... 1074
Jnited States new 5’s reg,.....
1056
Jnited States new 5s, coup..
Jnited States new 4*s reg... U3§
at the

Jnited States new 4£s, coup... 103S
United Slates I per cents, reg.,.10^4
Jniteu States 4 per cents,coup...101
Pacific 6’s, 95s,..
the
(cocks:

following

were

the

..120
closing quotations of

& Essex.....
Western Union Telegraph

dorris

Go....’,^2

uoi

852

A. G.

ligui

x^oes not. ie;iK.

uaiuage.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
PORTLAND. O—Ar 7th inst, ship Freeman Clark,
Hong
Kong, 41 days.
Dwight,
PASCAGOULA—Ar 10th, brig Anna D Torrey,
Morgan
City.
Bray.
FERNANDINA—Ar 7tb, sch Izetta, Hicks, from
Bangor
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 10th, sch Sarah B, Flynn,
New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 13th, sch Georgia Clark, Bartlett, Philadelphia.

WILMINGTON,

NC—Ar

13th,

sch

Alabama, Ross,

(has been ashore.)
RICHMOND, VA—Cld lltb, sch Edward Johnson,
McDonald. Rio Janeiro.
FORTRESS MONROE-Ar 14th, brig Ernest, Lunt
New York tor Richmond, Va.
BALTIMORE—Ar 12th, sch Allen Green, Nickerson, Kennebec.
Cld 13th, schs Alaska, Clark, Providence; Lula,
Snow, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 11th, schs E B Everman,
Lloyd, Gardiner; H G Bird, Rhodes. New York.
Cld 12th, brig Alice Tarlton, Lothrop, Havana; sch
Aldine. Dennison, Boston.
Ar 13th. sch Helen Mar, Duncan, Kennebec.
Cld 13th. brig Cadet, Dyer, lor Cette; sch Clytie,
Laughton, Villavova.
NEW YOttK—Ar 13th, barque Mary C Hale, Higgins, Havana 13 days; brigs H H Wright, Meyers,
Walter Smith, Wakely, do;
Montevideo ;
Mattie B Russell. Atherton, Sagua; schs T R Pillsbury.
Pitcher, Matanz^s; Juliet, Robinson, Barbadoes.
Also ar 13th, ship Trojan, Williams, fm Liverpool;
brigs F I Henderson, Maloney, Matanzas; Angelia,
Evans, Bridgeport; scbs Seventy-Six, Robinson, fai
Richmond, Va; E Closson, Hardy, and Connecticut,
Wilson, Bangor; Otranto, Hammond, Ellsworth;
Nellie Eaton, Townsend, Calais; J P Abell, Bogan,
Bristol; Clara W Elwell, Chase, Fall River; Orient,
Staples, Providence; Helen Mar, Duncan, and Adriauna. Thomas, do.
Passed through Hell Gate 13tb, brigs J H Crandon,
Pierce. New York for Buenos Ayres; Caroline Eddy,
do for Passages; schs J R Talbot, do tor Corunna;
Mansfield, do for Portland; Maggie Todd,do tor Boston; Annie S Murch, Port Johnson for Boston; J C
Rogers, do for do.
uld 13th, scbs Lena R Storer. Seavey, Barbadoes;
Dione, McDonald, Point-a-Pitre; Hattie E King,
Crowley. St John, NB.
Also cld 13th. brig Emma, Buckman, Copenhagen;
Adelaide, Stover, Mayaguez, PR; Mary E Leighton,
Leighton. Machias; sen Leonora. Bonsey, Jeremie.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 12th, sch Jos Farwell, Far well,
Richmond.
NEW LONDON—Sid 11th, sch Sandy Point, Grant,
for Washington.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 13th, barque Henry Norwell,
Burgess, Mobile.
Sid i3th, schs S M Tyler, Hart, and Red Rover,
Springer. New York.
BRISTOL—Ar 12th, sch Nettie B Dobbin, Drisko.
Demarara,

13tb,

NEWPORT—Ar

in gout.
“Not only

Lllen.
In Gardiner, May 22, George A. Lnnt and Miss Aui ;usta J. Booker.
In Augusta, June 6, E. A. Libby of Richmond and
1 liss Alma E. Baker of Gardiner.

*

-■^==

DIED.
Bethel. June 12, Capt. Jeremiah BuxtOD, aged
8 years—formeiiy of North Yarmouth
In Buxton, May 23, Perez Wateiman,
aged 61 years
( months. [ Wesiern papers please
copy. 1
In West Biidgton, June 10, Richard D.
Douglass,
6
s ged about 50 years.
In Topsham, June —, Susan B.
Graves, aged 51 yrs
In Harpsweilf June 9, Lizzie J.
Merriman,* age/
6
l 5 years.

luxury,

but

a

NEW

mixed with

Bladder,

the

registered IT* 1low

UPHAM,

GL A.

Whitney & Co.,

city.

NO. 46 EXCHANGE STREET.

jtf

PORTLAND. ME.
The best Located House for Business Men
HEATED

BY

STEAM.

Terms bereaHer will be bnt $2.00 per day

PIANO CLOTHS

WOLCOTT A CO., Proprietors.
ap%10deodtf

NEW

Fresh importation; new and desirable styes, now opening.

STOCK

LACE CURTAINS!

$3.00

The best stock of Laces ever shown in Portland
embracing the very latest and most desirable designs!

PHIS, OHS 11 STOOLS

from Sr.50 la $31.00 per pair.

ITALIAN LACES !
Nothing

more

drapery

window

stylish, durable and ^expensive
In the

to be found in the

Samuel

FRENCH CLUNY ECRU LACES

Thurston,

Pretty and low pticcd.

Nottingham

i

Laces !

dlf

ments, Interterences,

nventions that have been
by the Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent On
fice, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pat-

d

us

a

vice;

we

Owen, Moore & Bailey
dtf
id*_

than

4th of

mode
or
your de-

make

exam-

as

fanfnkll:..

«

to paII

I

respondence Btrlctly confidential. Prices low, AND

NO UHARUH UNI,ESS PATENT Is
SECURED.
We refer to officials In the Patent Office, and to
Inyentors.in every State in the Union.
no24

C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Oppotite FatentOfflce, Washington, D. (,

dti
—-

i©

July,

CRACKERS, TORPEDOES,
Paper Cap Fi«f«K Paper Caps, 7In«.lu
FIskn, Arc.,
t WHOLESALE and RETAIL at maimi icturera* prices. Our Fireworks are warranted the
, est m quality and brilliancy in the market—all fresh
oods. Price Lists lurnisbcd on application. Also
i Exhibitions furnished to cities and towns at lowest

lanufacturers* prices.
1ST MIDDLE

R
8

1S7S.

FIREWORKS,

inations free ofchargt

and advise

Ribbons.

and Colored Satin Bibbons which
will be sold very low by the yard or
piece. The attention of milliners
solicited as wc are able fo make
prices less than any Wholesale
Dealers in this city.

vices, medical, or other
ompounds,
ornamental
designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Assign-

sketch of

Block, Portland.

We have jnst bought in New
Fork, at very much less than the
regular price, a large lot of Black

tor mechanical de-

tents mora promptly and with broader claims
those who are remote from Washington.

street

Satin

COREY & CO.
obtained
pi
k

Free

dtf

Latest Styles 91 50 to 98.00 per window
We make to order Cornices from $150to$15.C0
each. Poles, Rings and Euds lrom$2.50 to $5.50 each
Our stock of the latest novelties for
Drapery and
Furniture Coverings excel by tar any to be found in
this market.

WALTER
my
15_

State, all at the

Lowest Prices,

for

market.

$20.00 !

to

Also the best assortment ol

Swiss Lace Curtains

<

gAS.

STREET,

DAY, JB., &

flQ,

8
B
Merchants, send your
orders for Job Printing
to the DAILY PRESS
Job Printing House.
Satisfaction guaranteed

FRINGES !
| Iiave marked down all ol
my
BLACK SILK FRINGES
t » reduce stock.
LADIES buying these goods will
o well to examine them
before

Z

1

©
9

urcliasing,

GEO. F. NELSON,

J_

NO.
ieH

REMOVAL.

263 MIDDLE STREET.
dlf

JOS. BRADFORD,
lannfacturer of Plane*
and Cooper’*
^ 'ool*. formerly 200 Fore St., would announce that
h 3 has taken large and spacious rooms in the old
f ethel Church building,
158 FOEE STItEET,
u here he will contiuuo his business as heretofore.

_d&wtt
LOW CUT SHOES.
T

bo largest and best assortment of Low Cut Shoes
east of Boston can be found at

< too
l«7

A

7 Exchange Strggt.

in the

UNITED STATES HOTEL,

sneodtf

first class Country Residence, beautiful losurrounded by shade trees aud orchard, few
; ilion,
1
unuies walk from
churches, schools and depot,
Jucational advantages in town superior,
property
t m miles from Portland. Pur
particulars enquire of

bargains

Ieb4

8

in the
sntf

can

Please give ns a call and be satisfied that we can give the very best

a

a.

city

is ail ircsh
all the new

of Queen Anne Parlor Suits
mid Walnut < hainber Sets
Also
Parlor Suits upholstered in the
very best iiituiuer. and warranted.
AH furniture not manufactured by
us has been bought lor cash mid

CO.,

m

NIGHT.

the

EXCHANGE

styles

and

HOTELS.

STORE

E.E.

or
or

and

H

FOR SALE.

44UcUw*m

Stock o( Furniture in
be Innnil at NO. 46
STREET. Our slock
and nice.
We have

YORK,

WSER GREECE *

In

Largest and Best

apg17_

BONDS.

the .nine
Day time.

THE

pictorial label of the
APOLLINARIS COMPANY (LIMITED),LONDON.
sneodeowly

6’s

will be

FURNITURE.

a

Every genuine bottle bears

COM PETEN r PRESCRIPTION CLERK
I
^e especial purpose of attending to the wants of
?r
he public in my line, who will be in
attendance all
ught.

charged

Street.

H

and after June 10th, Schlotterbeck’s Drue
at 501 CONGRESS
STREET.
remain open ALL NIGHT.
Having long recognized the want of a place in this
, lty where Medicines could bo obtained at
Dight as
rell at* during the day, I have
engaged a

Prlret
Jel®

Real Estate Agents.

SOLE AGENTS,
41*43 WARREN
STREET,

6s
6s
6s
-5s
7’g

Store,
□N
Fill

J

dyspeptics

FREDK DE BARY &

STOCK.

ALL

Practical Horae
Price 81.30 a act

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

necessity.”
To be had of all Wine Merchants, Grocers,
Druggists, and Mineral Water Dealers throughout the
United States, and wholesale of

SCHLOTTERBECK’S
OPEN

Iu Peiry Village, Cape Elizabeth, Jane 13, by Rev
i
E. Wetheitee, s. P. Crossmanaud Miss Anna
H.
Iill, both of Portland.
In Fairfield, June 4, Joseph Nye and Sarah B.

agTees well with

where there is a gouty diathesis
“By far the most agreeable, alone
wine, useful in Catarrhs of Stomach

The highest price paid for

Congress”.

Horse Shoeing,
A- to.,
b>L1f'
Shoera. 304 Federal SI.

EFFERVESCENT

“Mildly antacid;

also

DRUG

Street.

of acute disease.

OFFER FOR SALE

AOO MIDDLE STREET,

Book Binders.
tJCINCV, Room II, Printer.'
Exchunge, No. 111 Exchanges!.
S3IAI.I, & SHACK FORO, No. 33 Plnnt

APPROVED by the Academie de Medecine of
France, and its sale in France authorized by special
order ot the French Government.
Recommended by the highest MEDICAL AUTHORITIES in New York as
“A great relief for seasickness.”
‘•A delightful beverage.”
“Far superior to Vichy, Selzer, or any other.”*
“Most grateful and refreshing.”
“Absolutely pure and wholesome; superior to all
for daily u*e; free from all the objections urged
against Croton and artificially aerated waters.”
“Impregnated only with its owu gis.’J
“Useful and very agreeable.’”
“Healthful and well suited for Dyspepsia and cases

SWAN & BARRETT

Jy2

Accountant and Notary Public.

GEO. C. CODtIAN,—Office No. IS4 Middle Street, Portland,
m26dlj6m*

eneodtf

HIGHLY

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Health and EcoNOMY.-Undoubtedly the most
eliahlo baking powder sold in this market is '‘Con
1 ;ress” Yeast Powder, it being pure ana healthy, and
1 specially good for dyspeptics when used in
Biscuits,
lumplings Ac. Give it a trial, and you will always

*013111(117

Mineral Water.

SPOKEN.
May 14, lat 2 S, Ion 3t W, barque Wm W Thomas
Boyd from Boston lor Cane Good Hope.
June 11, SE ot Sandy Hook 70 miles, sch Nellie
Treat, from Port Spain tor Boston.

5-20

H. PITTEE.
WH. DOUGHTY.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Woodbury & Moulton,

Oft Waterford 30th, Caledonia, Potter, from Liverpool for Bath.

PCALLED”

H.
O.

March 11th, 1878.

and

A.

Cardiff.

Portland
•
Belfast
Calais
Brunswick
Maine Central R. R.
Portland & Kennebec R. R.

DongVl ty

on business as Carpenters
UuSIderM, at
Rear of Sager’s Stable. Oak St.

Railroad Bonds.

[Latest by European steamers.l
Hong Kong about 2d inst, Wandering Jew.

BANK

Pittoo cto
and will carry

municipal Bonds,
City and Town Bonds aid K. R„

Hamburg.

lljc.

undersigned have this day associated them
selves together, under tuo firm name

NATURAL

Seville May 26, Mary Fmk, Spencer, from
Corunna.
Sid fm Corunna May 29, John F Rottman, Ray, for
New York.
Ar at Gibraltar May 27th, Raven, Nash. New York
(and cld for Constantinople).
Sid fm Havre 1st inst, Syra, Fettengill, New York.
Sid fm Brake May 31, China, Jordan, New York.
Ar at Liverpool 3d inst. John T
Berry, Emerson.
New Orleans; 4th, Mary M Bird, Packard, Batavia.
Ar at Penarth 3d inst, C F Sargent, Swett, from

Juno 14.—Cotton firm: Middling

W&Stf

B FINDERS.
The

Government Bonds,

New York.

lie.

decI3

APOLLINARIS

Havana.
S!d 6th. brigs Emma L Hall, Perry, and Callao.
Leeman, New York.
Cld at Cardenas 5th inst, brig Cascatelle, Sparks.
North of Hatteras; ech o F Wiley, Gilchrist, do.
Ar at Baracoa May 22, schs Carrie Bonnet!, Harris
New York; 23d, Forest City, Young, do; 27th, Wm
Douglass, Me Indoe, do.
Cld at St John, NB, lllh, sch Mazurka, Holmes.

ui>-

attentiou given to adjustment of
complicated rccoiihIn.
Would take charge of one or more sets of accounts
permanently. Terms reasonable.
Orders left at 760 Congress street, or 28 Exchange
street, or by mail, promptly attended to.

OFFER FOR SALE

ap30

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Hong Hong May 9, ships Chandos, Emery, and
North Star, Thompson, for San trancisco ; Titan,
Berry, do; baiqne P J Carlton, Armstrong, do.
Sid fm Manila May 1, ship Antelope, Cheney, for
San Francisco.
In port May 1, barque S R Lyman, Pinkbam, for
New York,
Sid fm Iloilo Apl 17, barque Chalmette, Waite, for
Boston.
At Calcutta May 10, ships Daniel Barnes, Stover,
and Farragut, Hatch, for New York; barque Abbie
Carver, Carver, for Boston.
Sid 1m Ma.aga 5th inst, brig David Owen, Chadbourne, New York.
Ar at Havre 9th inst, barque Albert,
Anderson,
New Orleans; brig Tarifa, Brown, Nfcw York;
11th,
ship Nunquam Dormio, Cousins, New Orleans.
Ar at Havana 8th inst, barque Lepanto, Bunker,
Leith.
Sid 8th, ech S F Seabury, Trim, Matanzas and
New Orleans; 6th, barque Chas F Ward, Gay, Caibarien; Acacia, Anderson, for Matanzas and Boston;
ech Gertrude E Smith, Jameson, Cardenas; 7th, brig
Lewis Clark, Smith, uo.
Ar at Matanzas 5th inst, sch Clara G Loud, Townsend, Pensacola; 6th, brig Chas A Sparks, Carter,

Tapley,

on

W pec ml

176 Middle Cor. Exchange Sts.

Calais, (see Mem.)
V1NEY aRD-HAVEN—Ar 12tb, sebs Mary Shields
Waite, Port Johnson for Salem; Venus, Clark, from
Windsor, NS. for New York; Fanny Flint, Warren,
Lubec for Philadelphia.
Sid, Manzanilla; schs B F Lowell, Five Brothers,
George & Albert. Annte Bliss, Brilliant. Van Buren,
John L Tracey, Mary Stewart. Jos W Fish. A Richardson, Ann £ Stevens, Lncy M Collins, Traveller,
Charlie Cobb. Sparta. Lucy Hammond. Irene M Meeervey, Spartel, Zeila, Mott-Haven. Vineyard, R M
Brookings, Wiilie Martin, and Mary Shields.
BOSTON—Ar 13th, ship Mindora, Gardiner, Cebu;
sch Lyndon, Simonton. St Stephen. NB.
Cld 13th, sch Amirald, Bickloid, St Stephens.
Ar 14th, schs Charlie Cobb, Metcalf, Richmond.Va;
Ann £ Stevens. Rice, Georgetown; Kioka, Rogers,
Calais; W G Lewis, JLewis, Calais.
PROVINCETOWN-Ar 13th, ech Volant, Cassidy,
Calais.
SALEM—Ar 13th, sch Prize, Galley, Boston for
Bristol, Me.
NEWBURYPORT-Ar 12th, sch Catawamteak,
Kennedy. Wilmington NC.
Sid 12th. schs Hesperus, Eaton, and Fathway, for
Bangor; J C Nash, Crowley, Jonesport; Nancy J
Day, Snow, Calais; J Warren, Leighton, Machias;
Planet, Tborlow, Eastport.
NEWBURYPORT-Sld 13th, sch Mary D Wilson,
Clark. Portland and Calais.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 13th, sch S P Adams, Scott,
Deer Isle.

Ar at

BARNES,

Business solicited Irom any in need of assistance
their accounts.

Short*, Arc.,

INVESTMENTS I

Willie DeWolf, Gott,

sch

eod2m

AOOOUBJ TANT.

SCHLOTTERBECK,

WE

Law,

CAIIOON BLOCK.

D. II.

SIJBGICAL IW9TBUOTEIVT8.
501 Congress Street, Portland, Me.,
Sole Agent for Geo. Tietnaun X Co.
INcw York.
1ul
dtf

Macnias.

ud-

1u4

Dealer in and Manufacturer of

NS, lfth, sch Gertie Lewis,

at

385 CONGRESS STREET,

fjr sale and to let by

Irom

FJLOYD,

Attorney

band and made to order.

from Deer Isle for North Bay.

and export; no receipts.
Futures firm; June delivery at 6
5-16; June and
July 6 5-16.
Flour at 23 6 @ 25; Winter Wheat at 10 10 ® II
Spring do at 8 11 @ 9 7; California averages at 10 5
9 10 9; club at 10 8 a 11 2; Corn at 2.13; Peas at 35.
Provisions, &c—Pork at 42 6; Beet 77 6; Bacon at
« 9 @ 28 6; Lard at 25 6. Cheese at 48.
Tallow at
17 3. At London Tallow at 38 9.

I

13th, ship Pleiades, Chase,

Ar at

MARR1KD.

M. A.

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

FISHER1T1EIV,
sch Fred L Webb, Western

speculation

iso

inst, ship Lucy Nichols, Nich-

Ar at Canso 11th inst,
Banks tor Gloucester.
Ar at Port Mulgrave.

LiVEKPOOL, June 14-12.30 P. M.-Cotton market
hardening; Middling uplands at 6 5-16d; do Orleans
it 6Jd; sales 12,060 bales, including 3000 bales
for

SB0W;

Is08dtf_

Interest,

—

ELASTIC STOCKINGS,

inst, barqne BonDy Doon, Cole

County,

STREET.

«a?ervlce

Paysoii & Co.,

Club Foot

Cumberland

of
Prec©Pts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in tbe
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.

33 EXCHANGE STREET,
Jetsdtf

on

Portland,

1-‘J EXCHANOE

51

Baudntca & Nnpnortert Truces, Niioulder Braces, Hpinnl iuoporiprs,

tramjs,1054

$12,500..do. 6gj

H. JH.

Chase,

Sch Ontarto, Lunt, for New York, which pat back
Newport after being in collision, has repaired and
was ready to proceed 13th.

European Markets.
London, June 14—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 95 9-16
or money and 958 tor account.
London, Juno 14—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United 8tates bonds, 67’s, at|1096;new 5’s 10781(M°8’108i; Erie at 15i’ “taoll Con-

....

—

to

vIobile, June 14.—Cotton is quiet and firm: Middling uplands 10J @ lojc.
Savannah, June 14.—Cotton is firm iMiddling
6 unlands at 102c.
Augusta, Juno 14.—Cotton firm; Middling ury
lands at 1IJC.
Norfolk, June 14.—Cotton steady; Middling ud-

BEAR RIVER, NS. Schr Volant—45 cords
wood,
83 doz eggs to A D YVhidden.

and

ADAMS,
for

for

Coroner

Ffrom merchant’s exchange.1
Ar at Bordeaux prev to 13th inst, sch Ragle Rock
Hammond, Trieste.
Ar at Genoa prev to 13th, brig Havillah, Coombs,

ea oilier

Wilmington, June 14 —Cotton is firm:
upianos iu;c.
N*w Orleans,
uplands at lljc.

Kennebec

BY'

—

MEMORANDA.
The wreck of brig Carrio Winslow, sunk near Fire
Island, nas recently moved nearer the shore.
Sch Willie DeWolf, Gott, at Newpoit from Calais,
reports, 10th lost, during a SE bLw, oil Cape Cod,
lost part of deck load, broke stanchions and sustain-

Charleston. June 14.—Cotton quiet and steadv'

Middling uplands

Plages

PAR

apr24tnovt

AJBTD

Surgical Instruments

Baltimore.

June 14.—Cotton firm'.Middling uplands

Galveston, June 14.—Cotton steady jMIddling

Constable

Blake.
Sch Three Sisters, Bickmore. Friendship.
Sch Arrival. Farnham, Boothbay—D Choate.

Ar at Havre 13th
ols. New York.
Ar at Newry 11th
.New York.
Ar at Rotterdam

Shipments—7500 bbls Soar,173,000 bush wheat, 3o0
006 bush com, 22,000 bush oats, 390 bnsh rve
1
1400 bush barley.
At tbe afternoon call ot the board the market
closed
with Wheat easier at 95|c lor June;
91|o for Jnly
Corn easier and 4C lower. Oats unchanged.
Pork
24 @5 higher. Bard 2*.

^Memphis,

MATT

gntjullu

7ceenrt BONDS !
at

Street,

■IAMES CCNNINGnAiV.

City of Warsaw,- Indiana,

Philadelphia.

7}.

lands 114c.

%

Foreign Exports.

memhandls9e?0Ur’

Jel®_

For Sale

Congress

P-’tland April 23, 1878.

—

—

..

igan at 1134; No 1 White Michigan at 1124.
Receipts—12,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—1,000 hush.
Baltimore, June 14.—Cotton firm; Mddline

June 14.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks
report
the transaction of business as follows
to-day

BY'

kinds of
Prices.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

Sch Chalcedony, Ingalls, Macliias—Nath’l Blake.
Sch Ida C Spoftord, Ingalls, Eastport
Nath’l

St. Louis, Juno 14.—Plour is dull. Wheat is
dull; No 3 Bed Fall at 91c for cash; 92 ® 921c for
June; 864 @ 87Jc for July; No 4 do at 83c. Corn Is
dull: No 2 Mixed at 334 @ 34c for cash; 344 @ 343c
for July. Oats is dull at 25: lor cash; 24c for Jalv.
Rve quiet at 56c. Whiskey is steady at 1 05. Pork
dull; jobbing 9 41. Lard is dull at 6 60 bid. Bulk
Meats held above buyers views. Bacon quiet at
44
@ 48 and 5 50 @ 5 60 and 5 65 @ 5 70 lor shoulders
clear rib and clear sides.
Sugar cured hams at 10
@ 11; lancy brands 12 @ 13.
Receipts—2700 oii.s hour, 21,000 bush wheat, 26.009 bush coin, 6.000 bush oats,
0,010 bush rye, UU0
bush hurley, 00.00O hogs.
Shipments—4,800 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat. 3
000 bush corn, 2,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rve. OOt’o
bush barley.
Toledo, June 14.—Wheat opened doll and closed
firmer; extra White Michigan at 117; No 1 White
Michigan at 113; Amber on spot at 1 02; July at
96c; No 1 Red Winter 1 04; No 2 on spot at 1 00; July
at 93c; No 2 Daytou and
Michigan Red at 100; rejected Wabash at 70e. Com is (lull; High Mixed at
384c; No 2 on spot 381c; July at 38Jc; No 2 White at
404c; rejected 354c; damaged 32c. Oats dull; No 2
241c; While 26Jcl No 2hehlat 26c; Michigan held at
241c.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 9,000 bush wheat, 10.000
bosh com, 3,000 bush oats, 00
hogs.
Shipments—000 bbls flour, 9,000 onsh wheat, 59,000
bush com. 3,000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, June 14.—Wheat is in good demand
and lower and closed steady; No 1 Milwaukee at
1 024 for hard; No 1 Milwaukee soft at
9D4c; No2
Milwaukee at 964c on spot and for Jane; 94?c for
July; No 3 Milwaukee at 844 @ 864c Corn is iu fair
demand; No 2 at 35}c. Oats fairly active and shade
higher. Rye active and shade higher: No 1 at 54c.
Barley quiet and steady; No 2 Fall at 624c. Provisions quiet and unchanged; Mess Pork at 8 87 cash
and July. Lard—prime steam at
64,
Receipts—6500 bbls flour, 40,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—SD00 bbls flour, 95,000 oush wheat.
Cincinnati. June 14.—Pork inactive; held at 9 00
@ 9 25. Bard in good demand; current make at 64 :
kettle at 71 @74. Bulk Meats are in fair demand;
shoulders held at 4§; short rib middles at 5 bid cash;
sales at 5 10 buyer for June; short clear do 54. Bacon
stronger; shoulders at 44; clear rib at 53: clear sides
at 5J.
Whiskey active and firm at 1 03.
Bogs firm; common at 290@3 10; light at 320
@350; packing at 3 25 @3 40; butchers at 3 40@
3 50; receipts 1936 head; shipments2115 head.
Detroit, June 14. Wheat is; extra White Mich-

pitied*'11’

Sclir Lightfoot—315 lbs

....

Chicago, Jnne 14.—Flour steady and unchanged.
Wheat is steady and in fair demand; So 2 Chicago
July; No3 Chicago spring
Kprwi* at 91} @92c forcum
at 84c; rejected at rue.
uutivu umi dm, „t aaic
for cash; 3.'5e for July; rejected at 31Jc.
Oats firm
ML. wae lyi eaeu auu e ujy
j lejecieu at loc.
Rye is
tinner at 53c. Barley easier ai 48c.
Pork is strong
at 8 87J » 8 90 cash; 8 92 @ 8 95 for July.
Lard active at 6 70 tor cash; 6 ,4J @ 6 75 lor
July. Bulk
Meats In fair demand; shoulders 44; clear rib
5; clear
sides 54- Alcohol at 334c. W hiskey active and hrm at
1 044 cash and X 05 next week.
Freights—(iorn to Buffalo 1 J.
Receipts—5,500 aoi» nonr, 28,000 Dash wheat 161
090 -ash corn, 26,000 bush oats, 4,00 onsh rve. 45'0
oosb barley.

subsequent Congress

406 do ropo, 203 do
marlin, 300
d° meal’ 40 gaIls oU’ 17

Union cod,.
5
5}
Yellow Jacket. 8}
8}
Eureka con.59
59}
4
Grand Prize.... 3}
8} 8
3} Alta....,,..

White Wheat Western extra at
5 80 @
White Wheat Western extra at
6 55 @750; common to good extra Ohio at 4 05 @
5 75; common to choice extra St Louis at 4 25 @ 7
25;
Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 6 00 @ 7 00;
choice to double extra at 7 10 @ 7 75, including 400
bbls City Mills extra at 5 40 for West Indies; 1700
bbls low grade extra at410@4 30; 1900 bbls Winter
Wheat extra at 4 40 @ 5 50; 3800 bbls Minnesota extra at 4 15 @ 7 75, closing heavy and dull. Southern Flour quiet and unenanged; sales 100 bbls
Bye Flour dull at 3 00 @ 3 35. Cornmeal heavy
and unchanged; Fellow at2 15 @ 2 50; Brandywine
2 80 @ 2 85.
W heat—receipts 31,800 bush; 1 @ 2c
lower with a very moderate export and fair speculative demand; sales 382,OuO bush, including 142,000
bush on ihe spot; ungraded Spring at 95c; No 2 do at
106 @103; No 1 do at 110 @ 1 11}; ungraded Winter Ked at 105 @108; No 3 do at 100; No 2 do at
110; No ldo at 114 @115; No 1 White at 122@
1 23}, latter extreme .White State at 1 28;No 2
Spring
seller June at 1 07}, closing at 1 07} bid, 1 08 askea;
do July 1 04} @ 1 051, closing at 1 01} bid, 1 05 asked;
No 2 Northwestern for June at 1 06 bid, 110 asked;
do July at 1 05, closiog at 1 03 bid, 1 06 asked; No 2
Winter Ked for June at 112, closing at 111} bid,
1 lr} asked; do July at 107 bid, 111 asked. Bye is
quiet; 4,000 State at 67c. Barley nominal. Barley dial I is nominal. Corn—receipts 96,730 b isb;
}c lower and closing little more steady with fair export and home trade demand; sales 474,000 ousn, iucluuing 240,000 bush on spot; ungraded at 41 @ 44c;
No 3 at 40} @ 41}c; steamer at 41 @ 42}c: No 2 at 43
@ 43}c; Kansas at 43} @ 41c; steamer for June at
41 }c, Closing at 40}c bid, 42c asked; do July at
42}c;
No 2 for June at 43 @ 43}c, closing at 43 c bid, 4lc
asked; do July at 45}c, closing 45}c bid. 45|c asked.
l»uui—receipts 33,550 bush, shade easier with a lair
trade; sales 14,600 bush; No 3 White at 29} @ 30c;
No 2 do at 29}c; No 2 White at 31c; No l at 30}c;No 1
White at 35} @ 3)}c; No 2 Chicago at 30c; No 2 Milwaukee at 30e; Mixed Western at 28 @30jc; White
Western 30 @ 36}c; Mixed State at 28} @ 30c; White
State at 31 @ 34}c, including 10,000 bush No 1 for
•July at30}c. (JolTee is unchanged; Kio—cargoes at
13} @ 16|c gold; 13} @ 19} gold for job lots, sugar
dull and heavy; 400 buds Centrifugal at 7J @ 8}; fair
to good retiningat 8} @8 7-16; prime 7gc; refined is
quiet; 8J @ 9 lor standard A; 9} @ 9gc lor granulated ; 9|e lor crushed; 9J @
9|c for powdered. .TIolaasrs unchanged. Bice firm,
Petroleum is
quiet; 15,000 bbls ot united at 111} @1113; crude
7}; refined U|. Tallow is firm at 6} for common;
7 1-16 @ 7 5-32C for prime to choice. Naval Nioi ri
—Kosm tirmet at 1 50 @ 155.
I urpealine 6teady
at 30 @ 30}c. Park quiet and firmer; 300 bbls mess
on spot at 9 90 @ 10 00; quoted at 10 00
@ 10 25; 60
bbls family eo at 9 37}.
Beef quiet.
Beef Bams
firmer at 21 00 @ 22 00.
4Jm Vleatn quiei; pickled
shoulders 15 per tierce; city pickled cams 9 @ 9}; bellies at 5|@5}; middles firm; Western long char at
5}; 200 boxes city uo at 5}. l.ard firmer; 675 tcs of
prime steam on spot at 7 vO @ 7 05, closing 7 05; 2500
tcs for July at 6 97} @ 7 05, closing at l 05 @ 7 071300 tcs cily steam at 6 95 @ 7 00; 75 tcs No 1 city at
6 75. Butter steady. Whiskey quiet and firm at
1 08}.
Freights to Llverool—market firm; Cotton per sail
at 15-64; do per steam at }d; Wheat per sieam
8}d

nor can

nails,

& Kelsey.
Sch Isaac Orbeton, Crockett,
Leavitt & Co.

phate—Ryan

to choice
6 50: Fancy

Corn steam

FOB SALE

227

Agent tor the PettengtU Iron Chimney Cap. Orders for all kinds of Masonry promptly attended to.
All work done by me wai ranted to give satisfaction.

—

common

peal of the specie resumption act tor the purpose of
non-concurring in the Senate amendments, and askDefeated-veas
?on7urer,c?’m nays
nSvaCt°(S?m,lttie?of
113.
120—not two-ihirds
in the affirmative
House took a recoss.
eVeniDg 6e3sion 150 Pension bills were

do

8}

Residence

—

and Sections for all
Kuljes
Mowers at Manufacturers’
—

ME.

Mason and Builder,

..

ARRIVED.
Barque Lotbair, (Br) Desmond, Cow Bay, CB—675
Trunk
to
Grand
tons coal
Railway. Vessel to Bunker & Gallagher.
Sch Volant, (Br) Bidcom, Nova Scotia, with wood.
Sch Milwaukee, Pickett, Boston.
CLEARED.
Berlin
Sch Ida L Howard, Tobin, New York
Mills Co.
Scb Elizabeth McGee. McGee, Kennebec, to load
ice for Charleston, and thence to Boothbav with phos-

12

ALSO

—

Friday, June 14.

Domestic markets.
N*w York. June 14—Evening.—Cotton market
steady; sales 4631 bales;Middling upndsat 11 Jc; New
; forward deliveries 3 @ 4 points lower
Orleans xi
and moderately active. f'lonr—receipts 1453 bbls;
dull and heavy; rales 9,000 bbls; No 2 at 2 50 @ 3 00;
Superfine Western and State at 3 50 @3 90; common to good ext: a Western and State at 4 00
@ 4 30;

V-Hamilton, Henry. Knott. Mayhem, Pridemor e',
Robertson of ..a., Smith of Ga.,
Springer and War®wing of Ohio, moved to suspend the rules
and take from the Speaker’s table the bill
for the re-

rosin, 400

14} Mexican.12|
If Northern Belle. 8}

PORTLAND,

my!4eod2m

Horse Pitch lor k.

.Jure 25

EXCHANGE ST.,

—

NELLIS’ DOUBLE HARPOON

JMARIJSTE NEWS.

3 40.
Cattle—receipts 4000 head; shipments 3800 beau ;
market firmer'and unchanged; shipping Steers at
4 00 @5 50; leeders at 3 00 @ 3 00; Cows at 180 @
4 00.
Sheep—receipts 760 head; market is dull at 4 00 @
4 50.

the courts of the United States

Ne0tBaEiancc"ge9.'.'.v; vr:;:::::::::::::®

Leopard.13-32

AND

—

ney-at-La w,

NO. 48

Hay Tedder,
YANKEE HORSE RAKE,

Minatwre Almanac.June 15
Sun rises...4.15 I High water.11.05 AM
Sun sets.7.45 | Moon
rises.... 8,55 PM

@ 3 30; mixed at 3 25

to revise that
any such power be exercised by
or any other tribunal
thatJCongress can create under the constitution.
The Republican members of the
committee, Frye
Conger and Lapham, add the following:
We agree to the foregoing report so tar as it states
the reasons for the resolution adopted by the committee, but dissent from the concluding portion as not
pertinent to the inquiry before us and as giving an
implied sanction to the propriety of the pending investigation ordered by a majoity vote of the House
which we were and are opposed to
Mr. Hartridge asked consent that the chairman of
the committee(Knott)might make his dissenting report to-morrow, and Mr. Frye asked the same privilege for Mr. Butler. Granted.
Mr. Springer made an effort to have the consideration of the leport postponed till
to-morrow, but the
proposition was repelled by shouts Of No, no, vote
vote. The vote was proceeded with.
Before the result was announced Mr. Spiinger desired to give an explanation of his vote, but was
prevented by calls “to order” and he was informed
by
the Speaker that he had no right to make sueh
a
statement except by unanimous consent
The Speaker was then about to announce the result
when Mr. Springer then claimed the right to vote
(shouts of “then vote.”)
The clerk was directed to call Springer’s name and
he answered “No.”
Then Mr. Cox of N. V. asked to
explain his vote
and got in some of wbat he wanted to say.
In the midst of great uproar and confusion
the
vote was announced as follows, yeas
234, nays
14, the
J
following being the negative vote:
Messrs. Blackburn. Bliss,
Boone, Cook, Cox of N

declaration,

...

A ttor

Bullard’s

.New York. .Liverpool... .June 26
Circassian... .Quebec
.June 29
.Liverpool

Chicago Cattle market.

accompanying resolution:
Itesoived, 1'hat the two houses of the 44th Congress
having counted the votes cast for President “and
Vice President of the United States, and having declared Ruthertord B. Hayes aud William A. Wheeler
duly elected President and Vice President, there is

no

Liverpool...

W. K.

Mower,
Buckeye
Improved

.June 22
Sarmatlan...Quebec.Liverpool...
City of Richmond N ew York. Li ver pool.... J une 22
Marathon....
J une 22
Boston.Liverpool
City ot New York. .New York..

Chicago, J une 14-Hogs—receipts 19,000 head ;shipments 7500 head; the market is easy and UDchaL’ged;
all sold early; shipping at 3 35 @ 3 60; light at J 25

pro1

ui

3

7
Curry.... 6|
Hale# Norcross... 7}
7
Imperial.
Julia consol’id’td. 8
8

a°af

auu^uuu

NEW^MODEL

15

v;.Philadelphia Liverpool.... June 20

..

If???1?0
JJJ®examination,
5aIiof«.?ny
rnnvJ** Zil° as1ide.tbe

-vw—uiu

.Lverpool... .June

City ot Washington.New York .Havana.June 20
Colon....New York..Aspluwall ...June20

Consolidated,Va...14
14} Overman.13} 13}
California:.19} 21 Ophir.4*| 48}
Chollar.25} 27} Raymond#Ely
Confidence.4
Silver Hill.
1| 1}
Caledonia.-..If
If Savage.11} 11}
Crown Point.5}
5
19
Seg. Belcher...20
Exchequer. 3}
3§ Sierra Nevada.. 4} 4

Springer

—

Germanic ..New York.

BUSINESS CARDS.

.June 15

PORT OF PORTLAND.

toja

—

SPECIAL NOTICES.

datr

foe

City ot Mexico.New York. .Hav&VCruz June 15
Niagara...New York. .Havana.June 15
Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool... .June 18
Canada.New York. .Loudon.June 19
York .Liverpool....June 19
poj1111".New
Labrador.New York .Havre.June 19
Canada.New York London.June 19
Pommerama.New York. .Hamburg... .June 20
.-New York.
.Liverpool... .June 20

California mining Stocks.
San Francisco, June 14 —The following are the
official
prices of mining stocks to-day comclosing
pared with those of yesterday;
June14. June 13.
June 14- June 13
13
3
Alpha.12ft
Kentuck.

President and William A. Wheeler was declared
elected Vice President for such term, therefore
Resolved, That no subsequent Congress and neither House has jurisdiction to revise the action at such
joint meeting, and any attempt by either House to
aunul or disregard such action or the title to office
arising therefrom would be revolutionary and is dig.
approved by this House.
Various suggestions were made such as to vote for
the resolution without the preamble, tp strike out
tbe word “revolutionary,” to refer
committee,
&c., but tbe Speaker ruled that the motion to
suspend the rules shut out all other motions.
Question being put to a viva voce vote there were
but few voices in the negative, but Mr. Mills said it
was a question on which there should be a reeord by
yeas and nays and therefore demanded the yeas and
nays.
While the vote was prosressing there was great
excitement on the Democratic side of the House
and tbe members on that side gathered together in a
whispered consultation so as to give rise to the suggestion on the Republican side that there should be
a recess to allow a Democratic caucus.
Vote was
finally annouced, yeas 215, nays 21.
The last vote was that of Mr.
of Illinois,
who voted nay.
Finley had voted nay but at the
last moment changed to yea (amid much laughter.
Mr. Springer wanted to delay tbe announcement till
the chairman ot tho investigntlng committee (Potter)
should come into the hall and vote, but there was uo
parliamentary rule for such delay.
Messrs. Hunton, Morrisou and Stenger (Democratic
members of the Potter committee) voted aye, and all
the Republican members of it except Mr. Butler who
was not present. The only two members who voted
nay were Messrs. Blackburn and Springer.
The negative votes were giveu by Messrs. Blackburn, Bliss, Boone, Bragg, Cook, Cox of New York,
Rlnm, PStllor
narJcubiucU,
lTpnklA
Henry, Hewiit of New York, Mayhem, rmoipB,
Pridemore. Robertson of Louisiana.Smith nf
springer, s>outhard aud Warren
As soon as the vote was announced Mr.
Hartridge
rose to make a report on the same subject from the
judiciary committee. He premised the report by
saying he intended to have made the report this
morning, but as the chairman of the committee
(Knott) was detained in bed bv sickness and as be
had asked him to put off the report till tomorrow so
that he (Knott) might make a dissenting report for
himself, ne had yielded that as a matter of courtesy,
but as this matter had been brought before the
House he desired to make the report now. Report
was read as follows:
The committee on judiciary to whom were referred
the House bill No-and resolutions ot the
legislature
of Maryland, directing judicial proceedings to
give
effect to the electoral vote of that State in the last
election of President
and Vice President of the
United States reported back said bill and resolutions
with a recommendation that the bill do not pass.
Your committee are of the opinion that
Congress
has no power under the constitution to confer
upon
the Supreme Court the original jurisdiction sought
for it by this bill. The only clause of the constitution which cculd possibly be invoked to enable Congress to provide legal m icliineay tor the litigation
proposed in that what gives the Supreme Court original jurisdiction m “cases” or “controversies” between a state and a citizen of auother state.
The
committee are ot the opinion that this expression,
“cases” and “controversies,” was not intended by
'the framers of the constitution to embrace an original
proceeding by a state in the Supreme Court ot the
United States to oust any incumbent from a politcal
■office tilled by the declaration of Congress clothed
with the constitutional power to .count the electoral
votes and decide as a final tribunal upon the election
of President and Vice President.
The committee .hen refer to the action of the 44th
Congress in the Electoral Commission, and is of the
opinion that the present Congress has no power to
undo the work of its predecessor in
counting the
electoral vote.
Your committee can find no warrant of
authority
to summon the Chief Justices of the Supreme Courts
ot the United States to sit at Washington as a
jury
to try any case, however grave and weighty may be
its nature. The right to summon must carry with it
the power to enforce obedienee to the
mandate, and
the committee can see no means by which the
judicial officers ot a state can be compelled to assume
the functions of jurors in the Supreme Court ot the
United States. There are other objections to the
practical working of the bill under consideration, to
which we do not think it necessary to refer, it
may
be true that Maryland has been, in the late election
for President and Vice President, deprived of her
just and fu.l weight in declaiing who was legally
chosen, by reason of frauds perpetrated by returning
boards in some ot the slates. It may also be true
that these fraudulent acts were committed or encouraged or participated in bv some who now enjoy high
offices as the fruit ot such frauds. It is due to the
present generation of the people of this country, to
their posterity and to the principles on which our
bunded that al evidence tending to
government s
establish the fact of such fraudulent practice should
fully and vigorously examined, but
are of
pinion that the consennonna
if it diicloses guilt
upon
111
h.lgl1
‘position, should not
judgment of a former
as
to
the
Congress
election ot a President and
President, but should be confined to punishmentVice
bv
legal and constitutional means of
offenders and
to the preservation aud 4>eipctu*ais»
their guilt, so that the American people may be
tected from a recurrence of the crime
Your com—---

from

Victoria.......New York. .Glasgow.June 15

Delaware# Lackawanna. <•••• ..... ►**Atlantic # Pacific Telegraph..
The following were the closing^not^tionfl of .Pacific
Railroad securities:
Boston, Hartford & Erie lit....
Guaranteed..
Central Pacific bonds.,... ifo5
Union Pacific,...107
Land Grants.
107}
Rinkine Funds........
101}
Bar silver, currency.
117}
Bar silver, gold ..116}
Do Coin...} @ } discount

Mr. Buchard moved to suspend the rules and
adopt the following preamble and resolution:
Whereas, at tbe joint meeting of tbe two Houses
of the 44th Congress, pursuant to law and the constitution for the purpose of ascertaining and counting the votes for President and Vice President for
the term commencing March 4th, 1877, on counting
the votes Ruiliertord B. Hayes was declared elected

the1

name

Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.

Fort Wayne..
Chicago & Alton...
Chicago & Alton preterred.
...
Ohio# Mississippi...

l.aa/1

already paid, was passed and now goes to the President.
A resolution was adopted asking tho Secretary of
the Treasury for a money appropriation tor the public buildings In the states and territories.
Mr. Windom, chairman of the appropriation committee, submitted a concurrent resolution to extend
the session until noon. Thursday, Juue 20. Laid over
till to morrow. He expressed the opinion that the
session could not be closed on
After the passage of a number of bills on the calendar the Senate resumed the bill to create a sinking fund to pay the indebtedness dne the government
by the Kansas Pacific railroad. After a brief discussion the bill wa9 passed.
The committee on contingent expenses was authorized to sit during the recess.

conference.

ern

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.

St.

PRICES TO SUIT THE PURCHASER.

few

Pickled

I

rs,

d cold water, cemented cellar, goo i
sirable rent.
to
N.

furnace

A

Apply
S. GARDINER
il :al Estate Agent,
Centennial Block,
Exchange St
isiltf'
mI18_

Dividend Notice.
n |HE June dividend of $100 per share on Cons.
1 Irginia Mining Co., and
J
$2.00 per share on
liforma Mining Co. stock,
registered with us. Kill
paid at oar office on the 15th inst int
RICHARDSON, HILL & CO.,
j ellt,Ct
No. 40 Water street, Boston.

~

dlf

~

II

corner State and
Spring
Streets, very pleasantly located, near horse
recently pat in complete order, with-it i« a
« »"fr garden, lias \Z rooms,
bath-room, with hot
ai
M

S

Co.’S,

Oottgroas

To Let.
OUSE No, 116 State,

|

JLimes.

AOR SALE BY
I
E. D. PETTENCULL, 8 Market Street.
«U
dlw

‘EVTKOIMJO”
Get

t

1

ar

*oine of the t*ced nod plant ihcna
sale at Kane’s Greenhouse, 657 Congress
St„

16u tlie etrseet.

jelldlw*

EVERGREEN CEMETERY.

THE PRESS.

Something

SATURDAY MORNING, JUNE 15.

at

opinion in regard to turning out

the

July.
represented

AmEim«EME!VT8

given point and running

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Fanny Marsh's Theatre—Soldier's Trust.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
City of Warsaw—M. M Fayson & Co.
Buckeye Mower—Kendall & Whitney.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Merry—5.

Until Further Notice—Owen, Moore & Bailey.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Stop—Coe

Bananas-1. S. Bean.
Lost—Locket.
To Let—Tenement.
Wanted—Girl.
One or Two Pleasant Rooms To Let.
Good Rent— Wm. H. Jenis.
Found—Thos. C. Cooper.
Ft® Works—B. T. Wells.
Mens—Charles Cuslis & Co.
Underwear-John E. Davi*.
Hats and Straws—E. N. Perry.

meetings Tuesday

Social

and

Friday eveoiugs,

at

7$

o’clock.
£3r"The Disciples of Christ will meet at 62 Gray
Lord’s
3
m.
Sreet,
every
Day at
p.
to attend to the Apostles' teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of Bread and to Prayers. All are
luvucu tu ituieuu,

Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. J
A. Strout, Pastor. Preaching at 2.30 p. m. Prayer
meeting at 74 p. m.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 104 a, m. ami 3 p. m. Sunday
school at 14 p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Services at 104 a. m and 3 p. m. Sunday schoo 1
at 2 p. m. Seats tree to all.

Harmon’s Hall, West End.—Preaching at 104
Sabbath School after forenoon
a. m. and 24 p m.
services. Prayer Meeting at 7 p. m. Seats free.
Bayside Parish.—Rev. B. F. Pritchard, pastor.
Preaching at 10.3u a. in., 2 and 6 p. m. Sabbath
School at 11.45 a, m. aud 1 p. m. Social Meeting at
74 p. m.
Deerino Bridge Mission Sabbath School.—
A Union Sabbath School will be held in the chapel
at the bridge at 3 p. m. All are cordially invited.
West Church-Congress St. J. F. Morgan, acting pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a. m. Preaching
at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 o’clock. Seats free.
All are cordially welcomed.
Ferry Village M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F.
Wetherbee pastor. Preaching at 104 a. m. and 24 p.
m.
Sabbath School at 1 p. m. Prayer Meetings at 6
and 7 p. m.
Second Parish Church, Congress Street, Corner
PearL—Preaching at 104 a. m. and 3 p. m. SunSocial Religious meetl|p. m.
day School at
ings at 94 a. m., 6*aud 74 p. m. All are welcome.
Preble Chapel, comer Preble and Cumberland

Sunday school at 2
by Rev. Dr. Hill.

St.-

m.

p.

A. S.

Laad of

Preaching

Congress

Hall.—Meeting at 2.30

Bepracticable to increase the appropriation.
lief can only come from personal efforts on the
part of those owning lots. By an ordinance of
the city any one can have their lot taken care
of perpetually by the payment of §25 into the
city treasury. All those who have paid that
sum will find their lots in good condition, as
will those who have paid §2 per annum for the
service. There are, however, a large number of lots nncared for by private individuals,
the funds in the hands of the trustees will not
allow them to be cleaned up at the city’s expense, and they are allowed to remain neglected. S'range as it may seem the graves of
same

While at the cemetery attention

riages

make the

E.

ing lots in repair, the demand for new ones requires that a number of men shall be kept at
work preparing them. Much has been done
this season in this direction and when completed the improvement will be very marked.

Brief .lolling*.
Take} ’s and Vaughan’s bridges are in bad
condition and need extensive repairs.
The first freight over the Kumford Falls road
arrived yesterday.

The Women’s Christian Association re-eleeted their old board of officers yesterday.
The Seminary students had a fine excursion
dowu the harbor yesterday.
The Hyers Sisters’ Combination are sure to
have a crowded bouse at their entertainment
at Music Hall Tuesday eveuiog of next week.
A series of protracted meetioga will be held
at Monntfort street church next week. Other
societies are requested to join in the services.
The physicians hurried borne as so in as the
Medical Association adjourned, so as to be
ready for business when new apples appear.
The Una crew left for Silver Lake by boa1
last night. Driscoll will pull stroke, Hartnett
are

in first-rate condition.
The Army & Navy Union held a meeting
last evening and appointed a committee to see
at what price a room beneath their present
quarters could be obtained.
A man named Z. M. Fickett found §9000 on
the Boston boat yesterday morniog, and re-

turned it to the

owner

and received one dollar

for a reward.
The Temperance Union will bold a meeting
in Congress Hall Sunday evening at 7J o’clock
Good speakers will be present. The public are

cordially

invited.
The school autboiities are thinking to introduce into the schools Francis Berger’s capital
little manual of French pronunciation, already
in use by Prof. Masse in bis private classes.

Gospel temperance mission meetings will be
held this evening at 7| o’clock, and at 10i a. m.
and 7J p. m. to-morrow. Services conducted
by S. F. Pearson. All are cordially invited.
The Ocean House at Old Orchard is being
fitted up in first-class shape and wiil be among

leading

the

present

hotels at this favorite

j-cuipciaucc

half-past

resort the

Aj.au

2 p.

uu

m.

meeting
i/uugcesa

at the Sons of
etreei

Subject:—“Is

ouuuaj

there

a

heaven anywhere in the universe, or do we
make our own heaven?”
Dr. Jonab, who applied for admission to the
Medical Association, was not an expelled member, as he has never be onged to the association. He has an excellent reputation as a
medical gentleman, and is now located at East-

port.

finishing the upper story of
the High School building and erectiog a primary school house at Ease Deeriag and Allen's
Corner will come np at the Deering town meeting to-daj, also the question of sprinkling the
The

all tnrn out.

This was tried in the several
companies, and Nos. 3 and 4 voted to turn out
if such purses were offered, while Nos. 1. 2
and 5 voted not to turn out at any price, where-

Hay

at

ihe

noon.

upon the other companies joined with them
and it was settled that the fire department
would not participate in the great celebratioo,
Gen. Mattocks proposes to the commanders
of the several military companies that if they
will agree to turn out about 10 a. m. on the
Fourth and make a two hours parade be will
make arrangements for their transportation to
Baldwin and return, and furnish them there
with a collation. Each company is to select a
team of ten men to shoot for the prize offered
by the city, at the range of the Maine K ile

Club at Baldwin.
Death of a Former Besident —A letter
received in tbis city yesterday announced the
death of Robert I. Robison in Brooklyn, L. I.

Thursday morning. Mr. Robison was born in
Portland in December 1807, and was in his 71st
year. He was the son of Captain Thomas Robison, a descendant of an old Scotch family ot
wealth. Mr. Robison was, for a time, in the
oil business in Portland, in the firm Robison &
Hyde, but of late years he has lived away from
this city, upon his property. He leaves a wid-

formerly Mies Jane Northam of an old
Rhode Island family. His body will be brought
to this city for interment.
ow,

Home fob Aged Women.—The Home for
was open for the annual inspection of friends and visitors yesterday. During
the day a very large number availed themselves of the opportunity offered.
The rooms
were adorned with flowers and presented a

Aged Women

very comfortable appearance. Mrs. Dolly, the
efficient matron keeps everything in good order
about the Institution.
Commencement

and which to-day enjoys a high reputation.
Lasseil is pleasantly situated on a knoll Of
sloping green, commanding a fine view of the

surroundings which are indeed picturesque.
The seminary building is of wood modelled to
suit the taste of the fair occupants.
To-day
is graduating day or rather the 24th annual

hood.
was

the essays of the graduates,
interspersed by music from the Germania
The list of graduates in the classical
Band.
department are Misses Mary Alioe Linscott of
Portland with essay “Nothing New Under the
Sun,’’Alice Neal Maguire of Boston with essay

Vertebrates—Crow; Cunner; Cod; Pollock;

and

other acts of kindness, also to Captain Oliver
of the Express for his accommodating spirit.

a

President Chamberlain of Bowdoio College
sails for Europe to-day.
The decoration of soldiers’ graves at Togus
will take place Monday. Gen. C. P. Mattocks
of this city will deliver the oration.
Governor Connor and wife were in town yesterday and in che afternoon, by iovitation of
A. Little, E?q one of the trustees, visited the
Reform School. Mr. Jose, of the Executive
Council, also joined the party.
Mrs. L. D. M. Sweat is presiding at the session of tbe lady regents of the Mount Vernon
Association in Washington. Duriag tbe last
thirteen months there have been 13,331 visitors,
each one paying a quarter of a dollar to tbe
fund for repairs and expenses.
Miss Elizabeth J. Ellis, of Bristol, the young
lady who graduated with so much honor at
Middleton a year ago, aqd who has since filled
tbe position as teacher in Wesllesley College

successfully, was seized Friday, May 31st,
a complicated throat disease, which
rapidly became serious, and ended fatally on Tuesday

so

with

_

Beau Estate Transfers.—The following
transfers of real estate were recorded in this

county yesterday:
Deering—Joseph V. Carabelli to John A.
Daly, lot of land.
Sarah

Lang

to

Edward M.

bnildings.

-EJiizaueiu—uuee^m

u.

Lang,

vjiaxo.

land

iu

and

^viucii

Pratt, 3 acres of land.
Searboro—John Marshall to Eli Edgecomb,

of salt marsh.
Gorham—Enoch Maybry et al. to Harvey
Wescott, 1J acres of land.
Standish—Leonard Shaw to Morris Parker,
10 acres of land.

6

question

of

acres

shell road.
The snu cow rises the earliest it will any time
this season. There will be a slight lengthening
of the evenings, however, the euu setting two
minutes later than at present. The longest
days of the year will be from Tuesday the 18th
tu Friday the 2Dt, when they will be fifteen
hours and sixteen minutes in length.
List Christmas when Mr. George H. Cushman was moving into his
new store, bis cat
disappeared at d it was supposed that she had
been killed or stolen.
Yesterday morning,

however, pussy walked into the store as large
as life, and the question is, where has she been
all the while?
“Better strike out the bell ringing and cannon firirg, and let us have a quiet time while
we are about it; the pregramme is not worth

New Music.—We have received of Ditson &
Company of Boston several fine sheets of mu-

sic, among which are “Eyes so Blue,” a song
by Giro Pinsnti; “The Bird and the Maiden,”
song by Edward Hecht; “Babes in the Wood
Waltzes,” by Albert Henry Fernald; “Concert
Gems” from Robert Schumann’s pianoforte
works; and “Electrio Polka,” by J. S. Johnston; also “Musical monthly,” No. 13.
C. K. Hawes has received the new March
brillante by Charles D. Blake, entitled "Phon-

ograph.”
The

Soldier’s

Trust.—Ouly

remain

two

more

Mr. Boniface’s
opportunities,
admirable impersonation of Pierre Autoine in
the “Soldier’s Trust,” and they should be improved by all who appreciate a good play and
fine acting. A matinee performance will he
given at half past 2 to-day, and the last representation will be given this evening. Excursion trains will be run over the Rochester railroad to accommodate those in neighboring
to

desire

towns who may
noon’s performance.

see

to

attend this after-

Accident to Sheriff Tarbox —Thomas
Tarbox of Buxton, Sheriff of York County, was
thrown from his catriage Thursday at Hollis
Center and quite seriously injured. His horse1

fright from the engine which was furiously blowing off steam, and ran back, throwing
Mr. Tabox out, and he struck on his shoulder
and side and was rendered insensible for a1
while.

took

came

nflg'iXT

Fourth of July programme. Luts of people
are of the same opinion in regard to th< i

matter.

a

melody about them that is unsurpassed.

only in operation

d iivered their essays with much credit to their
school training. Miss Mary Linscott delivered
her essay “Nothing New Under the Sun” with
surprising intelligence and in a manner highly
Mr. C.

C, Bragdon was delivered with much feeling.
After the closing of these exercises lunch was
served on the lawn.
Beamon took place in the afternoon and a
The class motto
reception in the evening.
A.
“Esse Quam Vfderi.”
The Eastern Normal School.
and graduation
The annual examination
Normal
of the
school
at
exercises
Castine occurred on Wednesday and Thursday the 12th and 13.h insts. There were
present on behalf of the State the full board of
trustees of the Normal schools, consisting of
Gov. Connor, Supt. Corthell and Messrs. S. T.
Pullen of Portland, J. W. Dresser of Castinei
Dr. W. H. Stevens of New Portland, D. H.
Knowlton of Farmington, and Samuel Libby of
Orono. Hon. E C. Farrington of the Governor’s Council, was also present.
The whole of Wednesday was consumed in
thorough examination of the classes which evidenced faithful instruction on the part of the
teachers and good attention by the pupils. The
model school under charge of Miss Perkins
made a notably good appearance.
On Thursday oocurred the graduating exercises. The graduating class consisted of ninepersons, viz: Minnie Cordelia Barrett)
Alice Albesta Crane, Charlotte Bice Hale, Sarah Louisa Miles, Etta Eliza Piper, Evelyn

pow«
What a

White Smith, Ida Louisa Snow, George Jay
Babson, Charles Pierce De Laittre, Melvin Gilmore, George Angustus Lord, Wesley True
Moulton, Fred Le Boy Payson Joseph Martin
Bryne, Bufus Parker Gardner, Henry Hamson Gray, Walter Elias Luce, Irving Bemiss
Mower, Charles Bryan Pineo. The customary
reading of essays by the class was omitted with
the exception of a salutatory, valedictory and
three other short pieces. An appropriate parting address to the class was ‘made by Mr.
Fletcher and the diplomas were presented with
apt and practical remarks by Gov. Connor.
The weather was beautiful throughout the
two days and the exercises very pleasant and
satisfactory. The school building has been thoroughly repaired during the past year and is
neat, sate, convenient ana nanasome. uastine is at its best and is very beautiful amidst
its abundant foliage.
dow

Gala Day for If runstvick and Topsham,

Brunswick, June 13.
To-day has been a gala day for the people
of Brunswick and Topsham, business being
generally suspended and the population turning
out en masse to witness the day’s festivities.
In the morning at 8 o’clock a large company of
“Ye Ancients and Honorables’’ assembled in
McKeen’s woods, and during the morning hours
paraded the principal streets, everywhere eliciting much applause and creating great amusefor the lookers on. Iu the afternoon the
fire companies of the two towns formed in procession at 2 o’clock, and with foar bands
marched through the towns. The following is
the order of the procession:
Marshal, Chas. Townsend.
Aids, Fred. Wilson, E. W. Johnson.
Continental Band, Portland, 10 pieces, Knights,
ment

leader.

48 men,

Capt.

Brunswick Band, 18 pieces, K. E. Brown, leader.
Niagara Company, Brunswick, 55 men.
Brunswick Drum Corps, 8 pieces, Hubbard, leader.
Protector Company, Brunswick, 42 men, Jas. Nason,
Captain.
Johnson’s Band, Lewiston, 22 pieces, Horace JohnBon, leader.
Kennebec Company, Bruuswick, 48 men, Capt.
Toothaker.
The judges were Messrs. Craven of Bath,
Clark of Richmond, Cony of AuguBta. The
result has already been announced.
The Auburn shoe shipments for the past
week have, it is hoped, touched low water;
mark, being the smallest for any week for a
long time- only aoout half the number of the,
corresponding week of last year. B, F. Packard & Co’s and some other.shops are starting up,
this week, and there will be more doing next

week.

a

small lot of

LADIES’ VESTS,
High Neck, Short Sleeves,

tUu

We open to-day,

new

a

at

our

was

CLOSING OUT

dlw

and
READ!

STOCK

jell

ofler for sale at auetlon. tlie above des.
goods, on SATURDAY, .MONDAY
Jane 15th, 17th, and 18tb, at 10 a.
m. and 2.30 p. m. at onr salesroom. 35 Exchange St.
The stock consists, in part, of Elegant Tea Sets,
Urns, Waiters, Tureens, Fruit Dishes. Epcrgnes,
Butter Dishes, Cake Baskets, Ice Pitchers, ami Oastors.
Also, 50o dozen Rogers,* celebrated Silver
Plated Knives, Forks, Table, Tea, Salt, Mustard,
and Sugar Spoons. Carvers, Ladles, Pie and Fish
&c.
Knives, Napkin Kings,
This stock is first class in every respect, triple
and on Nickel Silver,
White
on
tine
Metal,
plated
bearing the trade mark of the celebrated manufactami
will
be
guaranteed to be just as representurers,
ed in every particular.
Our instructions are to sell the entire stock, positively without rewerve.
The goods will be on exhibition for examination before the sale, and at any time betwwen sales.
will

!

Styles

OF

—

THE

TUESDAY,

By F. O. Bailej & Co., Auctioneers.

1el3

(16t

FIRE

HATTER,

Middle

237

Street,

FOR

WEDNE8DAY,
shall sell
ON 2.30
p. in.,

June

we

Son Umbrellas.

—

are

invite yon to call and examine,

we

a

Ail wilh

new

and in complete order.

BARGAIN.

WALTER A. W

A

493 Congress Street.

dtf

For Public and Private Displays.
full line of Fire Works. Chinese, Jspanese & American
Lanterns, Illuminated
Emblems, Designs, mottos, Shields and
other devices, Oelatiue
Novelties, Flags,
Banners, Balloons, Colored Lights, CanTorpedoes,
dles. Window Decoratioos,
Fire Crackers, Pistols. Caps, Arc., Arc., at
the lowest market rates, wholesale or retail. Our
manufactures have received the endorsement of the
highest character for tlie past twenty years.

To be sold at
room for April

Mower,

AfiEiNT,

Preble St.,

d&w3w24

ONE WEEK BORE.

#

Grounds
Satins

Gilts

6 cts.
8
12
15
25 “

“

WINDOW
a

SHADES.

special attraction

offer to furnish

we

Scotch, Holland Shades with Spring Fixtures and Silk Tassels all ready to
pat ap at $1 Each.

Tie New England Fire Work
Sole
B. T.
Send for

Lahratory,

Agent.
WELL!),
18 Hawley 8l., Boston, Ha...
Trade Circular and List of 1878.
dlaw3wS&w3w25

our

jel5

MT ENTIRE STOCK OF

to dispose of
in our old

the balance of stock restand, 91 Exchange

Biogs,

Finger
Bings, Solid Silver Fish Knives, lee
Plated
Table Spoons,
Ureaui Knives,
■forks, Napkin Rings, Solid Silver Napkin Rings, Frnlt Knives, Plated Sugar
Spoons, Butter Knives, Horse Timer
Ear

Children’s

Watch, Glasses, Ac.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Hats and Straws

Mr. Leander Clark’s two houses in Newcastle were burned last Wednesday.
The barn of Nathan Peaslee in Whitefleld
was burned Sunday night.
Probably incendiary.

Must be closed out in the next ten
days. If low prices will sell goods
it will be done. Call and examine
the latest and finest Styles ol Men’s
and Boys’ straw and Felt Hats
belore buying.

OXFORD COUNTY.

Mr. G. W. Skillings of Lovell was waylaid by
two highwaymen Tuesday night, in the woods
between Lovell and Fr.veburg, and his watch,
a cbeck on a Portland bank for $128 and papers
were taken from him.

jelOdlw

“OUIDA’S” NEW NOVEL.

Receive this morning Two Hundred
Bunches choice Bananas.
For sale at a bargain.
I. s. BEAN, 123 Commercial St.
je!5d3t«

Good Bent for Derssmaker
Hair Dresser.

companied by Fagan, one of the most promising horses in the country. Either of these
horses will be obliged to trot in 2.32 at least to
win this purse,
The second race is for a purse of @100 for
horses that have never beat 2.45. There are
six horses in this race and fonr of them ap-

book

or

Oak and Congress Sts.

store,
Six roomB, gas and Sebago water.
OVER
Brackett St.
Also
nice rent
corner

on

a

FRIENDSHIP.

Found.

Eastern and Maine Central

race two weeks ago.
if the day
is fine there will of course be a large attend-

depot,
NEAR
WALLET, containing money and other valuahave by proving contents
bles which the

ance.

and

peared in the

Author of “Strathmore,’’ ’Tdalia,’’ “Under Two Fla(.,’’ “Tricoliu,”

‘•Pack,’’

the

a

owner can

*,*For sale by all Booksellers,
mail, postage prepaid, on receipt

J, B.LIPPINCOTT &

Wanted
GIRL to do general housework. Must be well
recommended. Apply between 9 a. m. and 12
o’clock, or in the evening, at 681 Congress street.

A

d3t*
jel5
which embraces everything made in shape of I
plated ware, will be sold without reserve. See One or two Pleasant Rooms to Let.
notice in auction column.
good location, and in private family, with or
without board. References exchanged. Address
Look at Coe’s advertisement.
with real name,
BOARD, Press Office.

IN

jel5

rgSENEMENT
JL

ot

beriand street,

To

Let.

seven
corner

rooms, No.
ot Frankiln

jel5dlw*

■

Merry’s.

;

of remark that bananas are very good to take
about this season of the year.

NO SMELL !

Every Stove Warranted.

A. N.

Noyes & Son,

ai

any oilier

Factory.
mylgeodif

store tor sale
located for Family and Prescription Bnsi
ness. Enquire of
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

Drug

WELL
jeW2w*

Good News. (85 cto.) Shining River. (33 cts.

“Arc^wi^umlay SchoonSonT'BooEsThaT'are

Worsteds, Hosiery, Gloves,

Snnshine of Snng(yacai)and Clusterofflems

and all kinds of staple Fancy Goods, at

TIosIruuIentannTo two large^Tu^Tolumc^jT
Bound Sheet Music, and very cheap at $2.50 (each)

MERRILL’S,

in Boards

OLIVER DITS0N & CO., Boston.

237 Middle

CARRIAGES I
THOMPSON’S

Parties in vrant of this celebrated Flour can find it at

Portland

WILSON & CO.’S..
Exchange and

IN STYLE, FINISH
DURABILITY.
AND

UNEQUALED

Federal Streets.
dlw

The Largest Variety in New England.

VUKNllLKIi.

LOW

Gents’ Low Shoes

TELEPHONES.

dtf

,„ate them. Send stamp for fall desetip,i™„„ddirections, with prices ot the various parts,
it Fine Wire, &c. All parts for
85.00.
a U»e class Telephone.

The dividends on
pal l at our office.

Wholesale Druggists.

RUFUSRAID.

jelleodlw

«Uf

To Be Let On Brackett St,
class three story Brick House near Spring
Apply at 1S2 Brackett Street.
isdtl

Street.
FIRST
aplQ

C. COLLINS, Lleetrician,

and your old Silk Hat will buy the latest Sprint
style from Knox, the Hatter, New York.

CONSOLIDATED
Inst.; California

STREET.

aprll

Specialty.

jeldtf

No,

Plants of every description very low.

Choice Flowers

Any

Mining Co., S2, 15th inst,

registers1!
WOODBURY

stock

PURCHASE
the superintendent at
P.
on

WEDNESDAY

t0J«m3trk‘

ns

For Parties and Funerals at lowest rates.
W.n MORTON & "ON.
139 Exchange Ot.
Greenhouses at Allon’s Comer, Peering, my28cf

will be

& MOULTON.

One Wishing to
Forest City Cemetery will tin,

lots in

tery,

with

Counting-Room

his office at tee Ceme
M, of each week, from

S.C BUHDLETT, Sopt.

104 Brook Avenue, Boston, Slui.

jel_,l2m

June Dividends.
Virginia Mining Co., SI. Hth

STABLE,

FRANKLIN

a

CSenta’ Pat. Let. Bools a Specialty*
Ladies’ Low Nhocs a Specially,
Ladiet*’ Niippers a Specially.
Ladies' Side Lace Boats a Specially*
We think we have a more desirable assortment of
the above named goods than the combined etocK or
all the other Shoe Stores in this State*
B. C. PAIMEB.

M£lIirtT« The XIatler,
227 Middle Street, Sign of Gold the Hat.
eodtf
je8

ORSES.
81

!

““"^Bobbins

PROPRIETOR.

SALE

PRICES

my21eod2m

We will sell Common, Medium and line Furniture,
now and throughout the season as low as can be purchased in New England, and keep a stock two or
three times larger than can be found in Portland to
select lrom Furniture made to order and repaired.
Drapery and Decorative Work made in the most satisfactory manner. Don’t buy till our goods have
been seen and prices obtained.

ma*

Carriages,

492 & 494 Congress St.,

Street,

J. H. 0ALBERT,
Ja22dtl

eodly&w

feb23tt

28 FREE STREET.

Rooms,

$3 (each) in Cloth.

no24

by purchas-

Lift

Health

or

Any book mailed, post iree, for retail price.

398 Congress Street,
at the very lowest market prices.
Save your money, these hard times,
ng such articles at their store.

not

excelled by any.

Walter Corey & Co.,

of all kinds to be found in the State at Ten Per
.it

llit.son’8 Mnaical Monthly. No. 18. (2j cts.)
“TlasliO pages ol the best ol Musu^"^™^

SILK AND CHENILLE FRINGES

12 EXCHANGE STREET.

—

Carriages and Wagons
Saccarappa, May 18, 1878.

By A. N. JOHXSOJf. Just what is needed
by all who wish to learn to play TUnes that have
three or four parts, Glees, Accompaniments, &c.,
&c.

Trimmings,

Dress

has the largest assortment of

Cent, b.wrr .li

-(LOO).

buy first

je!3_d2w

JOHN ADAMS

I. S. Bean, the fruit dealer at No, 123 Commercial street, has just received a lot of plump
looking and delicious tasting bananas which hes
is offering at the very lowest price. It is worthy1

John son’s New .Method for Thorough Base

PORTLAND. ME.

J01 Cumstreet. Will

be rented low.

$3 00 Cloth.) By VV. H. Clarkk. The best
collection of Reed Organ Music. Choice selections,
very well arranged.

unequaled

my21

Tbe only absolutely safe and desirable stove in the

dot*

cold.

can

or

bsdtr

or

TRIAL

will prove that you
class

00, Publishers Corner

OIL STOYE!

BETWEEN

doctor’s bill.

by

THE MAGEE

NO SMOKE I

Lost.

One-half of sickness is caused by taking
Davis in onr new advertisement column
calls the ladies’ attention and tells them how to
avoid colds for themselves and children by
purchasing summer underwear of him and save

$1.50.

will be sent
ot the price be

or

market.

Park and Middle streets, a blue Locket and gold chain. Whoever returns the same
to 29 Pine or 204 Middle street, will he suitably rewarded.
jelBdSt*

Auction Sale of Fine Silver Plated
Ware.—To-day, at 10, F. O. Bailey & Co.
commence the sale of a large and fioe stock of
silver plated ware. The goods are all manufactured by Meriden Britannia Co., Bogers and
other reliable manufacturers. The entire stock,

FAIR

715 and 717 Market Street, Philadelphia,
Jelld6t

paying cost ot advertising.
THOS. 0. COOPER, 46 Cross 8t.
jel5dlw*

Young Men’s manilla hats, light.trimmed,
something new, at Merry, the Hatter’s.

A

promptly.

pi!!

etc.

492 pages. Extra Cloth.

12mo.

WM. H. JERRIS.

jel5dlw*

are

milL, Postal Card
to

Jipl7_

Washburn Flour.

STORY OF SOCIETY.

A

BI “OUIDA.”

open to horses that have never trotted better
than 2.31. Little Fete and Kitty Morris, the
horses that had such a sharp race two weeks
ago, will appear in this class and will be ac-

ORDERS RV

Cetter, attended

The Greatest Book of the Season.

Corner Middle and Temple Streets.
je!5__dlw

FBEsuiirsuox Park.—This afternoon there
are to be two good races at Presumpscot Park.
The first contest will be for a purse of @100,

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice AT
the office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.

eod3m

SWEETSER &

187 Biddle Street.

JUST READY.

PERRY,

£. MT.

YORK COUNTY.

A young man named Coolbroth has been
bound over at Limerick in $500, for robbing the
store of Jodah Durgin at West Newfield, Saturday. A portion or the goods were found
where he lived.

We shall offer all of the above at about one-half
their cost for one week. Our store will be open till 9
p. m. Our stock of Fancy Goods, Baby Carriages,
Carts, &c., can be found at our new store,

Gilt Baud Opaque Shades

2.00
2.50

“

Clarke’s Reed Organ Melodies. 82 50 Boards

408 CONGRESS ST.,
Opposite Chestnut street, Portland.
mch2?

$1.50

Customer. can commence taking Ic« at
any lime they desire, and drlirery will be
continued until notice to stop is received
at the office,

Customers about to furnish with new shades will
appreciate this low price.

Our 50 cent

“

“

9

Street, consisting of
Gold and Silver Watches, Gold and Silver
Chains, Clocks, Neck Chains, Gold
Band and Seal Rings, Gold Suds, Sleeve
Ballons, Gold Specs, Collar Boltons, Gold
and Plated Pias and in Sets, Gold and
Plated

JiarKet street.

“

20

“
•*

k&CO.,

10 lbs. daily per Month
“
“
15 “

roll upwards.
per
••
•*

GREAT INDUCEMENTS.

Co.,

LAKE-

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES.

goods:

A

WISHING
maining

D.W.C)

tbe following prices in order to make
from

Brown
White

As

Portland.

Chas. Day, Jr., &

codtf

au.

Large New Stock J list Received,

before brought out bv any manufacnovelty
Call and See Them,
turer.

jell

Cents.

SEBAGO

ROOM PAPERS.

never

27

ILLUMINATIONS

dtf

jel2

D’S

1. L. DENNISON,

WORKS

For 15

prices.

OWEN, MOORE & BAILEY.

1

o

New Noiseless

A WIRE SCREEN

Large assortment Silk Serge,
Tnrkish Satin and Fancy Trimmed
goods, with Pearl, Ivory, and
real Bamboo handles, at very low

anu Guards,

Scythe*

NETTING,

the only lot in the city,) and all kinds of screen goods

my25

Wood's, BucKeyetf union,

uents Men,

FINE WIHE

$1.50 and $2.00.

Machines

VERY CHEAP

—

han-

is used in the best residences throughout New England. It slides independent of the sash, and may be
used at upper or lower sash.

dim

2nd HAND

Mowing

amber

$1.35 and $1.37.

Exchange St.

51
jell

carved

Best quality Worsted Serges, at

BEiUEMBEBTHE PLACE.

Street.

17 Free

The Burrowes Sliding Screen

PAINTED CHAMBER SUITS,
that

BURRO WES’,

E. T.

$1.10,

quality and size, with

handsomely
dles, at

/

FIRE

100 Large size Serge Umbrellas
with plain crook handies, at

50 Same

PARLOR SUITS

>0 BLACK WALNUT AND}

Shirts & Drawers

jel5

Congress

Screens

INDUCEMENTS !

75

Merino

GREAT

and

m,

a.

at store 419

SIGN OF THE GOLD HIT,

95 cents and

& RE AT

Hen’s Fine

A

19th, at 10

street, the entire stock, slightly damaged by tire and
water, consisting of the goods usually found in a first
Hats
class furnishing store. Underware, Neck ware
and Caps, Umbrellas, Hosiery, «Sc., &c. 2 Showcases,
Gas Fixture*, Mirror, Window Shades, &e.
Every article will be sold without reserve.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.
dlw
jeU

WINDOW AND DOOB

1 >rice.

JelS___

umy

GOODS,

BY AUCTION.

BROS.’

ot the newest
< lesigns and must bfe sold at any

goods

These

197 Middle Street,

AT

!

!

of every description at

COE,

—

!

FIRE

!

Wire

of all grades.

Summer

!

FIRE

!

GENTS’ FURNISHING

—

What It Will Bring.

ready,

~

FINE

Designed and Mnnufaclarrd by the Jlerldiiu Britannia Co., Kogera and other..

and

thin?.

new

je81eodtf

FOR THE NEXT 30 DAYS

cents, 50 cents, 75 cents and up.
All the latest Nobby styles now

The Artesian well which is being sunk by
Gen. Tillson at Hurricane Island has now
reached a depth of 63 feet, all the way through
the solid granite, broken only by tbe seams in
tbe rock. Tbe granite at the lowest depth
reached, seems to be precisely like that at the
surface. Water has been obtained which is
perfectly clear, fresh and cold, but not in the
quantity desired, although it requires about an
hour’s pumping to empty the well at present.
The diameter of the tube is 4 5-8 inches aud the
machinery used was constructed at tbe island
under Gen. Tillson’s directions. The progress
made so far is about one foot per day, but this
has been improved upon so that hereafter tbe
drill is expected to advance 18 inches per day.
Gen. Tillson will continue making the well f>r
ptrhaps a month longer, in the hope of reaching a different formation below the granite'

White yacht caps at Merry, the Hatter’s*

This magnificent stock will be on exhibition and
for private sale, daily between sales.

WE cribed

en-

51 EXCHANGE STREET

Boys’ Straw Hats 12 cents, 20
cents, 25 cents and up. Hen’s 25

KNOX COUNTY,

A. H. Coe.

THE

DEANE

COUNTY.

Very latest Straw Hats.

The

THE

OF

—

—

The temperance people of Ellsworth are making arrangements for a “Monster Temperance
Celebratton” on the 4th of July, on which occasion they anticipate a procession of 1000 temperance people from various oarts of Eastern
Maine. There will be a temperance orator,
temperance speeches and a temperance banquet. Ubere will be a trial of fire engines, for
which valuable prizes are offered for visiting
engines, home engines and hosemen. The festivities of the day conclude with a Fireman’s
Ball. Invitations are cordially extended to all
temperance organizations to join in this celebration and to come with their banners, emblems and devices, and to come with large delegations, the larger the better. Firemen are
invited to bring their machines acd compete for
the prizes,

Fine straws,all prices,for children at

Watches, Chains, Jewelry, Sets, Rings,
Fins, Ac.
[SB^Every article guaranteed as represented.-JEa

STOP FURNITURE,

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

a

have received to-day something
in the Straw Hat line.

—

ENTIRE

J. £. DAVIS.

A distinct shock of earthquake was felt at
Farmington last week.
The land-holders on the route of the Sandy
Biver railroad through Avon and Strong have
generously given tbe right of way across their
several lots.
This term at the Farmington Normal School
closes with exercises of examination and graduation on Thursday and Friday, June 27th and
28th.
HANCOCK

We

tirely hew

Merry,

Store for the latest and best novelities.

jel5

Special Peremptory Auction Sale.
Diamonds, Diamonds
Diamonds,

Triple Silver Plated Ware
and Table Cutlery,

Straw Hats and Light Hats.

eodtf

—

Visit

m.and 2.30 pm.

DAIRAGEDSTOCK OF

lot ot

Also a new

very attractive.

are

a.

OF

FINE

€0.,

HAKTD HADE,
which

10

$10,000 "worth

House.

jel3

lot of

Day at

AUCTION SALE.

HILL

Under Preble

CLONINU

POSTIVEI.V TIIE
SALE

HOST

at their

SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS’

Several different stiles Children’s Straw Hats, of all
ages.
Linen
Hammocks,
Robes,
Horse Fly Covers, Bu??y
Umbrellas and Gents’ Kid
Gloves.

&

0. BAILEY &

3DAYS! 3DAYS!! 3 DAYS!!!

dtf

4 dlfferent|styles in ittacfcauaw
“
“
•*
Manillas.
5
Tan Trimmed Straw Hats, a

Shetland Shawls,

Rank

tua^ucb

jan24

quolily, fit and workman.bip,
itid we are constantly in receipt
il orders from all over the country
or them.
True fit and quality
guaranteed, at 6 tor $.990.

CENTS !

TWENTY-FIVE

interfered with.
predicament this clergyman would have been in if some unregenerate scholar bad suggested that a Bible would
affect the magnet as mucb as tbe jug.

teen

Beaumont.

also

a

how the attractive

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

>ur shirts which we manufacture
o order at the extremely low priec
it 6 for $9.00 challenge the world

Congress Street.

455

Thursday.

few years reports a surplus
above all liabilities of $690 47.
A Bridgton clergyman last Sunday illustrated tbe text of Scripture “No drunkard shall
enter the Kingdom of God” to his Sunday
School by placing a little brown jug between a
magnet and some scraps of iron and showing

Greensbury, Ind., essay “The United States
Currency,” Margaret Hamilton of Covington,
Ky,, tssay “The Poetry of Science.” These
ladies beautifully attired in white tnlle with
satin trimmings set off with dowers finely

Androscoggin Company, Topsham,

Davis’,

W.

J.

u

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Sarah Aiipn Dnnimnra

appreciated by the audience.
The closing address by the principal,

which is superior to all other makes. We have them
in all the qualities for summer wear, and at the very
lowest price that these very fine goods can be sold at

Richard D. Donglass, one of tbe best known
and most highly esteemed citizens of West
Bridgtoo, died Monday.
The Brunswick Savings Institution reports a
surplus above all liabilities of $16,518 60, a gratifying fact since that Institution has in common
witb many others been under the weather. The

“The Chosen Race,” Annie Holbrook White of
Brockton with essay "Character Affected by
Surroundings;” in the scientific department
Misses Jennie Louisa Darling of New York
nifn

Hosiery
Co/s Underwear,

ANDROSCOGGIN

Tnnsham Jtr. Rrnnamip.tr 9H p.*nt, Seiners

given to pilvate pupils by the subscriber.

we

Auctioneers,

CO.,
BYF.
salesrooms, No. 3> and 37 Exchange street,

and to be continued until all are sold:

Instruction in English and Class*
ical Studies

ind prices and to avoid altogether
he cheap shoddv qualities which
ire flooding the country everyWe will not place any
where.
;oods on our counters that we
aimot fully recommend to give
atistaction to our customers, beleving that nice goods, nobby
tyles low prices and gentlemany attention are the only things
■eeded to insure success; liow far
mr efforts have been appreciated
s shown by
the constant and
We
iteady increase in our trade.
tave now on hand the largest and
test selected stock ot men’s NeckU loves dec. tor
wear, Hosiery,
Summer wear that we have ever
we
which
are selling
at
hown,
trices so low as to call forth sharp
emarks from onr
competitors

fall line of the

John E.

QUINCY,

0. W, ALLIEN-

Regular Bale of Furniture ana General Merchanlise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
oc3dt*
Consignments solicited.

MASS.

The next school
Fits boys for oar beet Colleges.
jlear begins Sept. 11, 1878. For catalogue and Inforimation, address
William Uverett or J. **,
my25eod8w
Warden, Quincy, Mass.

lave been in business, it has been
mr special endeavor to keep our
lock tully up to the times in style

American

STATE NEWS

_

Sacred Concert.—To-morrow evening theJ
original Virginia Jubilee Singers will appear alt
the Museum in one of their pleasing proThe troupe is9
gramme of plantation songs.
made up of good voices and their sougs bavi9

much noise; the proclamation is too great
for the performance—and besides, there’s the
expense!” is wbat the Transcript says of our

so

with

which
class shields
room

some

aad then

Eel.
The thanks of the class are due to Mr. Fuller
of the Natural History Society for accompanying them and enhancing the success of the ex-

from

tastefully decorated

chapel

curiosity seekers, namberiog in all
The platform adorned
some two hundred.
with choice plants plays a conspicuous part
f .r here it is the debutantes for honors sit,
while forming the outer circle sit the trustees,
principal and teachers of the school. Prayer
by Dr. Clark of Boston opened the exercises,
with

Purpura: Limpet: Natica: Cypraena; Sasicarva; Cardium; Pandora; Creuella; Mesodtsma;
Astarte (2 species, Astarte Castanea, Astarte
Suscata); Aoomia; ijillerina (3 species) Engs
of Buccinum; Eggs of Purpura.
Articulates—Jrab (common); Hermit Crab;
Barnacle; Shrimp (2 species); Annelide; Uncola; Butterfly (1 species); Moth (l species);
Sow Bug.

Personal.
Capt. C. W. Ford has just returned
short visit to Aroostook.

the

During the short time that

r. 0. BilLXT.

This

ADAMS ACADEMY.

\0 SHODDY.

THE BEST GOODS MADE !

in the West. Of the Juniors, M. Blanchard will labor at Oldtown, R F. True at East
Bangor, We, Havnes at Northfield, George
Allchin at Lincold, Edgar Cousen at Burlington, R. G. Woodbridge at Frankfort, Hiram
Smith at Hermon, Amos Anderson with the
Methodist society in Caribon, Jas. S. Allen at
Harmony, Fred A. Thayer at Summer, John
B. Carrnthers at Medway and Horace Peckover
at Alton.
In the Middle class the following
have places assigned:
C. G. Burnham at
Winterport, W. G. Shoppe at Jonesport, F. S.
Lawrence with the Baptist church at Oldtown,
R. S. Whiddon at Caribon, D. L, Davis at
Dedham, F. P. Williams at North Bangor and
Glenburn, George E. Chapin at Amherst,
Stephen Smith at Springfield and Carroll,
John Tinting at Upper Stillwater and P. B.
Wing at Minot Centre.

was

ae

:

Cadies !

a

Reference*—Rev. F. H. Hedge, D. D„ Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
novl
d&weowly*

Superintendent of Schools.
Portland, June 4, 1878.
je5td

Children,
Nlisses,

keep

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN

on

first day of July next, at 10 a. m.
Persona deirous of positions as teachers in the public schools,
ot having taught in the city the past year, whether
olding certificates or not, must present themselves
* >r examination as above.
THOMAS TASH,

Infants,

we

Candidates
of Portland

High School Building,

f. O. BAILEY * COn

iGctloneers and Commission Merchant!,
Silnrurai 33 sad 37 Exchange Ml.

A

s

W&S

Remember

of

on

a

FOR

zauer

A mad dog

Committee

Examination
for Teachers of the Public Schools
rHE
ill bold session at the

UNDERWEAR

1
Clark will be ordained at New Sharon on
O.
the 18tb, Prof. Hamlin preaching the sermon.
E. C. Crane has been called to Holden for one
year. T. F. Norris has accepted an invitatioh
to labor at Herndon, Va. H. A. Freeman has
been called one year to labor with the Congregational church in Biddeford on Pool Road.
i L. Vincent will labor at Pe mbroke, R. H.
S.
McGown at Trenton, Mt. Desert, M H. Smith
at Sebec, eBrnhard Copping at Freedom, Robert Peacock, Jr., at Temple, A. Wiswell at
Monmouth, D. Green at West Bangor, A H.
Fuller at Wenham, Mass and C. M. Scbwar-

from which
extended
evergreen
entirely
around, the room was quietly filled with
relatives and friends of the graduates, together

Protozoans—Sponge (2 species.)
Radiates—Star Fish (common); Sea Urchins
(2 species, Echinus and Echinarachinus); Jelly
Fish (3 species, Aurelia, Cyanea, Pleurobrachia; Hydroids; Holothuriao (2 species, Holothuridea or Sea Cucumber, Cuvier); Nullipore.
Mollusks—Clam; (2 species); liuccinum;

by dredging, naming specimens

At 10.30 a. m.

at Merry's.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Rev. Henry Fitz of Middleboro’, Mass., a
well known Baptist minister, died on Monday,
aged. 86 years. He was ordained at Waterville, Maine, and was afterwards pastor of
churches in Waterville and Hallowed, Me.,
Thompson, Conn., and Middleboro’, Marblehead and Millbury, Mass. In 1813 he became
State Missionary of the Massachusetts Baptist
Convention, and for nearly 35 years, until a
few weeks before his death, he labored with
great earnestness and fidelity with the new and
feeble churches in every part of the state.
A new Baptist church was organized at
Waldoboro’ last week. The recognition services were as follows: Reading of Scripture
and prayer of recognition, Rev. Mr. Tilley;
hand of fellowship, Rev. A. Boynton; address
to the church. Rev. Dr. Hill: address to the
,
Rst. Otis O. Ordway; sermon,
congregation,
I Rev. E. J. Wbittemore. Tbe services were
by
Tbe new
quite interesting and profitable.
church starts witb brightest prospects and great
are
twelve
awaiting
enthusiasm;
baptism, and
soon Mr. G. L. Smith of Newton Theological
Institution will be among them to labor for
several months.
The students of the
Bangor Theological
1
will
preach as follows: lathe
Seminary
Senior class, L. J. Thomas has been called to
1
Castine
and will be ordained the 18th, Rev. G.
W. Field of Bangor preaching the sermon. D'

COtJNTY.
killed in Lewiston

straws

jnlZ

sermon.

commencement and is indeed a gala day. Six
of the ladies bid adieu to bright scenes of
school days to seek the broad fields of woman-

The following is a statement of the collection
made by the zoological class:

cursion

Cassell Seminary.
Boston, June 13, 1878.

at

Well known among the institutions for the
education of young women is that of Lasseil
Seminary, Auburndale, principal Mr. C. C.
Bragdon, the birth of which dates from 1854,

season.

There will be a free
at

field

High School.
The class in botany, accompanied by their
instructor, Miss Gould, left for the Ocean
House at half-past 8 yesterday morning. They
find the wonderful pitcher plant in that vicinity as well as other interesting botanical specimens. Tbe class in zoology, under the instruction of Mr. Morrill, left for Jewell’s Island at

Welch and Patrick Fitzsimmons.
Collecting house oflal. Fined $2 each with costs.
Frank Longobardi.
Search and seizure. DisA. W. Bradbury.
charged.

men

grounds pleasant

and attractive hut
they cannot make bricks without straw. If
every person who owns a lot at Evergreen
Cemetery would keep it in order the trustees
would be able to take care of the avenues nicely with their present foerc.
In addition to the work of keening the exist-

Bartholomew

The

pass.

Superintendent,

Mr. Ramsey, is efficient
and the trustees are untiring in their efforts to

Intoxication. Fjnel

three, Kerry two, Kennedy bow.

to

The

KNIGHT PRESIDING.
Scanlan.

called

piles of rubbish in the walks and aveues, deposited there by persons who cleaned up
lots and threw the grass and dirt into the
walks. One gentleman trimmed up a large
tree and threw the branches into the avenue,
blocking it up so that it was difficult for car-

Municipal Court.

Friday.—Timothy
$3 with costs.

was

to the

Subjec1

p. m.

of men would be requited.
In fact 50 men
could scarcely do the work properly. With the
means at command it is only possible to employ about one fourth of that force and consequently it is an utter impossibility to do more
than is done. Owing to the straightened condition of the city’s finances it wonld not be

would have been kept clean and beautiful, the
very opposite of what it is now. A great many
gentlemen are taking this precaution and more
should do it.

at 3 p.m.

St. M

pearance. It will be apparent to all that to
keep this number of lots and the entire length
of avenues in good condition a very large force

years ago, leaving a
property estimated to be worth §200,000. He
made large and generous gifts to benevolent
societies, but neglected himself. If he or his
friends had deposited §25 with the city his lot

Salvation by Self Cultivation.
State Street Church.—Rev. E. Y. Hincks,
pastor. Service at 10 30 a m. In the evening the
26th anniversary of the Sabbath School will be observed in the church, commencing at 7.30.
First Baptist CHURcn-Congress St., opposite
the Park. Rev. Tbos. D. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Preaching by the nastor at 3 p. m. Sabbath School
at 1.45 p. m. Social Meeting at 7.30, p. m.
Williston Church, Cor. May & Danforth Sts.
—Rev. Frank E. Clark, pastor. Preaching at 10 30
a. m.
Sabbath School at 3 p. m.
Prayer meeting
at <4 p.m.
Free Street Baptist Church.—Rev. Jas. McWbinuie Pastor. Preaching 10.30 and 7.30. Sunday
School at 12.
New Jerusalem Church, New High Btreet.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor. PreachiDg at 104 a. m
by tbc pastor. Evening services at 7.30.
Second Advent Church,—Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—Preaching Sunday at 104 a. m. and 3 p.m.
by Elder 8. K. Patridge, President of the Maine A.
C. ConlereDce.
Prayer meeting at 9 a.m, and 7 p. m.
Sabbath School at 12 m. Seats free.
India St. Universalist Church—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Sunday School at 1.15 p. m.
Afternoon service at 3 p. m. Evening seivice at 7 30
p. m.
Stevens’
Plains Universalist
Church.—
Service tomorrow, forenoon at 11 o’clock. Rev,
Mr. Bicknell will preach.

JUDQH

thought that for a prize of 8150, to be divided
into 8100 and 850 purses, the companies would

who died a number of

Church. Sunday School at 14p. m.
Young people’s
meeting at 04 and general prayer meeting at 74 p.m.
Arcana

premises.

of Portland’s best known and wealthiest
have not had the grasB cut for years. Out
of a large number of such cases a solitary one
is mentioned. In the centre of the grounds
will be seen the last resting place of a man

Church—Rev. Herbert W. Lathe
pastor. Preaching by the pastor at 10.30 a. m.
Prayer meeting in the vestry at 7.3U p. m.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 104 a. m. and 3 p. m. by Rev.
J. W. Johnston, ot Boston Highlands
Sunday
School at H, Young people’s meeting at 64. Prayer
meeting at 74
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. R. Day,
pastor.
Preaching at 104 a. m. by the pastor, at 3

by Rev.

motion prevailed. Then it was proposed to
make the committee a proposition, and it was

some

7.30 p. m.
Plymouth

m.

Hon. C. E. Jose, the chairman of the Board of
Trustees, and spent an hour looking about the

trimmed

School,

Place

BO STON•

Examination ol Teachers,
f

Otis

SCHOOL of the highest character for young
ladies. The course of study prepare* for the
1 Harvard Examinations tor Women.
A pleasant home under careful supervision Is
1 provided for boarding pupils.
Terms including all school instruction and board,
$500 per year. Address the Principal,

---

t

Rev. Mr. R. E. Riddell, who recently resigned the pastorate of the Baptist church in
South Berwick, has accepted a call to become
pastor of the Baptist church in Wakefield,
Mass., and commenced his labors on the first
Sunday in June. He receives a cordial welcome from his people, and the outlook is a
most encouraging one.
The Maine Baptist anniversaries will be held
in Biddeford, commencing June 21th; Tuesday
June 25th, report of committee; Wednesday,
election of officers, in the forenoon; annual
meeting of the Maine Baptist Education
Society in the afternoon. Thursday, Maine
Baptist Missionary Conventions. Rev. James
McWhinnie of Portland, preaches the annual

The third
that the committee had insulted the hook and ladder companies by not
offering them anytning (he was a hook) and he

tan

g

Promote perspiration in colds and chills with
Sanford’s Jamaica Ginoer.

once.

without any action.

was in favor of not
turning out at any price.
The fourth speaker thought the committee
should be treated with courtesy, and be moved
that the proposition be simply declined.
The

Special

instructive discourse from Ps. 119:6.
Mr.
Mayo has accepted a call to the pastorate of
the church, and will commence his labors at

speaker thought

that there are so many interested in this property, there are few who know much in regard to its management. For the purpose of
looking into the existing causes, if any, for
these complaints a representative of this paper
visited the grounds yesterday in company with

men

Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. A. S,
Ladd, pastor. Preaching at 104 a. m. by the
pastor, and at 3 p. m. by Rev. J. R. Day. Sunday
School at 1.30 p. m.
Prayer meetings at 6 30 and

p.

the matter

and jnst at this season they require no little attention. The large amount of driving on
pleasant days require that they should be
cleaned np quite often to be kept tidy in ap.

Religion* Notice*.

stream on a

he wouldn’t run with the machine for any such
he moved to lay the proposition on
the table. The next speaker wanted to drop

This cemetery embraces as area of 333 acres
cf land. There are at present 2400 different
There are
owners of 4400 lots or enclosures.
about 40 miles of avenues to be kept in repair,

St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3and7$p. m. Daily services at
a. m. and 5 p. m.
Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10$ a. m., 3 and 7$ p
m.
also Monday and Thursday evenings at 7$ p.
m.
All trom sea and land are invited. Seats free.
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day Regular.
First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, corner of Middle and Plum Streets.
Young Men’s Christain Association- Opposite Preble House. Congress Street, open day
an i evening. Union Gospel
Meeting every Wednesday and Saturday evenings at 7 3-4 o’clock.
First Free Baptist Society, Cor
Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 10$ a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 11} a. m.
Prayer meeing at 7 o’clock evening.

given distance, shall

price, and

is a place of this character.
Proper criticism
is not objected to, but there is a great liability
that such criticism will be made without correct information.
Notwithstanding the fact

Coe—3*

a

Turn-down Linen Collars and Caffs, new
styles; Neuk Kuching, colored edges, something
new and handsome, only 10 cents a yard.
H.
I. Nelson & Co., 443 Congress street, Farrington block.
junl4—2t

Sunday, June 2, was a very interesting day
the Baptist church in Princeton. Five
young persons were baptized by Rev. L. Mayo,
who gave them the band of fellowship after an

<

for admbfion to Portland High
School will commence Monday next, June
7ih. All candidates lor that school for next year,
jsidents ot the city, and not now attending the pubc schools, must be present at the office of Supt. of
jhools, at 9 o’clock a. m on that day.
THOMAS TASH, Supt. of Schools.
Portland, June 12, 1878.
jel3d4t

j EXAMINATIONS
j

AUCTION SALES

EDUCATIONAL.

Examination lor High School.

A, H. Coe.

Fine new Mackinaw straws at Merry’s.

for

roof from the summit of a
get
ladder in the quickest time. Alter the proposition was made it took but a short time to get
The first man who
the opinion of the men
spoke gave in a few words the impression that
a

The complaints have been chiefly
Of all
confined to the walks and avenues.
placesjt is the most natnral that any apparent
want of care and attention shonld be noticed,

TO-DAY

and Mr.

Rafts of new style Hats.

ADVERTISEMENTS

( "ITY

& Bailey will sell
65 oents.

Mr. James H. Stndley of the graduating
class at Newton Theological Institution will at
once assume the pastoral oversight of the
Baptist churches in Mechanic Falls and New
Gloucester.

He stated to them that the committee on the Fourth of July celebration had offered a prize of 850, divided into two prizes of
830 and 820 each, to be given to the two successful companies who, starting singly from a

than once.

NEW

the Fourth

meeting.

ful city of the dead situated in Deering. The
great interest taken in it make complaints in
regard to its condition of more vital importance. The public attention has recently been
called to the condition of this cemetery more

CITY AND VICINITY.

on

companies were well
Littlefield presided at the

The several

of

There is scarcely a person in the city who is
not directly or indirectly interested in the appearance of Evergreen Cemetery, that beauti-

Periodical Depots of Fe>(enden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of Stevens & Co
obtained

Complaints Which

Have Keen Made.

THE PRESS

May be

About the

Untie farther notice Messrs. Owen, Moore
Royal London Underwear for

Religions News and Notes.
Eev. Mr. Davis, pastor of the Universalist
church in Biddeford, has tendered his resignation, to take effect July 1.

Tiie Firemen and the Fourth —Last eve-

ning Chief Eogineer Littlefield called the Fire
Department together at his office to get their

|

to

Let.

Either ol the two rooms.
at 151 Commercial street,
jel2

Apply
distw

children, must be nearly starved to death.
I So the baskets were got out, and we made a
hearty lunch, which as it afterwards proved

POETR\.
To
BY

a

Waterfowl.

WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT.

Thy solitary way?

Vainly the fowler’s eye
Might mark thy di-taat flight

to do thee wron®,
the crimeou sky,

against
As, darkly
Thy ligure floats along.

Seek’st thou the plashv brink
Of w*edy Jake, or marge of river wide.
Or where the rocking billows rise and sink
Oi the chafed ocean side?
There is

power whose

a

care

But going back was not so easy as we had
hoped. The wind died away, and the sail
flapped loosely for an hour, while the shower
came nearer and nearer.
Presently down it
came with a rush, wind and rain together.
Down came our sail too in a hurry and the

All da7 thy wings have fanned,
At that far height, the cold thin atmosphere,
Yet stoop not, weary, to the welcome land,
Though the dark night is near.
that toil shall end;
a summer home and rest,
And scream among
fellow; reeds shall bend,
Soon, o’er thy beltered nest.
soon

Soon shalt thou find

ladies and children were stowed away under it
to keep as dry as circumstances would permit.
After au hour of weary waiting and soaking
the sail again and commenced
we got up

thy

Thou’rt gone, the abyss of heaven
Hath swallowed upthv fotm; yet, on my heart
Deeply hath sunk the lesson thou hast given,
And shall not

soon

depart.

He who, from zone to zone,
Guides through tbe boundless skv thy certain light,
In the long way that I must tread
alone,
Will lead my steps aright.

[For the Press.]
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conversation, we slipped
along by Cousins’ and Littlejohn’s islands and
were just passing Great Moges, and straining
our eyes to see Birch Island, our destinalioni
in the distance, when off to the North towards
Freeport we espied a big black cloud. A
council was held, and after lully considering
the probability that the time we should lose
by heaving to for the squall would make us
too late in returning, we decided to turn back
and run away from the shower, which was
likely to go off to sea to the eastward of us-

Teaches thy way along that pathless coast,—
The desert aud illimitable air,—
Lone wandering, but not lost.

And

time on frivolous

our

Whither, midst falling dew.
While glow the heavens with the last ptefs of day,
Far, through their rosy depths, dost thou pursue

seen

While we ate,
pipes and wasted

had to serve as our dinner.
and afterwards smoked our

ADAM NEWBESIV.

CHAPTER I.
Another Crul.e in the Pumpkin .ml.
The Skipper was not satisfied with having

betrayed me once, and kept me half the
night sailing around the buoy ou the middle
ground, as related in a former story, but

beating our way slowly back to town. Again
an outpost of the shower cams over us, and
we anchored off Littlejohn’s island and pul
the family under the sail once more. When
that had passsed over and we were again on
our way home, the afternoon was well ad"
vauced; there was scarcely any wind and the
little we got was dead ahead. We had about
ten miles to go if we could have gone direct,
but such a distance as we made it by sailing
back and forth from Cousins’ island to Great
Chcbeague 1 I thought we should never get
through that passage, and when we got up to
Little Chebeague the stars were out. The
Skipper’s noble brow began to darken with
anxiety, and, some other brows not before
mentioaed, begau to darken with indignation
at being fooled iuto such an expedition. It
was chilly, too; the last of the luncheon had

shortly afterwards he came for me agaiu to
go down to Birch Island to visit some friends
who were camping out there. A family party,

been divided among the children; we had
sung all the songs we knew and finally had
settled down to suffer aud b3 strong. I felt

this

that I

would start iu the morning and run down in two hours before the
wind, which the Pumpkin Seed could easily
do, aud return early so as not to fund ourselves belated if we had to beat up, which
was not likely, as the wind would probably
haul around to the eastward in the afternoon.
It is astonishing how sure of a wind
these old sea-dogs always are before starting,
and how often they can get disappointed
without ever learning caution. It used to be
just the same in the old days before the
pleasure steamers ran, when picnic parties
would sail gallantly down in the Laurel, or
the Mechanic, and after a day of
jollity tug
elowly back in the late evening under a
“white-ash breeze.” I am always promising
myself that I will never get caught out so
again, and that I will take my pleasuring in a
prompt and reliable way by steamer, but
when the invitation comes to join a
pleasant
to

was

be;

we

company, I always yield and get fooled
just as I have continually been from

again,
boyhood

up. Still there was a certain flavor and zest
in those old chowder-parties that are
only to
be had now by going down in the same old
way. Such chowders as those ancient mariners George Loriug, Harrison
Brazier, and
Sam. McLellau used to make, you cannot often get now, unless you go with
Capt. Jones
in the Clarence, and the pride which
they

took in them was

quite lovely to see.
pleasant summer morning, and
we started off with a light breeze from the
westward, running down through the back
It

was

passage.

a

The islands

were

clad in their

brightest
green, and sprinkled with
the white tents of camping
citizens, while
the golden sun g'orified the whole
showsummer

bay,

ing
fairy-land in every distant cove
and
of water. Our eyes lovingly
dwelt on the green vista which opened up to
the mouth of the Presumpscot, where
lay the
bits of

stietfh

Marine Hospital, backed by the Falmouth
woods, and surrounded by grassy slopes:
•‘That” said I, wishing to introduce the
element of pleasing information, into our gossip, which had turned mostly upon those

points

so interesting to amateur
mariners, as
to whether the boat behind with the gaff
topsail would pass us, and whether we were

the littte one-sail boat ahead,
“that is Martin’s Point, which was almost as

gaining

wuv/u

early settlers as what
fact, the first grist-mill

layuicu

uy

lUUSo

the city. In
was built up the river
at the lower falls about 1650.”
“Was that where Lydia Martin lived, who
married Captain Corbin in your story?” said
a lively little w;dow, who was of the
party.
“It was, madam,” I replied, “and their
farm was on the point to the right ot the
Hospital.
They had neighbors all about
them, the farms stretching completely around
Back Cove on the farther side. Everybody
settled near the shore in those days, because
there were no roads, and their communication was by water, following the fashion of
the Indians. They had one of the best farms
in the town, and in a lovely situation, as
you
can see.
Robert Corbin became an influential citizen, holding important offices, and
they must have lived very happily, as you
might imagine from what I have previously
related of their characters.”
“What a shame it was to cut all that splendid growth of wood off from Clapboard
Island,’’
broke in thmSkipper who, I think, has a veritable dislike for all valuable information.
‘‘Yes,” said the long mate, “aud how bare
and wretched it looks now. Just think what
splendid picnics we had there in the old days
of the Rifle Corps and
Young America.”
We were off the Island now, and he
sighed
as he thought ot the
glorious punches of those
times.
“Did they have any children? ’asked the
widow softly.
“The Rifle Corps or Young America?”
queried the Skipper. “No, my dear,
is

now

except

possibly

a daughter of the regiment.”
I gave the pretty widow a look of
gratitude,
and replied in a tone of gravity, which I
trusted would check the levity of the
Skipper.

“The Corbins left no posterity. The farm
descended to little Joseph Atwell, her nephew, the grandson of Lydia Corbin’s stepmother.
Her father, you will rememberi
married the widow Atwell. Now the widow
had a son Benjamin, whom the old man
Martin never was fond of, as is testified by
his will made just before his death in 1G73.
civ nmin/io

--i-7

to little

Joe,

n
—

to be

n/vn.!!,.

____
iu

paid

at_.
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uaj

goods, “so far
defraud him of it,” so
in

as his father may not
the will read. Joe, who was two years old
then, was the son of Benjamin. Willis thinks
this, “corroborated by other circumstances
leaves an unfavorable impressionof|Benjamin
Atwell's character,” but perhaps Benjamin
had taken an early dislike to his stepfather
who had married both his widowed mother
and the nice farm, some twenty-five
years
before. Ills mother, however, sided against
him, for about Christmas-tide, she conveyed
her property to her step-daughte’rs husband
on condition that he should
support her for
the remainder of her
days. Atwell owned
the nest farm, and
they lived side by side
very neighborly.”
Here the Skipper broke in
again. We were
approaching Cousin’s Island.
“Perhaps you can tell U3 something about
Mr. Cousins and his island,” sai,i he>
“Oh yes,” I replied
good-naturedly, although I suspected that he really wished to
draw me away from the thread of my discourse, which I considered to be unkind in
him, after all tho information which I had
lavished upon him, “It was named after
John Cosins, who bought it of Richard Vines
in 1645. He lived on it until he was driven
off to York in the Iudian war of 1076, the
same war in which these men I am talkmc
about were killed.”
“Was Robert Ccrbin killed, and what became of his wife?” asked
my sympathizing
friend, the widow.
“He was,” I replied, “and Lydia became a
widow.”
“Oh, how nice,” said the bereaved one, “do
tell us all about it.”

The
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King Philip’s war commenced in 1075, and
some people were slain that year in this vicinity, but on Casco Neck and around Back
Cove, and at Martin’s Point, the settlers felt
quite safe, for Scitterygusset, who was chief
of the Aucociscos, (or Cranes) had a cornfield and village at Ammoncongin, just below where the Cumberland Mills

are

now

good Indian, living in
peace with his white neighbors, and enjoying
from them an annual income of one trading
coat and a gallon of liquor in exchange for
certain uplands and marshes reaching from
the head of Fore River at Capisic to Ammoncongin opposite his cornfield. It is true he
did kill Walter Bagnall at Richmond Island
in 1031, but Bagnall was not a nice man, inasmuch as he cheated the Indians terribly,
charging too many beaver skins for his rum.
Scitterygusset was a young brave then, with
blood in his eye, and not seeing any other
way to inflate the currency, he slew the pale
situated,

and

was

a

face and made away with the fire-water. But
he was au old man now, and had been living
on friendly terms with them for forty years,
and even the women and children all knew
the old chief and believed that he would protect them.
“Robert @orbin and his sweet little wife
now been living happily tor twenty years

had

the pleasant farm at Martin’s Point, and
were getting well along into middle age, Lydia
on

being forty-seven

years old.”

“Oh dear!” said my gentle

listener, “lhat’s
with husbands; they won’t

always the

way
die and let a woman ba a widow until she is
too old to

enjoy it.”
“Thank you, marm,” said the Skipper,
grimly, showing for the first time an interest
in the narrative.
The volatile young lady suggested that a
widow could do considerable mischief at

Skipper groaned and a volatile young
lady of the party, who had been kept quiet
for an unusually loDg time, now stated it as
her opinion that the little dears,
meaning the

‘Vivj WV1VU)

gently,
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and no doubt
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blushed, but

TV

DlgUtU

it was too

dark to see.

“In the summer of 187(1 the war broke out
again,” I continued, “and although Scitterygusset took no part in it, there was an Indian among his tribe called Simon, who was
a blood-thirsty fellow.
He had been imprisoned in Dover jail, but had lately escaped,
and he it was, who led the massacre which I
am

going to

relate.

,

“On a pleasant August morning, Capt.
Robert Corbin was at work haying on his
(arm, assisted by his brother-in-law Benjamin
Atwell aud his hired man Humphrey Durham. The women were busily at work in
their houses, the chiidren were running
about at their play, and little Joe Atwell was
sitting on a knoll watching the three mowers
as they came toward him catting broad
swaths, when suddenly a volley of shot was
fired, a warwhoop deafened his ears, Corbin
and Atwell fell dead, and a small band of Indians rushed on them, and brained the other
man with a tomahawk.
Little Joe was too
frightened to scream, but the women from
their cottage doors saw the carnage, and instantly all was confusion. They ran screaming to their children, but were quickly seized
and bound, the houses were set on fire, the
captives were hurried off, and the savages
prssed on to new scenes of destruction. The
Indians divided into parties and swept the
whole town, on the Neck, all along Back
Cove, and on the Presumpscot shores and
islands. Some of the inhabitants escaped to
Bangs’s Island, where they protected themselves until they could get away to Black

Point,

but

thirty-four

were

captured by the

savages, of whom about a dozen were killed
and the rest carried away to the Kennebec
river where (he Indians had their stronghold
at Norridgewock.

“Lydia Corbin’s first impulse was to run
husband’s aid, but the rush of the
savages prevented. Her next was to seize
little Joe, whom she clasped to her breast,
and when the sad procession took up their
march, looking back with weeping eyes on
their burning homes and the bodies of their
murdered friends, she led the little boy by
the baud. They were taken across the Preto her

sumpscot river in canoes and hurried on
through the woods, hearing occasional volleys in the distance, which told of new murders. At night they camped on the shores
of Royal river, their numbers augmented by
captives from other parts of the town, and
the footsore women
and children were
obliged to sleep on the ground, wretched,
tired and half starved with the scanty food
supplied them by their savage masters. The
next day their sufferings increased as
they
grew more exhausted, and dragged their
weary limbs along, threatened and beaten by
the Indians when they lagged. When little
Joe grew too tired, his kind aunt lugged him
him on her back. But more misery was in
store for them. Joe’s mother was finally too
weary to move farther, and a brawny savage
killed her with a blow of his tomahawk and
then seizing her baby from her arms dashed
its brains out against a tree. Forced to witness this horrid act, poor little Joe wept as if
his heart would break, and his gentle-hearted
aunt almost gave up in despair.
“The second night brought them nearly to
the Androscoggin river. A portion of the
Indian party had gone on before, leaving but
half a dozen to bring along the captives, so
that

they were less carefully guarded than at
first; and their bonds bad been cast off as
they were not afraid of the women and children straying in those woods so far from any
white settlements, aud tenanted only by wild
beasts; for bears, wildcats and even panthers
were pl«nty there then.
“When little Joe lay down to sleep, clasped
in his aunt’s arms, he softly whispered, ‘Can’t
we run away to-night, Aunty ?’
That was
the exact thought which was filling the little
woman’s brain, and she answered back as
softly, Wes, Joey, when the moon goes down
we will try; and now you go to sleep and
get
some rest.’ Fortunately for her attempt she
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that they had rightly kept their course, aud
that they had got more than half way
back;
and unwelcome because they had no means
to cross it. They had crossed several smaller
streams on trunks of

trees, stepping

stones

and by wading, but this was too wide and too
deep for that. So here they took another
long rest and thought over the difficulties.
They had not starved on the way, for they
had found plenty of berries in the woods, but
these barely stayed their hunger, and they
were glad to find some shell fish in the
muddy
bank of the river and to eat them raw. ‘I
think they are real good, aunty,’ said the
boy. Then he lifted his eyes to hers with a
look of deep wisdom, and said, ‘Cau’t we
build a raft?’ ‘A raft, child? No; where
can we get the timber, and how can we
fasten it together ?’
“But the thought was a happy one. They
might find a small dry fallen tree on the bank
with which they could float across. So she
hopefully took the little one’s hand aud
walked up stream along the bank. They
found many trees 15dged at different points
and, after long search, one that answered the
purpose. It was a light spruce which, after
many wanderings on the river that had
mostly stripped it of limbs, had lodged inside
a larger tree that was anchored fast to the
shore with its long limbs in the mud.
“Mrs.
Corbin could not swim, but
she was used to naming and familiar
with the water. She took off her shoes
and
stockings and tied them with her
neckerchief to a projecting limb of the
tree. Little Joe had been barefoot when he
started from home, and his tough little feet
had stood the

journey

fairly. It was a
startling thing to ask a little chap of five
years to hold on to a log, with all but his
head under, and to push him out into deep
water, but Joe was a brave little boy, and he
had played in the water at home, so that it
very

not entirely novel to him.

was

on

v'“‘
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We were pointed for
Clapboard Island now. The little widow said
softly, “Mr. Newbegin, please tell us how she
became a widow.”
“Madame,” said I, “your taste for his-

avenged.

was

hail lain down farthest from the fire, around
which the Indians were sleeping, one only
keeping watch.
“Lydia Corbin knew that their course had
been nearly northeast, and where slie lay she
could see the north star. While little Joe
slept she fixed the points of the compass in
her mind, and selected certain southern stars,
to guide her course. In three hours the
moon went down, and she wakened the little
boy, and rising very gently they stole away
while the sentinel unconsciously dozed by the
fire. When they had got sc far
away that
they could no longer see the glimmer of the
camp-fire, they mended their pace and hurried forward, beeping a watch on their
guid
iug stars whenever an opening in the forest
them
to he seen.
permitted
“You can imagine the brave little woman
and the poor child struggling on at
midnight
in the forest, stumbling and sometimes
falling
over roots of trees, captivity and
perhaps
death behind, and freedom, but
perhaps starvation in front. They heard the hooting of
owls, but of that they had no fear, and the
distant screams of the catamount, but of that
they had little thought, for a more terrible
danger was behind; they feared the return of
the savages when their escape should be discovered in the morning. By the time the
birds began to sing their earliest song to herald in the morning, and the stars faded out,
they had got more than ten miles away, and
Lydia ventured to give the patient boy a
breathing spell, which she also needed
scarcely less. You may wonder how they
could make such a journey, starting almost
wern out with their previous march, but
mortal peril helps the tired limbs to hold out.
Do you remember how our gallant Mechanic
Blues marched to Winchester
and then
marched back with Banks’s army to Williamsport, sixty miles in one day ? To be
sure they all sat down the next
day and held
np their blistered feet to cool, but they did an
amount of travel which astonished themselves wuen mey mouglit it over aftei wards
at leisure.
“Choosing a sheltered spot where they
would be concealed if any savages should
pass, they slept for a couple of hours until
the sun was up and the morning warm, and
then once more tolled on their way, finally
reaching Royal’s river in the forenoon. This
was at once a welcome and an unwelcome
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good branch for Joe to hold on by, and
then waded out, pushing the log before her.
Joe was soon off his feet, but holding on

a

bravely,

and

presently finding herself getting
up to her shoulders she headed the big end
of the tree for the other shore, but directed
a little down stream, gave a
vigorous push

and found herself afloat. The river was not
wide at this point, but their headway was
soon lost, and they floated down with the
current. Lydia swam as well as she knew
how, striking out vigorously with her feet,
and even little Joe managed to
help their
progress somewhat, moving his little legs like
a frog. Fortune favored them
by their coming
to a bend in the river which threw them over
near to the other bank, and
finally, when
nearly exhausted, Lydia attained a footing
and pushed their log to the shore.
“Thankfully regaining the woods, they
rested for an hour and dried their wet
clothes,
and then

carefully noting

the direction

by
and her sturdy
plunged into the

the sun, the brave woman

little charge once more
forest and bent their way towards the Pre-

sumpscot.”
chapter in.
How They Met

“I

an

thick hemlocks, through which they could
the moon shining until they got to sleep,
which they quickly did, after their night and
day of toil.
“The next morning they started early, but

see

fatigue

and

turning aside to
avoid a harmless snake, which looked
frightful to the little boy. Their delay at the rivethad consumed much time, aid soon the
day
began to wane, and the crows flew over them
in long lines, winging their
way homeward.”
“Did they see any bears?” asked the volatile young lady.
“Yes, my dear, they saw two or three, but
the bears galloped away so last that
they
did not see them long. Bears don’t run
after folks unless they abuse the
prophets.”
“Well, go up, old bald-head,” returned the
impudent young woman.” This I considered
unkind, as my hair is getting a little thin in
spots, but I took no notice of the sarcasm
although the skipper and the long mate
chuckled. But the amiable widow
begged
me

to go on.

“When darkness finally fell upon them
they were still in the deep woods of Cumberland, and they went supperless to bed on the
South side of a big rock, sheltered by some
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when you ought to be pointing for the Bug
Mr. Bangs didn’t come along to
name it until a hundred years
after, and Mr.
Cushing a hundred years later still ” The
skipper took the hint and brought the boat
up so that we headed for the breakwater
again, and I triumphantly resumed my story.
‘“Then will you take us there?’ said Mrs.
Corbin.
“‘Urn,’ replied the chief, ‘you go with me.
Papoose hungry, eh?’ and he opened a deerskin pouch and gave them some smoked dried
venison, which both the little boy and the
woman devoured
eagerly. A short walk
brought them to the river where Scitterygusset’s canoe lay, aud in a few minutes they
were snugly stowed in the bottom of
it, while
the old chief stood in the stem and
paddled
down the river.”
At this moment the mother of the little

boys
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then paddled swiftly away, and
very
happy were Parson Burroughs and his companions to receive the wanderers, an J very
welcome was safety and rest to the weary
travelers, even amid all the anxiety which
still surrounded the refugees.”
“And did Mrs. Corbin get another husband ?” asked the little widow persuasively.
“Madame,” I replied, “she was plump and

and she had an

excellent farm of her own,
with no responsibilities except Little Joe,
Who was himself heir to a good farm. Certainly she had great possibilities before her,

possibly

two or three husbands.”
“How nice!” said Jibe widow. And the
church clock striking midnight, we separated,
I seeking my lodgings, while a
very weary
procession tugged their baskets and children
up the hill, westward, to their homes and a
very late supper.
That’s what the skipper calls a nice trip
down to Biich Island!
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diseases and persons
The practice is based upon
the most strict principles of science; there is nothing miraculous or supernatural about it, as it is in
harmony with all natural laws.
DR. HENION has for the past twelve years made
those nervous cases brought on by self-abuse and
other indiscretions, a specialty, and feels warranted
in saying to the sufferer, “There is a Cure
The diseases which yield most readily to the curative agency of this method, as practiced by me, are
Dyspepsia, Constipation, Asthma, Angina Pectoris,
Chlorosis, Loss of Voice, Rheumatism,
Rheumatic Gout, Sciatica, Liver Disease, all kinds
of Sexual Weakness, Diabetes, Headache, Scrofula, Nervous Irritation of the Brain or Spine, Bronchitis, Catarrh Diseases of the Heart, Eruptive

Diseases,Convulsions, Hysteria Neuralgia, Thrush,
Congestion of Spleen, Irritation or Stomach, Dis-

eases of Kidneys and Bladder. Ulceration and Disthe Womb, and Female Complaints of
every nature, Morbid Appetite, Wakefulness, General Lebility, Weak
Nervous Depression,
Difficult Breathing, with Pain in the Lungs, Weak
and Sore Eyes of every description, Discharges
from the Ears, Noise in the Head, Cancers, Tumors,

Piles, Epilepsy, Seminal Debility, Loss of Vital

Power, Tapeworm, etc.
Paralysis, Consumption, and

General Dropsy, are
slow and uncertain with this treatment.
Patients afflicted with these have rarely been restored. I hey are, however, always benefited.
Deafntss, when dependent upon the destruction of
Tympanum, and Total Blindness dependent upon
Paralysis of Optic Nerve, are in most cases incurable.
most

REAP THE FOLLOWING.
Police Officer’s Case —Mr. O. H. P. Hodge
Boston Police Officer attached to Station 12. was a
great sufterer from Lumbago and Sciatic Rheumatism. Was unfit for duty.
Dr. Henion cured him
by two magnetic treatments. Referied to.
Deaf Four Years.—Mrs. Cathron Kimball, of 14
Albion Place, Charlestown, Mass., has been quite deaf
lor 'our yeats. Dr. Henion cured her by one magnetic treatment. Referred to.
Female Disease.—Mrs. C. W. Brown of Newton
Upper Falls, Mass., has been a gredt sufferer from temale diseases unable to stand or move for nine
months without assistance. Dr. Henion cured her
by one magnetic treatment. Referred to.

Neuralgia of the Stomach.—Mrs. Margaret
Campbell, residing at 248 Sbawmut Avenue, Boston,
suffered for fifteen years with Neuralgia of Stomach
and Bowels. For four years she was most of the
time kept under tbe influence of opium to relievo her
of pain. Dr. Henion cured her by one magnetic
treatment
Referred to.
Sciatica and Lumbago.—Major George O. Brastow, ex-ma\or of Somerville, Mass., was a sufferer
from Sciatica and Lumbago, contracted during the
war.
Had tried almost every kind ot treatment.
Dr. Henion benefited him from the first, and cured
him by a short course of treatment. Referred to.
Blind in One Eye—Willie Hutchins,son of Horace
Hutching, Esq., of Lincoln, Mass., was totally
blind in one eye for seven years. Has received eight
magnetic treatments, and can now see to read writing with the eye that was blind. The lather of the
hoy referred to.
Female Weakness.—Mrs. Clark Nash, of Hubbardsville, N. Y.. was a great sufferer trom Female
Weakness and Chronic Diarrhoea; was given up to
die by the physicians who attended her. Mrs. Nash
was cured by seven magnetic treatments. A wonderful case. Referred to.
Nervous Dyspepsia, Shortness of breath,
and Spinal Irritation.—Miss C. A. Beals. No. 39
Clarendon street, Boston, was afflicted with the
above distressing complaints. The lady is somewhat
advanced in life, is an exemplary Christian, and enjoys nothing so much as attending places of worship.
When Moody and Sankey made tlieir first visit to
Boston, she was prevented, particularly by shortness
of breath, from attending any of their meetings; but,
during their second visit, she attended every one, day

and evening.
Seminal Weakness.—Mr. F. C. Richmond, No.
468 Tremont street, Boston, Mass,, was so terribly
weakened by seminal losses that he was unable to
attend to business; suffered from nervous trembling,
palpitation of heart, headache, wakefulness, forgetfulness, great mental depression, loss of energy, dimness of sight, confused mind—in tact, was nearly insane. By three magnetic treatments and a specific
medicine Dr. Henion entirely cured him in twelve
days. Referred to. [This is the only rational and
sure treatment for diseases of thisnature j
Terms.—Patients pay in proportion to
ability.
Letters of inquiry, to insure reply, must contain
stamp. CONSCIjTATIOIV JfHEE.
P. S.—I will say, for the benefit of those tcho intend to call on me, during my stay in Boston, do
not delay until the last moment. My rooms are then
so thronged that it is almost impossible to treat all
who come.

a.

AMCilOS

m., 2.30 and 6.15 p.

tion 12.40 p.m., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and
Worcester at 2.10 p. m.f connecting with
trains South and West.
1.10 P. M. Steamboat Express through to
New London withont change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and Great
Falls, at Epping tor Manchester and
Concord
at Nashua tor
Lowell and
Boston, at Ayer .«auction for Fitchburg and the West via Iloosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston &
Railroad tor New York, at Pntnam with
‘Boston & Philadelphia Express Line** tor
Philadelphia, Baltimore and W ashington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
River New York, at 6.00 a. m
6.15 p. m —From Preble Street. Mixed for Rochester and Way Stations.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, 11.00 a. m., and 8.50
p. m
arriving In Portland at 9.35 a. m., 1.15
and 11.00 p. iu.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.R, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.

Albany

SUNDAY TRAINS—Leave Preble Street Station at 9.00 i*. M., arriving at Rochester at
Ull| bUUUCVl*

UIIVOIXI

Boston & Albany R. R. for New York
West- Leave Worcester at 7 00 a m.,
Rochester 10.30 and arriving at Preble Street

ing

with
and the

12.20 p. m.

mj21dtf

d3w

LIME.

RAILROAD

Fall

Arrangement.
On and After Monday. October
8, 1877, trains will LEAVE

PORTLAND FOR BOSTON
6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m., arrivai
Boston
atl0.45
a. m., 1.30,
8.00 p. m. Reing
turning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 3. 30 p.m..
at
Portland
at
12.10
5.10
8.10
For
arriving
p. m.
Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Fall*,
Great Falls, Dover,
Rochester, Farmington, N. KK., Alton Bay, Newmarket,
Exeter, Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence, Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 8.45 a.
For Manchester and Conm., 3.15 p. m.
cord, N. H., (via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. m.
For 8caborrongh, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Biddeford
and
Beach,
Saco,
Kennebunk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
Trains
will
leave
’lorning
Hennebsnh
for Portland at 7.20 a. m. The 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with the Shore
Line and the Boston & Albany Road, for New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This is
also the quickest route to the West. Through
Tickets to all Points 8outh and West at
lowest rates. Trains on Boston & Maine read
connect with all steamers juuning between Portland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert, Mac ias,
Eastport, Calais, St.John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg
trains at Transfer Station, All trains stop at
Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class
dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS. Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
sept5
at

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada
On and after MONDAY, Oct.
trains will run as follows:
foi Auburn and Lewiston,

i££g|Sggi&!

8, 1877

7.00 a. m.
8 a. m for Gorham, (Mixed.)
12.35 p. m tor Auburn and Lewiston.
1.50 p. m. for Island Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
5.30 p, m. for Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

ARRIVALS.
8.30 a. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
9.30 a. m. from Gorham (Mixed).
2.20 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec and West.
2.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
6.00 p. m, from Lewiston, Auburn and South

Paris

to stateroom and route chosen.

For Books oi Information, Plans. &c.,
Apply to HENDERSON BROTHERS,
7 BOWLING GREEN,NEW YORK.

Or toT. McGOWAN,
133 Congress St., Portland.

ON and after May 30th, will leave the
jEast side of Custom House Wharf for
Islat (is. at 5.45, 8.50,
1.45, 4.15,
p m. Returning alter
each trip.
c. II. KNOWLTON.
my 23dtt

Peak’s and Hog
SpgEBBBC
10.45 a m. and
6.10

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington
8TEAH8HIF

that the boot

be
worn immediately. All op'
erations performed with-

AMD

—

«EP»1 AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

1

.

esidenca wU«n desirea;

Examination
prices low. Peopic can bo.ti eated a t their

myileedfcn

JOHNS riOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.
Freni

WM. CRANE.
GEOROE APPOLD.

Petersburg

to

»ne

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha.
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and all points in the

Northwest. West and Southwest
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
1nl8dtf

Central

RAILROAD.
If! ON DAY, DEC. 3, 1877.
Passenger Trains leave Portland (or Bangor, Dexter, Belfast and Waterville at
m.

For Skowhegan at 12.35,12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Augusta. Hallowell. (Sardine-* and
Brnuswick at 7.00 a. m., 12.40,5.20 and 11.45 p.
m.

For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00 a. im, 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
For

Farmington, Monmouth, Winthrop,

Beadfleld, West Waterville and Waterville via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

For

Lewiston and Auburn.

Sassenger

Boston.

Through bills of lading gwen by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or paesago to Norfolk,Baltimore,'Washmgton, or other inlormation apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
nov2dtl
,53 Central Wharf, Boston,

BE-OrENING

Cleaned and Ashes Re
moved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
R. GIBSON,
or addressing
Congress Street
Janldtt

ALL

Philadelphia & New England Steamship Line,
—

BOSTON,

PROVIDENCE.

HULLS

OF

RAIL.

Steamboat Express Train will leave Boston &
Providence Railroad Station dally (Sundays excepted) at 6 P. M. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Providence, with the E a llrely New and magnifi-

parture*.
at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, aud forwarded daily to FALL RIVKK, there
connecting with the Clyde Nteatuern -ailing
every MONDAY, WKDN ESDAYand SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C.,

Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington, D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D.

C., and all rail and water lines.

Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoid d
e one-eighth of one percent.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, apply

Insurant
to

D. ». €. iinurk,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,

MASSACHUSETTS

STEAMER RHODE

M., arriving

Street. Boston.

J? or

janlldtf

the_ islands.

STEAMER FIONA

landings at the islands.
CHARLES A. SPARROW.
mjlMtf

Maine

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.

P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with, fine accomo

dations for passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Meals extra.
Good dost ned beyond
Room, $5.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, Genera! Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Excb \nge street
decl6tf

ALLA

LINE.
OCEAN

SHORTEST

VOYAGE.

The first-class iron mail steamthis line sail from Quebec
every Saturday A. II. for
Liverpool via Londonderry
The Hummer Route through
Helle mie Is amidst the magnificent scenery of the
Gulf of St Lawrence. One third the passage being
inland navigation, it shortens the actual sea passage
to about live days from land to land.
Passengers leave on Grand Trunk 1.50 p. m. train
Fridays to connect. Cattle are not carried on the
ers of

ISLAND,

This is the only
line affording a delightful sail through Narvagausett Bay by daylight.
Returning leave Pier 29, North River, at 5 P.
in New York at 6 A.

Washington

196

Boston, May 1st, l 77.

Speed, Comfort and Safety Combined.

and the well known and popular

Arrivug

BAIL-

Freight received

cent

STEAMER

with OLD COLONY
ROAD.

m connection

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6

Opens April 29, for the Season of 1878.
ONLY 42

—

Portland,

providence line
VIA

FBOM

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

THE POPULAR

M.

in Boston at 7 A. M.

No intermediate landing* between Providence and New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s office, 214 Washington, corner State street,
and at Boston & Providence Railroad Station.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sup’t B. & P. R. R.
aprgT.Th&SGm

For flie Islands.

mail steamers.
The Baltimore ITIail Line sails from Halifax every alternate Tuesday tor Liverpool via

Queenstown.
Cabin Passengers $80 and $70 gold; Intermediate
$40, or its equivalent. Steerage $28 currency. Return and Prepaid Tickets at reduced rates to and
from all parts of Europe.
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for New
England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me,
C3r~Hi|(ht Hterling Check* issued in sums
t
suit for .£ i and upwards.
febl?
dly

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
En.lport, Calais,

81. John, N. H., Aula.
olU, Windsor and Halifax. ID, 8.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

Peak’s Island Steamboat Co.

ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

Steamer

Gazelle,

CAPT. A. S. OLIVER,

WILL

on

and after Juno 13, 1878. until further

notice, make three trips daily to Cushing
and Peak’s Islands.
Leaves €antom lloase Wharf at 9 a. an.,
*J and 3.30 p. m. Returning, Leaven Evergreen Landing In «. m., 3 and 1.45 p. in.
Peaks I«Inud, Scott’s l.anding 10.15 a. m..
!J.30and 5 p. in. C'nshing’s Lnndiug 10.30
a. in., il 15 and 5 15 p. in.
Fare down and hack 25 cents., 5 tickets $1.00.
Children 10 cents.
Arrangements for Picnics and Excursions can be
made at the office of the Company, at the end of Custom House Wharf. All comuuieations bv mail addressed to
PEAK’S) Isl.WI)
8TEATIBOAT COUIPANV, will be promptly attended
to
Per order Directors.

Jel2

dtf

IN

JN

dlaw3wS«Sfcwlw24

THE

tercolonial

MUTUAL BENEFIT

SPRING

FRANKLIN

Purely Mutual.

All appboved forms of policies issued.
Reports and Statements furnished at the
office of the Company, or any of its agen-

District

YOUNG’S, 206

AHEAD

the same; and all persons indebted to said estate
called upon to make payment to

are

BARRETT, Executor.
jetdlaw3wS*

FOR SALE.
new

2-story

rooms; stable and henPrices and terms easy.
Real Eilate Office,

O T H E U 8.

tirely new and snperb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, anil with the eleand

steamer

popular
Stouington every TnesSnt
y, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York

always in advance of all other line*. Baagage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little &Co.’s,49J Exchange 8t.
L. W. FILK1NS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag\t, New York.
President,
T?

dtr

PORTLAND, B1NG0R & MiCBliS
STEAHIIIOAT CO.
FOR BAAGOB.
SlIflTIEK AIUUNGEDIENT.
THREE TRIPs PER WEEK.
The Fast Steamer CITY OF
RICHMOND, Caft. Kilby, will
la leave lt.iilron.l Wliart, Portland
every Monday, Wcluc-.lny
nud *ridnr Evening, nt l<> o'clock,
(commencing Wednesday, May 8th,) lor Bangor touching at ICocklnod, Caiudcn, l.lncoln villa.
Bclla.i, Mearaporl, Mnn.ly Point, Huck.port, W ■ uterport nnd Hampden. Arriving
8
in Bangor about 1U.30 next
morning.
Returning, leave Bnogor every Houday
UedncHilay and Friday uornibg hi tf
o’clock, arriving in Portland at 5 |». nr., connecting
with Portland & Boston Steamers, and Pullmau
Mght Train and early Morning Trains for Boston.

(f***

«

For Mt. Desert ami Macliias.

WoedlortfM.

SEitiMEU a i tie a m; hi i:\ v

X. W. ED.SOX.
d2w

jelO_

ALL

ton & Providence K. R. Depot daily, except
Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the en-

.Agent,

hereby given that tho subscriber has
been duly appointed Executor of tho Will ot
MARY D. BARRETT, late of Portland,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
taken upon himselt that trust by giving bonds as
tho law directs. All persons having demands upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit

a

OF

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Paint Judith.

Is

Deering,

LINE

This Is

iny14<12m

ON

Middle Street.

FOR NEW YORK.

28 EXCHANGE ST.

Stevens’ Plains, in
house aud L, with 8
house; 5,000 feet of land.
Apply at the Deering

Portland,

Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. H. COYI.E.or.. Gen’l
de30-76dtf
Agt.

ocl

JAS. B. PEARSON, Vice-President.
EDWARD A. STRONG, Secretary.
BENJ C. MILLER, Treasurer
B. J. MILLER, Actuary.

FRANKLIN K.
Portland, May 21st, 1878.

WHARF,

INDIA WHARF. RONTON, every
evening st 7 o'clock (Sunday excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they sa
core a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pause and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
er-Tickets and State Rooms lor sale at D. H,
nod

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bos-

LEWIS C. GROVER, President.

NOTICE

ARRANGEMENT.

On and alter Monday, April let, the steamer,
John Brooke and Forest City will ran alternately
as follows: Leave

CO..

NEWARK, N. J.

B. B. PECK,

Railway.

S^Tbreight received on day of sailing until 4
o'clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance Co.,) or of
mh21dtf
A. R. STUBBS. Agent, B. R. Wharf.

hTOWOGTOK

LIFE INSURANCE

WEEK.

On and after Monday, June
3d, tbe Steamers of the International
Steamship Company
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot
of State street, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, at 6 P. M., /or Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and r,a«tpnt on
same days, and Portland the next morning at 3 A,
M. for Boston.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinstcn, lit.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sbediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. K,
I., Fredericktown, N. B., and all stations on the In-

boston

BANKRUPT® V.—District Court of tbo
United States, District of Illaine. Iu the matter
of Abner O. Shaw, a Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this sixth day of June by
Abner O. Shaw,
of Portland,
a
Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the Second day of September. A.
D.1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that the second meeting ot
the creditors of said Bankrupt, be held before James
D. Fessenden, Register, on the twenty-eighth day ot
June, 1878, at 10 o’clock A. M., and the third meeting
ot the same on the First day of July, 1878, at 10
o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be putdished
in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week lor
three scccessive weeks, and once in the weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be thirty
days at least before the day of hearing, and that ail
creditors who have proved their debts and other
persons in interest, may appear at said time and
place, and show cause, if any they have, why the
prajerof said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.

Incorporated 1815.

TRIpTpER

TUBE

BANKRUPTCY^

TWO TRIPS PER

WEEK,

FOR SALE!
of a good business, well
r'pUE Stock and Tradelocation.
Would require a
J. established, good
capital ot three to five thousand dollars. Business:

Doors, Blinds, Windows, Sashes &c. Anyone
wishing to purchase will address
BOX H7&, Dor land, Me.
janlStf

Vaults Oloanod,
ADDRESS

nfc

S.

F.

RICKBB,

Corner, Deering
at*

Vaults

CLYDE’S

tfieh

cies.

12.40 and 11.45 p.

Hoboken.

KhU'v of l*nM*ng*- From
New
York
to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, $100; second cabin, $60, gOid; st eiage, $30
currency. Apply to
OELHICH8 &CO.,
2 Bowling Green, New York.
D. W. IsITTliU, Agt uf for Portland
no28
dly

To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points In the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. B., M. W. Oarfsou, Agent, 219 Wasnlngton street

OF

LINE.

The Steamers of the Company will s till every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, toot of Thir i street,

Eulan Jlrul .....
TI'E'iBIt
aud SATURDAY.

forwarded irom Norfolk

1,1.011)

New York, Soutluunplou, Loudon,
Havre and Bremen.

mond, and Va. and l'enn. R. R. to all places in the
South, C. P. Saither, Agent, 210 Washington St.,

To

Maine

ToW (MM

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake,
Freight

Tickets old at Reduced Rates!

can

pain.
out
free and

LINK

Fir.t Clua. M(cam»liip*.

Offices

74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

PASSAHH T/CN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. U, SAMPSON. Agent
19 t.csi Wharf Hums
Ja23-ly

Boston to the Sooth. Only Trl-Weekly
Line.
Quick Time, I.uw Rain, Frequent De-

Steamer Tourist.

je8

Passenger

Passenger Trains leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.15
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
car attached, connecting at Cumberland
unction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Auburn, Winthrop and Waterville. The 11.45
p. m. train is the Night Express Train with Pullman bleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Bangor for all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A. Railway, and tor
DR. HENION, at ihe earnest solicitation
Honlton, Woodstock, St. Andrews, St.
of «core* ol invalids in variou* pNriM ot
St. John and Halifax.
Stephen,
New Englaud, lias returned to the ADAMS
Paiiteager Trains arrive in Portland as
HOliNE, 555 Washington Street, Boston,
follows: —The morning trains from Augusta, Garwhere he will remain until AugnNt.
diner, Rath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
jel
S.T&Th&wlm
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 2.55 and 3.00 p. m,
I
CORNS!
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K, & L.
R. R. at 6.22 p. m. The night Pullman Express
DR. CA,RIjTOIY is permanently lotrain at 1.50 a. m.
cated at IG Mm rh^t Square for the
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
treatment of all disease** of the
feet.
Portland Dsc. 3, 1877.
julldtf
Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing Nails cured
ho

amidships.

J. M. LUNT, Supt.

BOSTON A MAINE

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

BETWEEN

SALOON CABIN, $05 to 8SO, CURRENCY.
SECOND CABIN, including all requitites. 840.
Excursion Tickets for First-Class Pa-sage. New York
to Paris and return, 81 .‘15 to 8105 according

ap3013m

a. m.

STEAMSHIP

Line.

Sail from New York for
GLASGOW,
every
SATURDAY;
WEDNESDAY;
LONDON,
every
Passenger accommodations unsurpassed tor elegance
and comtort. All Staterooms on main deck,
and Saloon

10

Insurance one half the rate of

Supt.

STEAMERS

follows

Accommodation for Worcester, with
through car for Boston via Nashua and Lowell
Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a* m., (connecting with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell
12.1.* p. m., Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer Junc-

MX

delphia, at

arrive in
ad-

je8

m.

IC DISEASES,

ADAMS HOUSE, 555 WASHINGTON STREET,

rnn as

7.30 a. M.

z.uv

A

—

at

vance of Jill oihrr l.ine*
Ask for tickets via Portland & Worcs’.er
J. W. PETERS. Ticket Agent.
J. 51. LUST,

Wharfage.
sailing vessel!.

Portland Sunday at 12.20 p. m., 4 ft bourn in

TO NEW YORK,

Leave Grand Trunk Depot,
Portland ac 7.30 a. m. and

YORK, PRACTICAL PHYSICIAN FOR CHRON-

a

BOSTON & MAINE

only.route by which passengers leaving New
by Norwich Line Steamers or Rail, Saturday
night can reach Portland next morning.
Pas gangers (via Steamer Maryland Route) leaving
Washington at 1.40 a. m., Baltimore at 3.00 p. m.,

PORTLAND MISTER LISE

having what yon

and the only Educated Physician with the GIFT OF
HEALIN'* in the United States, is still in Boston
(where, tor the past seven months, he has met with
the most wonderful success), at the

the

—TO—

—

EEiP’Tram leaves Grand Trunk Depot at 2.10 P. M.
State Rooms secured in advance at 28 Exchange St.,
and at Grand Trunk Depot.
J. M. LTJNT, Supt.,
J. W PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent,
dll
mjll

all Wholesale
by
United States

the

Spinet

Great Reduction

AND

Avoid the Expense and Annoyance of carriage Transfer incident to ail other routes.

OQLLiNS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER

placement of

EXCURSIONS.

i$ the
York

Philadelphia

Line.

From Long Wharl, Boston, 3 p.m
From Fine Street Wharf, Palin-

Boston.

Save 5 Honrs in Time

’•

and

fair, something over forty, it is true, but a
blonde, and very enterprising. She had evidently won the heart of the old Indian chief,
there were plenty of eligible gentlemen coming to the new world to seek their fortunes,

Lines !

Purchase your tickets via this route and

EXCEPT

fV*om cnfnlr,

Portland & Worcester line

VIA

No

Mtiof 1 anrloH

Steamship

Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y

LeaveaLot of Preble afreet every Nuuday at 4 OO p. m. Pasaaugers by this train arrive at Grand Central Depot, New York, Monday
morning at 5.20 a. m.
AiTEMTIoM is also called to the fact that the

Excursion Tickets at Low Bates

l .ttzeb,

and

tv a

ARRIVE.

gave
alarm,
looking up we
found that a porgy steamer was
heading for
us.
We could see both her red and
green
lights, and we were right in her track with
no light aboard our craft to warn her.
in those cases where, on examination, it
The
may be tonnd necessary to prescribe certaiu
idea of being run down by a steamer is not
specific remedies, which, combined with my peculiar
operation, accelerate a perfect and radical
pleasant even in the daytime, but at night magnetic
cure.
when everything about you looks weird and
strange, the situation Is startling, but fortune
favored us, and the steamer passed a little
astern, while we slid in toward the cape
shore. Then up came another
steamer, and
auothcr behind her as we stood across in
short tacks, aad made it
\
lively for us until
we got far enough to be out of
their track.
Then the yacht Princess came
along, quite
ghostlike in the dim starlight, and we had to
keep out of her way. Finally we reached
our dock and amid the bustle ot
iauaicB «ystory was forgotten. But the widow came to
me as we stood on the wharf
waiting for the
baskets and bundles to be passed up and
asked, “Did they get safely to their friends?”
DR. H£NION
“They did, madame,” I replied. “The old
a

F^ILADELPIIIA

UNITED STATES MAIL STEAMERS.

Light.

and starboard,

away, or

p. m.

Express

Boston

mind

NewYork&Retum

whirring

3.15

Night

ship,” I replied, quite delighted to get an
opportunity to impress upon his obdurate

porgie steamers was coming in, one after another, with each a bright lantern at the masthead, and strong red and green lights at port

went

PASSENOER TUAINH leave Portland
for Scarboro’. Saco, Biddeford, SLennebunk, Wells, North Berwick, Month
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
■Littery, Portsmouth.
Newbury port,
»alem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
£.45 a. in.
9aco, Biddeford, Kennehnuk, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at

“Tolam!” broke in the skipper, “who’s
Tolam? and where in thunder is Andross’
island?”
“Tolam was the indian name of the town-

Trr»n

-AID

FOR MEW FORK,

sententiously.

Andross* island is In of. rohora

Sunday

JSo

take us to our friends ?’
“
‘No white man left in Tolam now, all gone
down to Andross island,’ replied the indian

a little of
that statistical information
which he so sadly needs and so persistently
rejects. That obstinate mariner will actually
sit up all night making a gaff-topsail for the
yacht on his family sewinwhen he
will not spare five minutes to listen to instructive lore which prophets and
kings
might s gh for.
“Everybody knows the old indian name
was Machigonne,”. persisted the
skipper,
“and there was a marble hotel and a steam
fire engine named for it.”
“No, my dear, that was only the name of
Clay Cove, and that’s what it signified, and

BO ©TO N

Train

VIA

“
‘Please don’t kill us,’ said little Joe plaintively.
‘“Scitterygusset good Injun, no kill um
boy,’ said the old chief.
“
‘Oh Scitterygusset,’ said Lydia, “will you

we

them.
“But Lydia Corbin knew nothing of
this,
she only knew that she was
struggling to
reach her friends, and she
hoped for the best.
And Joe knew that he was to be a brave
little boy and not cry if his feet were worn
and sore, and that they must get
away from
the indians who would kill them if
they
caught them. So on they plodded, every
now and then startling a
partridge which

Railroad,

MAY 27, 187 S.

Scitterygusset.

Indian.

“This is better than being but in the forest
alone, and having the bears smellmg at you,”
said tne volatile
young lady, snuggling up to
the children and covering them more
closely.
“Do go on,” said the widow, “and tell us
how they got home.”
“Did I say they did get home, madam ?” I
replied, wishing of course to keep up the interest of my narrative.”
Remember they
were walking right into the arms of
the Indians, who held all the shores of the harbor
except Bangs’ Island to which a small party
had retreated, and where they kept their foes
at bay by incessant vigilance, but
expecting
every hour an attack which might overpower

Eastern

lower falls.
“‘ThereI aunty, do you hear the waterfall?’ said little Joe. ‘Oh dear, there’s an
Indian, let’s run.’
“But they were too frightened to run, and
stood stock still, while the savage came rapidly toward them. A3 he approached he
stopped, raised his gun, pointed it at them,
took careful aim and-fired. Lydia clasped
the boy to her breast and sank to the ground,
a terrible faintness coming over her.
Something struck near her, and opening her eyes
she saw a wildcat struggling on the ground.
The Indian finished him with the butt of his
gun. and turning to them they saw that it
was

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

were

KTew Yorls.

glad

RAILROADS.
__
---

telling on them,
and their progress was painful and slow.
By the time the sun was high and the
droning bumble-bee came singing around
them, they heard the welcome sound of the
hunger

have got to the Presumpscot,” said the Skipper, as he wen t about
and headed for Fort Gorges. The
sight up
the harbor was very pleasant
now,, or would
have been if we had felt less
hungry, and
less chilled and cramped. A line of
bright
lights stretched across Portland bridge at its
head, and the harbor was dotted with lights
of vessels swinging at their anchors. The
city shone like a field of stars, and the glimmering line stretched along the Cape shore
and across the islands, while a
big government ship lay off Fort Preble
showing a row
of lights from stem to
stern, and a fleet of
am

I

Vaults Cleaned
A ND taken out at abort notice, Ircrn ft to ft
A cord or $5 a load, bv addressing
a»lW
AfeiBBY* 0., Portland P. 0.

at III
Pr.da,
o’clock,
Tuesday, cycDiaga
May 21, for Rockland, Castine,commencing
Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, South West Harbor, Bar Harbor, (ML
Desert,) Millbndge Jonesport and .11 nclilaso.ri.
Returning, will leave Hachia.pori every
Uauilii} and TTiuraday moruiun* •*! I..TO
o’clock* touebing as above, arriving in Portland
same night,
usually connecting witb Pullman train

earlv morning train* for fiosto? »nj tbr West.
The Steamer lewisliu has a large capacity
for
freight and Passengers, has also 75 largo afrry State
Rooms, including ID Family Rooms

an1’

For lurthei particular* inquire of

GEO. li. DAY, Oen. licket Agent,
™but‘

E. CUSHING, Assistant

Portland, May 15,1878.
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